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Biological Background 

 In the last century, the scientific community, only guided by the structure-

function paradigm, shared a rather minimalist vision of the world of proteins. These 

latter were viewed as quite rigid biological entities with a specific function, which was 

attained only after a protein had acquired a well-defined three-dimensional (3D) 

structure, or native state, dictated by the amino-acid sequence. This archetype, which 

has been engrained for hundred years, is justifiable. It started in 1894 when E. Fisher 

exposed the new “lock-and-key” theory based on his works on enzymes that could 

selectively hydrolyze either α- or β-glycosidic bonds despite their high similarity [1]. In 

1925, some experiments, performed by Anson and Mirsky, demonstrated the capacity of 

a protein to recover its native state after denaturation induced by modification of the 

milieu.  In this experiment, it was shown that the protein was active only in its folded 

state. Mirsky and Pauling reviewed this concept in 1936, and Lumry and Eyring later 

brought some contributions on the reversibility of denaturation (1954). Then, X-ray 

crystallography appeared in the early fifties, depicting bio-molecules as fixed in space, 

without any intrinsic flexibility. The first proteins solved at atomic level by X-ray 

crystallography (Kendrew and Perutz, in the late fifties [2, 3], Phillips in 1965 [4]) 

strengthened the structure-function concept: the sequence of a protein is at the origin of 

its 3D conformation and furthermore of its function. In 1969, Gutte and Merrifield 

demonstrated the capacity of the amino acid sequence of a ribonuclease put in a test 

tube to naturally adopt a well defined folded state, with normal stability and activity [5]. 

This experiment definitely convinced biologists that the sequence of a protein was 

sufficient to guide it toward its final 3D structure. These experimental demonstrations, 

together with his previous studies on ribonuclease [6, 7], led Anfinsen to formulate in 

1973 the “thermodynamic hypothesis” [8], which stated that a protein becomes 

functional only after reaching a final energetically favorable structure (in term of Gibbs 

free energy). This single state is maintained by numerous non-covalent interactions, i.e. 

electrostatic, hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts, defined by the arrangement of 

the amino acids in the sequence. 

The first works on the dynamics of a protein was published in 1977 [9] from Nuclear 

Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy experiments applied to macromolecules [10]. 

This technique challenged the image of static macromolecules and demonstrated the 

existence of inherent flexibility: each atom in a protein at the equilibrium fluctuates 

around a central position, which reflects a time-averaged spatial arrangement. 
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Moreover, this dynamics could be even higher in loops. Still, the consensus at the time 

was quite far from the real extent of protein elasticity. 

 Despite the indelible belief in the “one sequence, one structure, one function” 

paradigm, some controversial ideas were met in history and made the dogma suspicious. 

In the thirties already, a pioneering hypothesis emerged from investigations of 

antibodies, which, despite their limited count in blood, could bind to and thereby protect 

against a tremendous number of intruding antigens. Landsteiner proposed in 1936 that 

proteins are able to fold in different ways, leading thus to different conformations from 

one single amino acid sequence [11]. Pauling’s viewpoint was slightly different: to him, 

immunoglobulins exist in an ensemble of conformations with similar free energy [12]; 

by adopting the most favorable state, these non-specific antibodies would be able to 

bind different targets. This view was also supported by Karush in 1950, but this was 

considered as eccentric by others, who simply ignored it. 

Later on, when technologies started the development of modern techniques, enigmatic 

results were obtained: X-ray crystallography showed the absence of electron density of 

some functional loops of high-resolution structures and NMR spectroscopy revealed 

high flexibility of regions directly involved in biological processes [13-15]. These 

observations raised questions about the sequence-structure-function paradigm and 

stimulated the curiousness of researchers.  

 Eventually, in the last decades, clear experimental evidences identified proteins 

that exist under physiological conditions in an intrinsically disordered state, while 

having a noticeable activity [16, 17]. The transcriptional regulator FlgM is one of the 

first striking examples; it triggers a cascade of events that leads to the activation of 

Salmonela typhimurium’s flagella [18]: this protein is basically disordered in solution 

and acquires a stable, well-folded conformation only upon binding to its partner σ28. In 

addition, coming back to the case of antibodies, James et al. demonstrated from X-ray 

crystallography and pre-steady-state kinetics the promiscuity of the monoclonal 

Immunoglobulin E SPE7, which can bind unrelated antigens [19]. Upon crystallization 

in its free form, this antibody adopts two distinct conformations. Further X-ray studies 

of SPE7 in complex with different aromatic haptens and a recombinant protein antigen 

revealed that the antibody can sample, depending on the ligand, two more 

conformations. 

These discoveries, among many others, led Dunker et al. to introduce in 2001 the 

Protein Trinity model [20]. It was further extended to the Protein Quartet model 

(Figure I-1) by Uversky in the following year [21]. This model inaugurated a new image 
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in structural biology, where a unique, 

well-defined protein structure is not a 

prerequisite to achieve function, but 

rather each degree of ordering or 

disordering, i.e. ordered, molten 

globule, pre-molten globule and 

random coil, can be a native and/or 

functional state. This simplistic model 

also emphasizes that a protein can exist 

in a native state different from its 

functional state, which is acquired only 

after a transition between the two states. From this model, intrinsically disordered 

proteins can be categorized into sixteen classes, depending on the functional state of the 

protein. Not all, but most of them have already been observed and selected examples are 

provided here: 

• Disordered state: Beta-casein is a perfect example of a protein that has a 

well-defined function without any well-defined structure. This protein, 

completely unfolded and considered as random coil, is found in human 

milk. It fixes calcium via highly conserved phosphorylated regions; this 

enables it to bind to other casein molecules and form micelles, easily 

ingested by the young baby [22, 23]. Another example is the Heat Shock 

protein HSP25 that has a disordered solvent-exposed unfolded C-terminal 

extension (9% of the protein sequence) crucial for its own stability and its 

chaperone role [24, 25]. It stabilizes unfolded proteins and prevents them 

from precipitating in solution under conditions of cellular stress. 

• Disorder/Pre-molten globule transition: SPARC, a fully disordered small 

acidic secreted protein falls in this class. It has the ability to fix calcium, 

which induces the formation of α-helices (35% helicity increase upon 

binding). Its function is not clear, but SPARC might be involved in 

remodeling and wound repair. 

• Disorder/molten globule transition: The gp5 protein, or Coat protein, is 

found in the bacteriophage P22 and intervenes in the construction of the 

viral capsid. The N-terminal part of this protein displays a native disorder 

which represents 44% of its sequence [26]. Upon binding, the protein 

acquires some additional structural elements, but remains highly flexible. 

Figure I-1     Representation of the Quartet model
proposed by Uversky. Each of the four states, i.e.
ordered, molten globule, pre-molten globule and
disordered, can be a native and functional state. In
some cases, the native state is different from the
functional one so that the protein needs to switch
between the two conformations before becoming
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• Disorder/Order transition: Troponin I plays a key role in calcium 

regulation of muscles. One of its disordered regions becomes ordered upon 

binding to Troponin T [27]. Another example concerns the C-terminal 

region of the Nef protein of HIV-1, made of a proline-rich motif (P-x-x-P) 

which allows it to bind to the SH3 domain of the p59fyn protein tyrosine 

kinase. While this Nef region adopts a left-handed polyproline type II 

helix upon complex formation, it is partially disordered in absence of 

partner.  

• Pre-molten-globule state: The N-terminal part of PexP5p contains the 

sequence signal that allows it to target newly synthesized peroxisomal 

matrix proteins to the organelle. It has been reported that the N-terminal 

half of Pexp5p is a natively unfolded pre-molten globule-like domain [28]. 

• Pre-molten-globule/Order transition: HY5, a basic leucine zipper 

transcription factor, is localized in the nucleus of Arabidopsis thaliana 

cells, where it positively regulates photomorphogenesis. Circular 

Dichroism and NMR revealed an intrinsically unstructured N-terminal 

domain, with minimal level of residual structure, which increases fold 

upon binding.  

• Molten globule state: The von Hippel-Lindau Tumor Suppressor (G7 

protein) is suggested to play a role in protein degradation in the 

ubiquitination pathway and to be a regulator of multiple transcription 

pathways. This protein is in a molten globule state and achieve its function 

as is [29]. 

• Molten globule/Order transition: Histone H1.2 (H1d), which intervenes in 

the DNA condensation process, is made of a molten-globule central region 

flanked by two disordered regions which become ordered upon binding 

ATP and subsequently DNA [30, 31]. 

• Order state: A tremendous number of proteins are active in their ordered 

state. Here, we will give an example of a protein that contains disordered 

region and act via another ordered region. This is the case for instance of 

SipA (PDB code 1Q5Z), a protein which plays a role in cytoskeleton 

rearrangement during the internalization process of Salmonella 

typhimurium. The 260 C-terminal residues of SipA are made of a central 

globular part flanked by two disordered regions, which tether actin 

subunits and stabilize thereby the filament [32]. Another example is SIP 
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(SIAH-Interacting Protein). The N-terminal domain of this protein is 

flexibly linked to a subsequent CS domain, which binds to Skp1. SIAH-1 

interacts with its flexible linker connecting the two folded domains. The 

C-terminal moiety of the protein is also disordered [33]. The role of this 

protein seems therefore to keep SIAH-1 and Skp1 in spatial proximity and 

orient them for interacting with the large SCF-type complex. 

• Order/Disorder transition: Large motions and dynamic changes were 

observed in the hexameric p97/valosin-containing protein upon binding to 

ATP [34]. 

  Another example, which is further described in this thesis, is the 

Photoactive Yellow Protein. It partially unfold upon illumination at a 

specific wavelength and initiate a cascade of events within the bacterium 

that bears it [35]. 

This list of disordered proteins with clearly defined functions is evidently non-

exhaustive and was given to exemplify the functional character of disordered proteins. 

Some proteins can belong to several of the classes listed above like, for example, SipA 

or the nuclear cAMP response element binding protein (CREB). The latter is a 

regulatory protein that activates transcription when attached to the KIX domain of its 

binding protein (CBP) via its phosphorylated kinase-inducible domain. This domain, 

formed of three sequential disordered regions, is particularly interesting. While the 

central region forms two helices stabilized by packing against KIX, the two others 

remain disordered [36, 37]. The reported classification of disordered proteins is not 

unique. For instance, another classification was proposed by P. Tompa, based on the 

function of proteins [38]. It contains seven classes: chaperones, entropic chain, metal 

sponge, modification site, molecular assembly, molecular recognition effectors and 

molecular recognition scavengers. Some disordered proteins can also exist 

simultaneously in two different conformations. The example of the unfolded state of the 

Drosophila drk (downstream of receptor kinase) N-terminal SH3 domain is rather 

remarkable. The protein exists in solution in equilibrium between a folded and an 

unfolded state, in almost even proportion. The unfolded state appears to be highly 

disordered, despite the presence of persistent secondary and tertiary elements [39]. 

To briefly summarize, functions of proteins are not specially acquired from a well-

defined 3D structure as it had been thought for a very long time, but can also directly 

arise from a fully or partly disordered state, or can even be induced by an external event, 
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like light, or binding to a partner [40, 41], a phenomenon referred to as the fly-casting 

mechanism [42]. 

 An important question that intrinsically disordered proteins raises concerns their 

existence: why do they exist and why have they been conserved throughout evolution? 

Actually, the elasticity of these proteins allows a possible promiscuity, as some are able 

to target with the same region different biomolecules [43]. This promiscuity is possibly 

a way for a cell to have several proteins performing a similar function, which can be 

viewed as a backup mechanism or interpreted as a rescue system for organisms in case 

of deficiency in one of the proteins [44]. Moreover, experimental evidence 

demonstrated the existence of moonlighting proteins that can bind different targets using 

a part that is generally different than their original active site [45].  This could be an 

evolutionary step that would help the appearance of new proteins from old ones with a 

limited repertoire of genes, as suggested by James et al. [46]. However, the process that 

allowed the present diversity of proteins to be reached from a few number of genes and 

proteins still remains mysterious. 

 Multiple expressions have been proposed heretofore in an attempt to better and 

better define these states [47]. The first one, “rheomorphic”, was introduced by Holt and 

Sawyer in 1993. Other formulations followed like “natively denatured” (Schweers, after 

characterizing the behavior of the tau protein [48]), “natively unfolded”, used by 

Weinreb to characterize NACP, implicated in Alzheimer’s disease [49], “intrinsically 

unstructured” [16], “intrinsically disordered” [17], “regions with non-regular secondary 

structure”, or NORS [50], “natively disordered” [51], “incompletely structured” [52] 

and more recently “inherently disordered” [53]. While some of these expressions can be 

immediately eliminated based on the current state of our knowledge, some others raise 

discussion. Basically, “natively” containing appellations (designations) do not make 

sense anymore. Indeed, a native conformation designates the state of the protein after its 

translation and possible post-translational modifications. However, the Protein Quartet 

model enforces the idea that some proteins can acquire a disordered conformation from 

a native well-defined state. Hence, the expressions “natively denatured”, “natively 

unfolded” and “natively disordered” cannot be generalized to qualify this kind of 

proteins, but can be used only in restricted cases. Furthermore, “incompletely 

structured” and “regions with non-regular secondary structure” are not suitable neither, 

as some disordered proteins can adopt a state in which no secondary structure exists. 

Finally, “inherently disordered” and its synonym “intrinsically disordered” expressions 

might remain the most adapted, since by definition, disorder means lack of organization. 
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Hence, we will preferentially use “intrinsically disordered” from now on. In the last part 

of this introduction, we will focus on a specific class of proteins, whose native states are 

structurally well characterized and, which, upon induction by an external stimulus, 

reach a partial intrinsically disordered state in a way still unknown but assumed to be 

comparable to an unfolding pathway. For this reason we will call them partially 

unfolded proteins. 

To a large extend, intrinsically disordered proteins are different from well-structured 

ones in the sense they sample, under physiological conditions, a large range of distinct 

conformations. From this viewpoint, secondary structure elements can still appear in 

disordered proteins, but their presence might be versatile or brief in time. As for random 

coils, which group any local conformation that does not correspond to a well-defined 

secondary structure, i.e. helices, sheets or turns, they can obviously enter in the 

composition of disordered [54], but also ordered proteins as they can represent 

absolutely stable states, like observed in hormones or toxins. Basically, proteins, no 

matter whether they are structured or not, are thermodynamic states. This means they 

adopt conformations that are energetically favorable.  A well-structured protein differs 

from a disordered one as it is also a structural state: the macroscopic “unique” state 

eventually encloses many microscopic discrete states that are very close energetically 

and spatially, leading to what is commonly called the inherent flexibility of proteins.  

 Numerous results obtained mainly from X-ray crystallography and NMR 

spectroscopy experiments have been used as information source to detect disordered 

elements and define rules to predict disordered regions in proteins [55]. From larger and 

larger databases (ProDDO [56], DisProt [57, 58]) built by retrieving and filtering 

protein with missing electron density or highly flexible regions, mainly from the Protein 

Data Bank [59, 60], many sophisticated predictors [61] have been developed. This was 

made possible because of the realization that some amino acids seem to drive proteins 

toward order (C, F, I, L, N, V, W, Y), or disorder (A, E, G, K, P, Q, R, S) and some are 

neutral (D, H, T) [17]. Today, we count not less than twelve intrinsically disorder 

predictors, all based on statistics and/or machine learning strategies [62]. The 

importance of these predictors is demonstrated by the recent creation of an independent 

category in the Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) experiment 

[63, 64]. Some of these predictors, like DISOPRED2 or PONDR VL-XT, estimate a 

high percentage of disordered regions in proteins in the main kingdoms of life 

(eukaryotes, eubacteria and archaebacteria) [65-67]. Studies concluded that 68% of non-

redundant proteins with high-resolution structure contained chains with disorder and 
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that 5.8% of these segments are longer than 30 residues. The high proportion of 

intrinsically disordered proteins in cells, established by the size of the DisProt database 

[57, 58], as well as their persistence throughout evolution confirm their importance in 

cell life and justify the relevance of studying them. 

 Actually, many reasons can account for the sudden explosion of interest in this 

new and independent category of proteins within the last two decades [69], as attested 

by the outbreak of publications (Figure I-2). Firstly, this class of proteins plays a major 

role in regulation [70], signaling and control pathway of cells [71-75]; their disturbance 

can lead to dramatic effects [76-78] such as, for example, neurodegenerative diseases 

[79], such as Alzheimer [48, 49, 80] and Parkinson [81], cancer [72] due to wrong 

regulation of proteins, e.g. in p53 [82-84], BRCA-1 or α-Fetoprotein [85, 86] and 

cardiovascular diseases [87]. 

Intrinsically disordered proteins 

can be involved in large 

interaction networks [73] and 

most of the above diseases are 

due to wicked or lacking 

interactions. Consequently, 

intrinsically disordered proteins 

represent potential targets for 

drug discovery [70, 76, 88, 89]. 

Particularly attractive targets are 

proteins which fold upon 

binding to their partner. Such 

interactions are weaker than the ones between two structured proteins, as the protein 

must face the high entropy of the unfolded state and therefore they might be easier to 

prevent. Progress in this direction has been reported by Peterson et al. who managed to 

inhibit the neural Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (N-WASP) with wiskotatin that 

interacts with the GTPase-Binding domain of the former protein [90]. Also, some small 

molecules have been successfully designed to inhibit the interaction of p53 with murine 

double-minute 2 (MDM2), an oncoprotein antagonist of p53 [40, 91, 92]. 

Finally, intrinsically disordered proteins present a challenge for detailed molecular 

studies, especially in the modelling field. Describing them deals with fundamental 

aspects of thermodynamics, in particular entropy and free energy, which belong to the 

largest challenges in molecular modelling [93].  

Figure I-2     Evolution of the number of publications related 
to intrinsically disordered states of proteins. The number of 
articles (dark grey bars) and reviews (light grey bars) per 
year has been roughly estimated by searching Pubmed [68] 
for "unfolded protein", “unstructured protein” or 
"disordered protein" in the title or in the abstract.
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For these reasons, characterizing intrinsically disordered proteins at all levels, i.e. 

atomic and behavioral, is attractive and critically challenging. To characterize 

disordered proteins, many experimental methods that were used in the past to study 

well-structured proteins had to be adapted [21, 74, 94-96]. In the next part of this 

introduction, we will give a short overview of the main methods that can be used to 

study intrinsically disordered proteins. 

Experimental approaches 

 X-ray Crystallography and NMR spectroscopy are presently the only techniques 

capable of providing enough information for the determination of the 3D structure of 

biomolecules like proteins, nucleic acid, lipids (of membranes) and carbohydrates at an 

atomic level. Both require as a first step the purification of the biological material 

through specific biochemical protocols. 

 X-ray diffraction of macromolecules positioned in a crystalline lattice was the 

first technique used in history to determine the arrangement of atoms in space. The 

discovery of X-rays dates from more than hundred years (Röntgen, 1895). X-ray 

diffraction was first applied to determine the spatial arrangements of atoms in inorganic 

compounds. Its use to determine the three-dimension structure of biological molecules 

started with D. Hogkins, who solved the structures of cholesterol (1937), vitamin B12 

(1945) and penicillin (1954). For this, she was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 

1964. J.M. Bijvoet contributed to the development of the technique by designing a 

method to establish the absolute configuration of optically active compounds. With his 

co-workers A.F. Peerdeman and A.J. van Bommel, he experimentally determined for 

the first time the absolute configuration of the sodium rubidium tartrate [97]. These 

pioneering studies were crucial for the determination of larger biomolecules such as the 

double helix structure of DNA solved in 1953 by Watson and Crick [98] or the first 

protein structure by M. Perutz and J.C. Kendrew [2, 3]. Since then, X-ray 

crystallography has been widely used to determine structures of other biomolecules as 

established by the large number of structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) 

[99-101]. Our knowledge about structure and function of macromolecules has been 

greatly deepened by crystallography, in particular how proteins interact with other 

molecules, how they undergo conformational changes and how enzymes perform 

catalysis. X-ray structures are often considered as references to derive some kind of 
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general rules for macromolecules and to validate structures obtained with other 

methods. 

 Although the NMR theory is quite old, its application to structural biology 

emerged only a couple of decades ago. Many efforts contributed to the rising of the 

method [102-109]. The first successful NMR experiments were carried out by E.M. 

Purcell and F. Bloch who were awarded for this with the Nobel Prize in Physics in 

1952. NMR was first mainly used by chemists to determine the structure of small 

compounds. Considerable progress was booked by R.R. Ernst through the development 

of Fourier Transform NMR and 2D NMR methods, for which he received the Nobel 

Prize in Chemistry in 1991, and the method rapidly extended its capacity to 

biomolecules after K. Wüthrich developed multidimensional NMR for the 

determination of protein structure, for which he was awarded the Nobel Prize in 2002. 

The method provides rich spectra that are difficult to interpret. The large versatility of 

NMR experiments allows exploring not only structure, but also dynamics, interactions, 

transport through membranes and drug discovery. 

 Besides the commonly used X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy 

techniques, other methods can yield valuable information. Even though they might not 

provide atomic resolution information about the spatial positions of atoms, these 

methods are often used to supplement and refine models [96]. For example, Small 

Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) [110-112], hydrodynamics studies, Circular Dichroism 

and Infrared Spectroscopy can also be used for characterizing structural properties of 

proteins, such as their shape and size in solution, tertiary structures, intramolecular 

movements, etc. Additional information can be obtained by genetic methods 

(mutagenesis) to identify crucial amino-acids responsible for the stability of a protein or 

involved in a biological process, e.g. molecular recognition [113-115]. In the present 

part of this introduction, we will focus on X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy 

as they are the unique and most commonly used methods to characterize biomolecules 

at atomic level. 

X-ray crystallography 

 Crystallography aims at determining the spatial arrangement of atoms of a 

purified macromolecule that has been crystallized in a highly-ordered and periodic 

lattice (powder or mono-crystal). The crystal should be pure (i.e. without any inclusion) 

and large enough to diffract an X-Ray beam. All crystallographic methods are 

essentially based on the diffraction phenomenon, using X-Ray radiation, or electron or 
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neutron [116] beams. In a crystal, the same molecule is arranged in a recurrent network; 

in other words, the translation of each molecule throughout this network along a certain 

vector, which corresponds to the dimensions of the unit cell, leads to the same molecule 

in its original environment. The interest in using a crystal comes from the weakness and 

the undetectability of the signal that would be scattered by a single molecule only. A 

crystal contains billion of molecules which all contribute in magnifying the final signal. 

 A major obstacle met in this technique deals with the non-physiological 

conditions for the crystallization of the biological material [117, 118]. Crystallization is 

generally achieved by supersaturating a solution with the macromolecule. In other 

words, the solute must be hyper-concentrated. Despite our very wide knowledge about 

protein crystallography, protein crystallization is still empiric and there is no “general 

protocol” able to crystallize all molecules. 

 When a monochromatic X-ray beam strikes the crystal to be studied, the electron 

cloud of each atom in the crystal lattice scatters in all directions a low amplitude wave, 

which can interfere with the waves of other atoms and produce constructive (phased 

waves) or destructive (incoherent waves) interferences. These interferences are 

governed by Bragg’s law [119] and their intensities vary as a function of scattering 

angle. Finally, an imaging detector receives all waves and draws the pattern of 

diffraction spots (or rings), which allows building after Fourier transformation the 

electron density map. 

A diffracted wave is defined by three properties: its amplitude, measurable from the 

intensity of the spot, its wavelength, basically identical to the X-ray source (elastic 

scattering), and its phase, unfortunately lost throughout the experiment. It is of vital 

importance to know all of these three properties to determine the position of atoms, and 

the missing property is at the origin of what crystallographers call the phase problem. 

Diverse solutions were proposed to solve this [120].  

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 

 Next to crystallography, NMR spectroscopy has also developed to a routine 

method for characterizing structures of macromolecules [121]. This non-destructive 

analytic technique profits from an intrinsic quantum mechanical property of atoms: the 

nuclear spin, which, like mass or electrical charge, is a characteristic of any atomic 

particle in nature. NMR techniques probe the energy levels of the spins of nuclei, which 

are highly sensitive to their atomic environment. NMR experiments can be performed in 

one dimension or even more, especially when one wants to avoid peaks overlapping in 
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complex systems. Homonuclear 2D experiments correlate spins of the same atom types. 

The common ones encompass COSY (Correlation Spectroscopy), TOCSY (Total 

Correlation Spectroscopy) and the most important in structural biology, NOESY 

(nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy), based on the cross-relaxation due to magnetic 

dipole-dipole interactions between neighboring nuclear spins. This latter is particularly 

interesting, as the cross-peaks in the resulting 2D spectrum connect resonances from 

spins that are spatially close. It yields for instance indications about 1H-1H proximity 

through space, typically within a 5-6 Å cut-off distance [122]. From the resulting 

distance network, it is possible to reconstruct the 3D structure of a macromolecule. A 

lack of NOEs data can reflect a high flexibility of the studied system. NOEs data are 

often supplemented with dihedral angles estimated from scalar J-couplings [123]. The 

latter provide information on the local conformation of the polypeptide chain, such as φ 

and ψ dihedral angles [124, 125]. In principle the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction 

between two nuclei would lead to a splitting of the NMR lines, depending on the 

nuclear spin-states. In solution where molecules rapidly tumble across all orientations, 

this interaction will be average to zero. The interaction is then only visible via 

relaxation effects, e.g. as can be seen in NOESY experiments. However, in strong 

magnetic fields or in liquid crystalline solutions the molecules can be slightly aligned 

and a small residual dipolar coupling (RDC) can be observed between close atoms [126-

129]. For the directly bonded atoms 15N-1H and 13C-1H, which are all placed at close 

fixed distances, the RDC provides orientational information of the bond vector with 

respect to a molecular alignment tensor.  RDCs can also be used for establishing the 

absolute amplitude of sub-millisecond motions of the backbone of proteins, and could 

be extended to the case of intrinsically disordered proteins [130, 131]. Another method, 

called diffusion anisotropy can also yield orientational information comparable to RDCs 

[132]. Furthermore, detection of slow hydrogen exchange is a good indication of a 

buried amide proton which might be involved in a hydrogen bond [133].  Cross-

hydrogen bond scalar coupling are also used to detect possible hydrogen bonds [134, 

135]; these can then be introduced as restraints in the structure calculation protocol 

[136]. Lastly, paramagnetic ions, by their presence within a protein, influence the NMR 

signal of surrounding nuclei [137]. This effect provides both distance and orientational 

information. 

 The information obtained from the various NMR sources described above can be 

used as restraints in computational methods to calculate the 3D structure of a 

biomolecule. Combining different kinds of restraints is now common in many molecular 
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dynamics simulation packages, such as CNS [138], Xplor-NIH [139], CYANA [140], 

SCULPTOR [141], the SANDER module of AMBER [142] or GROMACS [143, 144]. 

Structure calculation protocols usually make use of simulated annealing protocols based 

on molecular dynamics simulations driven by force imposed by both the chemical 

structure and the imposed restraints (See below, force fields). To save computational 

time, they are often performed first under unrealistic conditions, in vacuum, with only 

repulsion between atoms and without any electrostatic interactions. A short subsequent 

phase of refinement in explicit solvent, with reintroduction of non-bonded energy terms 

(Van der Waals and electrostatic), has been shown to significantly improve the quality 

of models [145]. 

 Experimentally, the inherent flexibility of molecules leads to an average 

recorded NMR signal that has to be accounted for. This is usually achieved by 

generating many models from different initial conditions, and/or performing time- or 

ensemble-averaged refinement [146-148]. Also, many fast and advanced methods have 

been developed to increase the sampling of protein conformations and analyze them 

[149-152].  

Useful experimental information can also come from chemical shifts data, which 

directly reflect the electronic environment of a spin. Chemical shifts are sensitive to the 

functional chemical group the atom is part of (carboxylic, amide…), its structural 

environment (helix, sheet, turn, random coil) and long range effects such as ring 

currents from aromatic groups. In that sense, chemical shifts are good reporters of 

secondary structures [153]. Deviations of chemical shifts from random coil values 

allows attributing secondary structure preferences and restraining the local 

conformation of a protein to a specific region of the Ramachandran plot [154, 155], as it 

is done for example in TALOS [156] or CSI (Chemical Shift Index) [157].  

Despite the difficulty in probing chemical shifts, some algorithms have been developed 

to predict their value from a proposed model, such as ShiftX [158], SHIFTS [159], 

SHIFTCALC [160] and PROSHIFT [161]. Moreover, some methods attempted to 

include chemical shifts in the refinement phase [162] or, more recently, directly as 

unique restraint type in structure calculations [163, 164]. 

 A large variety of heteronuclear NMR experiments have been developed [165, 

166]. The most important one in the context of this thesis is the 2D 1N-15N HSQC 

(Heteronuclear Single Quantum Correlation), which correlates the nitrogen atom of a 

NH group with its attached proton. In the resulting 2D spectrum, each peak, located at 

the intersection between the chemical shift of the nitrogen atom and the chemical shift 
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of its related hydrogen, reveals the presence of a backbone amide group of a residue. 

Additional peaks account for side-chain NH groups when present. The 2D HSQC 

experiment can be the building block for more complex multidimensional NMR 

experiments, such as 3D NOESY-[1N-15N]-HSQC and 3D NOESY-[1N-13C]-HSQC 

experiments that are frequently used for measuring the internuclear NOE effects for 

protein structure determination, and various 3D triple-resonance experiments that are 

used for assigning the NMR frequencies of the various nuclei in a protein. 

 In a complex, the dipolar interactions can sometimes be weak, in particular in 

weak and transient complexes, leading therefore to missing NOE or RDC data between 

the two molecules. 2D HSQC spectra can also map directly the interactions between 

two molecules in a complex by the small magnetic perturbation that is felt by the nuclei 

due to the presence of the partner protein [167]. This mapping of interfaces using 

Chemical Shift Perturbations (CSP) is a simple and straightforward way to characterize 

interacting residues in protein complexes and can be achieved by recording HSQC 

spectra in the absence and in the presence of increasing amount of ligand. The method 

can be well combined with computational predictions, such as Haddock [168, 169]. Still 

some caution with this method is always needed, since in principle the NMR chemical 

shift changes could also reflect structural changes, even very remote, due to complex 

formation.  

Validation of models 

 NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography are common methods to obtain 

indirect information about a molecular system. Based on the experimental data obtained 

from these latter, diverse computational techniques have been developed in order to 

characterize the 3D structure of biological systems with always better accuracy and 

quality [170, 171]. Basically, a set of MC- or MD-based protocols sample the 

conformational space to produce an ensemble of solutions that should satisfy all 

imposed restraints. In an ideal case, the system is stable enough and the experiments 

provide data of good quality so that the results converge. 

In NMR structure calculations, after generating a large set of models, a final delicate 

step consists of selecting a representative ensemble that does not violate the imposed 

experimental restraints and the chemical structure. Typically, the selected ensemble is 

arbitrary made of the twenty top ranking structures, in term of target function, generally 

composed of the empirical force field energy and the experimental restraints energy 
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terms: the lower the target function is, the better the model. A proper target function is 

thus crucial to achieve a correct model selection. 

 The precision of the selected ensemble is usually characterized by calculation the 

average pairwise positional root mean square deviation between the structure (RMSD). 

Its quality should be assessed, both in terms of its agreement with the experimental data, 

but also in terms of packing and stereochemical quality. Common estimators of the 

quality of proteins are the Ramachandran map [172, 173] and the Janin plot [174]: they 

display in a graph energetically favorable phi/psi (backbone) and chi1/chi2 (side chains) 

coupled angles, respectively. Other estimators of quality are based on a statistical 

analyses of existing high resolution crystal structures, available for instance from the 

Protein Data Bank (PDB) [99, 100]. Such analyses have led to general stereochemical 

conformational deviation rules that allow validating newly generated structures. Hence, 

the quality of an ensemble of structures is not only based on energetic and restraint 

violation criteria, but also on database-derived criteria [175]. Software suites, which 

make use of a variety of well accepted quality descriptors, have been developed for this 

purpose. Among these it is worth mentioning the Common Interface for NMR structure 

Generation (CING) [176] and the Protein Structure Software Suite [177]. Both are 

available online (http://nmr.cmbi.ru.nl/CING/Home.html and http://psvs-1_3.nesg.org/, 

respectively) and group many tools, such as ProCheck [178], WhatIf [179] or ProSaII 

[180, 181], to assess the quality of proposed models generated from NMR spectroscopy 

and X-ray crystallography methods. 

X-ray crystallography versus NMR spectroscopy 

 X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy are often complementary for the 

structural characterization of macromolecules. However, for investigating intrinsically 

disordered proteins, the situation is quite different and NMR shows clear advantages, 

making this experimental approach, by far, the most suitable. 

While X-ray crystallography remains ideal for studying stable and non dynamic 

macromolecules, it is not particularly suited in the case of intrinsically disordered 

proteins. The disorder found in these proteins can be static, i.e. the region adopts 

different well-defined conformations, or dynamic. Both disorder types can be 

distinguished by performing X-ray experiments at different temperatures, as the 

dynamically disordered regions might adopt a single position upon cooling, while the 

other keeps the same conformations, regardless of the temperature. However, the single 

position adopted upon cooling the system does not reflect the reality anymore. Also, as 
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the purification process tends to homogenize biomolecules in terms of conformation and 

chemical environment, it can lead to biased results as occurred in the past. In 1997, the 

structural determination of the antibody D2.3 in its free form and attached to its ligand, 

a phosphonate transition state analogue (TSA), fitted the “lock-and-key” concept as its 

free conformation was retained upon binding [182, 183]. Later works however revealed 

the existence of a two-state equilibrium of the free antibody: a “near-active” low affinity 

state and an “active” high affinity one. The presence of the TSA hapten triggers an 

“induced-fit” mechanism that shifts the equilibrium toward the high affinity 

conformation [184]. Actually, the buffer that was used to crystallize the protein in the 

former experiments, as well as the crystal-packing forces, also shifted the conformation 

of the antibody toward the state of high-affinity for TSA, and the other existing 

conformation could not be suspected. 

 Moreover, fully disordered proteins can clearly not be crystallized. As previously 

discussed, the crystallization step is crucial in X-ray crystallography and difficult to 

achieve, in particular for intrinsically disordered proteins. Highly flexible regions in a 

protein can hamper crystallization. As consequence, crystallographers often remove the 

disordered moiety before starting the crystallization process. As a result, only the 

structured part of a protein is solved and the disordered moiety remains uncharacterized. 

Now, assuming the possibility of crystallizing a protein with low disordered regions, 

two other problem arise: first, the number of alternative conformations decreases as the 

temperature is lowered and, second, the populations of the different conformations 

present in a crystal can vary. As previously described, a minimum number of atoms 

must be localized at the same position within each unit cell to produce constructive 

interferences and thus a distinct and sufficiently intense signal. However, for disordered 

regions, each unit cell of the crystal will contain a possibly different single rigid state. 

Since the corresponding atoms will not occupy well defined recurring positions within 

the crystal, the coherence of the scattered waves will therefore be lost and the signal 

becomes irrevocably imperceptible. 

 Problems related to intrinsically disordered proteins are not met only in X-ray 

crystallography. In NMR spectroscopy, the minimal measurement time of spectrometers 

is limited and for rapid phenomena that appear in fast sub-millisecond timescale, the 

resulting recorded signal will correspond to an average over time. This effect, known as 

the time average, is less present in X-Ray crystallography as molecules are fixed in time 

with the extremely short measurement time. Next to being averaged over time, the 

recorded signal is also an average over all the molecules simultaneously present in a 
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sample. This so called ensemble average is effective for both X-ray crystallography and 

NMR spectroscopy. Actually, this time and ensemble averaging can render the 

interpretation of NMR spectra more difficult. When flexibility arises from several well-

defined states, distinct signals will be recorded for each state leading to individual peaks 

on the final spectrum, with intensities reflecting the proportion of each distinct state in 

the sample. However, when the flexibility is due to a large number of interchangeable 

states, the recorded signal reflects the exchange process throughout time leading to 

broader cross-peaks (line broadening) in the spectrum. NMR has the advantage that it 

allows detecting both motions of proteins and their amplitude. In case of structures that 

undergo large and rapid conformational changes, the resulting averages remains 

however difficult to interpret. 

Molecular Modelling 

 Computational structural biology aims at fathoming the behavior and the 

function of macromolecules, like proteins, nucleic acids, constituents of membranes or 

carbohydrates, at atomic level. The two major challenges in molecular modelling are the 

prediction of the folding pathway of proteins [185-188], in other words, how proteins 

acquire their final conformation, and the description of molecular recognition between 

diverse biological entities. To better understand such phenomena, we first need to gain 

insight into the energetic and driving forces beyond them. 

 Modelling consists of observing a phenomenon, then determining the different 

parameters that govern it, quantifying these parameters and deducing a model that 

permits to anticipate a result. Since Galileo’s epoch [189], numerous observations of our 

nature have allowed defining some fundamental laws that can, in principle, explain the 

behavior of each object of our Universe (relativity [190], quantum mechanics). These 

laws have been formulated into a mathematical formalism, which can be implemented 

into diverse algorithms. Nevertheless, despite the increasing power and capacities of 

computers, such calculations stay rather heavy and demand too much time and 

resources, in particular when the system becomes large. Furthermore, in biochemistry, a 

full quantum mechanical description of systems is too complicated. Therefore, some 

approximations must be considered to simplify the system. 

In quantum mechanics, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [191, 192] states that the 

wave function obtained by solving Schrodinger’s equations for an atom can be split into 

its electronic and nuclear components. Hence, considering the finest distribution of 
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electrons around nuclei, we can reduce the complexity of the system by assimilating 

each atom to a mere tiny marble, disconnecting thus the electrons and their quantum 

behavior from the movement of nuclei. Such a reasonable assumption allows describing 

biomolecular systems in terms of classical mechanic. This requires the use of force 

fields. 

Forcefield in classical mechanic 

 The notion of energy appears in all branches of physics and chemistry. This 

concept, which characterizes the state of a system, has been conceived to quantify 

interactions due to various physical phenomena. In classical mechanic, the potential 

energy , which depends on the coordinates of the atoms that compose the system, is 

due to interrelation between atoms and is expressed as a sum of vibration, translation, 

rotation and non-bonded interaction potential energies [193].  

 Non-bonded and bonded interactions are the two categories of potential energies 

that govern a system and account for the intrinsic characteristics of atoms 

(hybridization, charge, radius, etc.) and, to some extent, molecules. The non-bonded 

potential is generally split into an electrostatic part, based on Coulomb’s law, and a 

Lennard-Jones part describing the van der Waals interactions. These are commonly 

defined as: 

Electrostatic potential = 
14 I.1 

Lennard-Jones potential = 4 I.2 

In the electrostatic potential, , ,  and  specify the charges attributed to the 

atoms  and , the distance between the two atoms and the dielectric constant of the 

milieu, respectively. As for the Lennard-Jones potential, ,  and  designate the 

potential well depth, the distance at which the inter-atomic potential is null and the 

actual distance between the two atoms. In the Lennard-Jones expression, only the 

attractive term 1⁄  has a theoretical justification based on quantum calculations. The 

repulsive term 1⁄  has been introduced to account for the Pauli principle [194] and 

its convenience for calculations by simply taking the square of the attractive term. In 

theory, these potentials act at infinite distance. However, to save calculation time, we 
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often associate them to a truncated function, in which the energy contribution between 

particles exceeding a pre-defined cut-off distance is neglected. 

 Besides these non-bonded potentials, we count bonded, conformational energy 

terms that describe covalent interconnectivities between atoms, including distance, 

angle and torsion parameters. The most common ones encompass the following 

potentials, often based on harmonic functions, as suggested by Hooke’s law, to account 

for the inherent flexibility of macromolecules: 

Distance = I.3 

Angle = I.4 

Dihedral angle = 1 I.5 

Improper angle = I.6 

In Equations I.3 and I.4, , ,  and  correspond to the actual and the target distances 

between two atoms, and to the actual and the target angle between three atoms, 

respectively. In Equations I.5 and I.6,  and  represent the actual angle and a phase 

shift, respectively. In all equations, the relative weighting factor  specifies the 

importance (contribution) given to an energy term with respect to others. 

 These equations outline a so-called empirical forcefield, whose parameters are 

based on quantum mechanics calculations, experiments and/or experience of 

researchers. Several different forcefields exist, all based upon the notion of 

transferability, which assumes that chemical properties of atoms will stay the same in 

different systems. Hence, experimental and/or theoretical parameters estimated from 

small models can be applied to larger systems. The use of a force field for energy 

calculations of a molecular system is commonly called molecular mechanics. An non-

exhaustive list of force fields comprises CHARMM (Chemistry at HARvard Molecular 

Mechanics) [195-197], GROMOS (GROningen MOlecular Simulation program library) 

[143], OPLS [198, 199] (Optimized Potential for Liquid Simulations) (105, 106), 

AMBER (Assisted Model Building and Energy Refinement) [200, 201] and MM4 

(Molecular Mechanics 4) [202-205]. The most sophisticated ones include additional 
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potentials, like for instance explicit hydrogen bond or Urey-Bradley (1,3-interactions) 

energy terms. In counterpart, they require more computational time and resources. 

Thermodynamic considerations and related problems 

 The internal energy does not give any clue about the stability of a biomolecular 

system. For this, thermodynamic teaches us that the crucial quantity to survey is the free 

energy, which must be associated with the notions of ensembles and statistics. On a 

macroscopic viewpoint, a biosystem in equilibrium seems static. This lack of apparent 

movement reflects actually an average turmoil at atomic scale. Indeed, each particle of 

the system rapidly undergoes different states throughout time, with a certain probability. 

This explains the macroscopic properties of a system like pressure or temperature 

(kinetic theory). The pressure of a gas in a container is related to the elastic collisions of 

atoms against the boundary of the tank and their frequency. Also, the temperature of a 

system is a macroscopic manifestation of the speed of atoms in agitated (random) 

movement. In brief, the macroscopic state reflects the ensemble and time average of all 

possible microscopic configurations. This leads to the notion of the configurational 

partition function Z , a statistical thermodynamic term defined as: 

 = I.7 

where  is the configurational energy of the system in the state ,  the Boltzmann 

constant and  the temperature of the system. The integral is taken over all possible 

states of the system, which represents a huge challenge for computational methods. 

From this partition function, we can define the probability of a configuration with the 

energy , the so-called Boltzmann probability function as: 

 = I.8 

The average energy of our system is then simply given by: 

 = I.9 

 The partition function, if known, allows direct calculation of the free energy of 

the system, under given constraints that depend on the conditions of measurement. In 
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biological systems, we generally work with a constant number of particles (N), constant 

temperature (T) and either constant volume (V) or constant pressure (P). When the 

volume is constant, one speaks of the canonical ensemble (NVT). In the case of constant 

pressure, we simply talk about the isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT). Depending on 

the type of ensemble, one can estimate the Helmholtz (NVT) or the Gibbs (NPT) free 

energy, defined as: 

Helmholtz free energy = = I.10 

Gibbs free energy = = I.11 

where ,  and  correspond to the Boltzmann constant, the internal energy and the 

entropy of the system, respectively. The free energy is a thermodynamic property that 

characterizes the spontaneous evolution of a system. Under NVT conditions, it 

eventually corresponds to the quantity of useful work susceptible to be provided by a 

closed system. By “closed”, we mean that the system does not exchange any energy, 

substances or volume with its surroundings. This is far from reality, but remains rather 

convenient. According to Equations I.10 or I.11, the free energy is directly linked to the 

entropy, a crucial concept that accounts for spontaneous changes in thermodynamics. 

From a statistical viewpoint, the entropy is related to the probability of all states that a 

system is susceptible to adopt: 

 = I.12 

where  represents a possible state and  its probability (Boltzmann law, defined 

above). By considering the equipartition postulate, the probability  of a given state 

becomes equal to 1 Ω⁄ , where Ω is the number of all accessible states. Finally, the 

entropy is simply: 

 = I.13 

Hence, estimating the entropy and thereby the free energy means evaluating all possible 

conformations that a system can adopt and the probability of each of these 

conformational states. 
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 To better illustrate the difficulty of dealing with entropy and free energy, we 

need to introduce the concept of potential energy surface (or landscape). As previously 

explained, molecular mechanics describe the stability of a geometric state of a system 

by defining its energy from empirical functions. The energy of a system with n 

variables, which define its state (bond lengths, angles, non-bonded interactions…) can 

be represented with a potential energy surface of . . 1 dimensions, where each of the n 

dimensions correspond to a degree of freedom (variable) of the system and the � � �

1� ��  dimension represents the energy. To make it more explicit, let us consider a simple 

ethanol molecule in vacuum and assume the only degree of freedom is the rotation 

around the bond defined by the two carbons. We can easily imagine a representation of 

the energy of the molecule with regard to the rotation angle using a 2D graph. If we add 

to the system one more degree of freedom, by considering propanol for which the 

energy would only depend on the rotation around the two carbon bonds, we can still plot 

the potential energy in a 3D graph: one dimension for the rotation angle around the 

bond defined by the first two carbons, one for the rotation angle around the other two 

carbons and the last dimension that specifies the energy. 

In these simple examples, only the rotation angle was taken into account and we 

intuitively understand that the difficulty will rapidly increase with the number of atoms 

and degrees of freedom in the considered system. In the case of rather small and rigid 

systems, it is affordable to sample all degrees of freedom systematically since the 

number of possibilities remains reasonably small [206]. However, when considering 

large, flexible biomolecules, and in particular when taking into account the presence of 

a solvent, systematic sampling of the potential energy landscape becomes impossible, 

even with the fastest computer of our time. It therefore becomes critical to have efficient 

ways of sampling conformational space. Since a full exploration of all possible states 

becomes impossible calculating the configurational partition function is simply not 

feasible. 

Sampling conformational space 

 A way to treat the problem of the entropy consists of sampling the 

conformational space. Many advanced methods and algorithms have been developed to 

improve sampling in the most efficient manner and gain insight into thermodynamic 

properties, structure or even folding pathways [207, 208]. The first methods used for 

this purpose aimed at directly optimizing the global potential energy function [209-211]. 

These methods, however, often fail when entropic effects become important relative to 
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enthalpy. Figure I-3 illustrates the reasons for failure. On this simplified two-

dimensional schema, the conformational energy landscape is drawn with a rough line. 

On the right side, the deep and narrow well corresponds to the global potential energy 

minimum, and on the left side appears a wide basin that contains many minima. The 

horizontal dashed line depicts the thermal energy. The area flanked by this horizontal 

line and the energy curve reflects the entropy of the system. At a high enough 

temperature, the free energy of the conformations that belong to the left basin might 

become lower (large area) than the one of the global minimum (small area). Hence, 

when entropy plays an important role, optimization methods based only on the potential 

energy function will fail as they will always target the deepest well. These approaches 

group the deterministic methods. One of them proceeds by gradual build-up of the 

molecule, starting with an exhaustive minimization of short molecular fragments; these 

are then linked before minimizing the longer fragment. Another one is the self-

consistent electrostatic field, based on the idea that the native conformation of a protein 

should correspond to optimal electrostatic interactions [212]. The goal of the method is 

Figure I-3     Energy landscape and the concept of free energy. The energy surface of the system is
depicted with a rugged line and contains a deep and narrow well (right), which corresponds to the
global minimum, and a broad basin made of several minima (left). The horizontal line corresponds to
the accessible conformational space when the system is at the thermal energy (3/2nkbT) (n is the number
of particles in the system, kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature). The area
enclosed by the thermal energy line and the energy surface is related to the entropy of the system, and
thereby to its free energy. Consequently, at sufficiently high temperature, the free energy of
conformations found in the wide basin might become lower than those in the narrow well. Sampling
conformational space with methods based on optimizing a potential energy function will fail as they aim
at reaching the global potential energy minimum, which might not correspond to the most probable
state (lowest free energy state)
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to optimize the alignment of CO and NH groups of peptide units with respect to the 

local electric field. Moreover, the self-consistent multitorsional field approach makes 

use of the Schrödinger equation to define a global minimum. Finally, some methods 

based on the deformation of the potential function were also developed [213], which 

briefly consists on smoothing the multi-dimensional energy surface to locate the global 

minimum. 

 Besides these deterministic methods, stochastic (Monte-Carlo) approaches were 

developed that were combined with minimizations processes (MCM), like for instance 

the so called branch-and-bound method (αBB) [214, 215].  Also, some hybrid methods 

combined the use of deterministic and Monte-Carlo methods, like electrostatically 

driven Monte-Carlo (EDMC) or self-consistent basin-to-deformed basin mapping [210]. 

Lastly, a highly successful technique, which outperforms the previous approaches in the 

global optimization of the potential energy function, is the conformational space 

annealing (CSA) technique, a genetic algorithm which starts from randomly generated 

conformations and energy-minimizes them. Of note, the CSA technique can also be 

combined with protein sequence alignment [216]. 

With respect to the global optimization techniques, canonical sampling is very popular. 

This approach aims at generating an ensemble of low-energy conformations that reflects 

the Boltzmann distribution. The interest of such techniques is the possibility of 

generating trajectories of the system. The two major methods to sample space based on 

this concept are the probabilistic Metropolis Monte-Carlo (MC) method and the 

deterministic Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations [217]. Others are simply related 

approaches [207]. 

 MC has been used since the early days of computer simulations. The method 

owes its name to the famous Monaco casino and clearly emphasizes the importance of 

randomness, or chance, in the evolution of the system. Let us here give a simple 

overview of its main idea. Some random perturbations, like for instance the 

displacement of one or several atoms, are performed. The energy of the system is then 

computed and two cases can occur. On the one hand, if the newly computed energy is 

lower than the previous one, we do accept the new configuration of the system. On the 

other hand, if the newly computed energy is higher than the previous one, we reject the 

perturbation only with a certain probability, based on the Boltzmann factor difference 

[218], defined as following: 
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 I.14 

In that way, the system is allowed to reach higher energy states. This process is 

reiterated a large number of times. 

Some advanced approaches were developed to ameliorate MC sampling. For example, 

the force-bias and hybrid MC methods break the random evolution of the system by 

preferential sampling in the direction of the forces (or by including a molecular dynamic 

step) [219-221], bringing the efficiency of MC sampling at the level of, or even better 

than that of canonical MD [222]. 

 Besides MC, MD is “an invaluable tool for studying protein folding and 

dynamics as well as thermodynamics in silico” [207] and has been widely used for 

simulations of biological systems [223]. MD simulations aim at predicting the evolution 

of a system by solving Newton’s (or Langevin’s) equations of motion: 

 I.15 

where  designates the force vector on the atom of interest at time  and  the 

position vector of the atom at time . The forces applied to the atoms directly derive 

from the potential energy terms: 

 I.16 

where  is the gradient operator and is the potential , and the sum runs over all 

energy terms in the force field. Combining and integrating Equations I.15 and I.16 

allows predicting the movement of each atom and the evolution of the system. Due to 

the complexity of the energy function, we cannot analytically solve these equations to 

find the global minimum of the system (often assumed to correspond the most stable or 

native state). The solution to overcome this problem consists of splitting the time into 

very small timesteps, of the order of the femtosecond (10-12 second). During each 

timestep, the speed of an atom and the force applied on it are considered constant. 

Joining the motion of atoms along these consecutive steps builds the trajectory of the 

simulation. Many algorithms have been implemented using this discrete time integration 

approach. The most common ones are based on the Verlet algorithm (Leap-frog, 
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velocity Verlet, Beaman), which makes use of the Taylor series expansions as 

approximation [224, 225], as follow: 

 
1! I.17 

In this equation,  symbolizes any dynamical property, like the position , the velocity 

 (first derivative of the position), the acceleration  (second derivative of the position), 

and so on. The timestep is depicted as  and  is a number that specifies the accuracy 

of the Taylor series. This number should theoretically tend to infinite, but considering 

the very low value of the timestep, higher order elements of the series become rapidly 

negligible. 

Generally, in MD simulations, one considers the Cartesian coordinates of atoms as 

degrees of freedom. In some cases, another approximation is preferred to save 

computational time: only torsional degrees of freedom are considered, resulting in the 

so-called torsion angle dynamics. This also allows an extension of the integration time 

step. This approach is particularly used in the case of protein structure refinement [226, 

227]. 

 A crucial difference between MD and MC is the way the energy is estimated. In 

MC methods, no velocity is attributed to atoms so that the energy is only defined by the 

potential energy terms. In MD simulations, however, the total energy is calculated from 

the relative positions of atoms (potential energy) and their velocities (kinetic energy). 

The total energy, or Hamiltonian, of the system is defined as: 

 H I.18 

Solving the equations of motion keeps the total energy constant, but not the temperature 

(directly related to the kinetic energy), nor the pressure (determined in silico from the 

virial theorem of Clausius (Gray A, Nature, 1895)). In order to be able to control the 

temperature and the pressure, different thermostats and barostats were suggested [228], 

by Andersen [229] and Berendsen [230]. A more advanced temperature control is the 

Nosé-Poincaré thermostat [231], based on the Nosé-hoover one [217]. 

 The different potential energy terms restrain and drive the system. They provide 

the conformational energy, which depends on the relative positions of atoms and their 

characteristics (charge, masse). However, given the complexity of biological systems, 

simulations must face high-energy barriers that prevent them from sampling a large 
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conformational space. Overcoming such a problem is rendered possible by the use of 

specific approaches that allow decreasing the energetic barriers. The most common ones 

in structural biology are based on thermal activation such as, for instance, the simulated 

annealing [232] which has proved its high efficiency in structure determination [233, 

234]. The simulation is started from a high temperature so that atoms can move more 

freely, overcome energetic barriers and distribute over many more conformations; the 

system is then slowly cooled down in order to reach the global minimum. A similar 

idea, more demanding in terms of computational resources but more efficient, has been 

developed with the replica exchange approach, also called parallel tempering [235-238]. 

This latter can been seen as a super simulated annealing in the sense that various replica 

simulations are performed at different temperatures. At regular times, temperature 

exchanges between neighboring replicas are attempted according to a probability 

distribution (e.g. using the Metropolis criterion) often based on the energy of the two 

replicas. In this method, an important parameter is the choice of the temperature 

distribution [238].  

 Minimization of a system provides also a way to browse space. However, this 

approach is extremely localized and is generally performed to reach the bottom of a 

potential well, after simulations. Minimization consists of finding the minimum of a 

given function; i.e. the potential energy function. Mathematically speaking, the first 

derivative of the function must be equal to zero and its second derivative, positive [93]. 

For this purpose, analytical derivatives are preferred with regard to numerical ones 

because of their efficiency and accuracy. When only the numerical derivatives are 

accessible, a non-derivative is advised as they can be more effective in some cases. A 

good and famous practical method based on this approach is the simplex, proposed in 

1947 by G. Dantzig.  Numerical derivatives directly deal with positions of atoms in the 

system and belong to the non-derivative minimization methods: by slightly displacing 

an atom in a system, the energy variation at the middle position between the starting and 

the ending positions of the atom is given by: 

 ∆ I.19 

where  represents the atom of interest, , its position,  the energy and  and  

indicate the start and end situation. 

Analytical minimization methods are more precise than numerical ones. In brief, the 

first derivative of energy versus distance, also called gradient, can be analytically 
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expressed.  Then, the force that must be applied on an atom to make it reach a lower 

energy position is directly calculated as � � = � �� � � � . Many methods have been developed 

based on this approach, like the steepest descent, the line search (in one dimension), the 

arbitrary step approach or the conjugate gradients [239]. 

The second derivatives methods are interesting as they estimate the curvature of the 

function. The simplest one is the Newton-Raphson, which must calculate inverse 

Hessian matrices and consequently requires higher computational resources. In that 

sense, this method is essentially only used with small systems. However, the method is 

generally faster in finding the local minimum. Many other approaches are based on 

Newton-Raphson, such as the block-diagonal Newton-Raphson, which is a step by step 

approach where only one atom is moved at each iteration, and the metric methods, 

which gradually build up the inverse Hessian matrix. 

 Systems in nature are never isolated. For example, a liter of water contains about 

3.34·1025 molecules and simulating this system would take gigantesque time. Hence, to 

save time and calculations, we simulate the system by considering only a part of the 

sample and reproducing it by translation of the unit box. This trick, which gives the 

impression this element appears in high quantity and the system is infinite, is referred to 

as periodic boundary conditions (PBC) [240]. Under PBC, the electrostatic forces of the 

system are treated as two parts: on the one hand, the conditions within the box itself; on 

the other hand, conditions at the edges, where one side of the box directly interacts with 

the other size of the box. This method is often coupled with Ewald summation to handle 

long range interactions [241]. 

In most simulations we are dealing with one single (bio)molecule in solvent. As such, it 

is thus impossible to treat the parameters of the system as an ensemble average, as 

typically is observed in experiments. Fortunately, the ergodicity principle [242] states 

that, if the simulation time is long enough, time and ensemble averages become similar. 

The effective forcefield 

 The empirical force field previously introduced provides information dealing 

with the inherent features of atoms and molecules in nature. Nevertheless, due to 

limitations in both the accuracy of the force field and in the sampling of conformational 

space, empirical force fields do often not allow predicting the global behavior of a 

biological system like, for instance, the folding of a protein or the specific interactions 

between two systems. Therefore, additional experimental data, coming for example 

from X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy, are often implemented as restraints 
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in additional energy terms. These latter, together with the classical force field, define the 

effective forcefield which should force the system to adopt a conformation that fits both 

the empirical force field and the experimental observations. As previously explained, 

results from NOESY experiments can be interpreted in terms of distances between 

hydrogen atoms within a 5-6 Å cut-off. A popular commonly used software in NMR 

structure determination is CNS (Crystallography and NMR Systems) [138, 243], which 

proposes six different potential energy terms to restraint the system from NOEs data: 

Biharmonic, square-well and related (soft-square, symmetry), 3D NOE-NOE or high 

dimensional function. For example, the most commonly used function is the soft-square 

defined as: 

 , ∆ ∆∆     I.20

where ∆ is given by: 

 ∆ 0                                           I.21 

In these equations,  is a maximal energy threshold,  and  are scaling factors,  is 

the target distance and  a region that allows a smooth transition between the square-

well function ( ) and the soft asymptote (

) with slope  (Coefficient  and  are automatically adapted such that the 

energy is a smooth function when ). Moreover, to allow 

some flexibility, ,  and  are specified, which make the function tolerate 

a larger range of distances: between  and , the energy is 

null.  corresponds to the average distance over two atom sets. The ensemble average 

can be performed for instance as , among other functions (  and  are the two 

specified atom sets). 
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Partially unfolded proteins 

Examples of disordered systems 

 Many proteins undergo structural changes upon external stimuli that cause their 
excitation and subsequent activation. In some cases, these changes can involve one or 
several regions of the protein that as a result unfold. Once the excitation is finished, 
these proteins spontaneously return to their ground state. For this reason, we generally 
refer to them as partially unfolded proteins. This kind of proteins is quite interesting 
because of their preponderant role in many diseases [76, 77, 79], as emphasized in the 
first part of this introduction. 
Disordered regions in partially unfolded proteins are rather difficult to predict, even 
with state-of-the-art algorithms, as these proteins natively adopt a well-ordered 
conformation. Ab-initio methods are not applicable in such case [244] since they would 
merely predict the native folded conformation. Consequently, experimental approaches 
are crucial to characterize them. 
 Considerable attention has been devoted to partially unfolded states of proteins. 
Well described examples can be found with photosensor proteins [245]. These proteins 
are activated by light of a specific wavelength. A chromophore, embedded in the 
protein, captures the light energy, which causes an electronic change in the 
chromophore [246, 247]. The subsequent changes occurring in the protein have been 
analyzed in high detail by NMR for several systems: the LOV (light, oxygen or voltage) 
domain of the blue-light receptor phototropin [248-250], the BLUF (sensor of Blue-
Light Using FAD) domain of AppA (232) and the PAS (Per-Arnt-Sim) domain of the 
Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) [35, 251-256].  In the latter case, clear light-induced 
unfolding was demonstrated and the light-state could be characterized experimentally 
by NMR. 

The Photoactive Yellow Protein PYP 

 Ectothiorhodospira halophila is a halophilic purple sulfur bacterium [257, 258] 
capable of detecting and swimming away from UV light. This negative phototaxis is 
rendered possible thanks to a photoreceptor, the Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) 
[259-264], which partially unfolds upon irradiation by intense blue light. This 14 kDa 
cytoplasmic protein contains a PAS domain [265-268] made of two highly conserved 

regions [269] and composed of a central six-stranded antiparallel β-sheet flanked by two 

helices, one on each side (Figure I-4) [35, 270]. The chromophore trans-4-
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hydroxycinnamic acid, or simply p-coumaric acid [271, 272], is covalently attached to 

the Sγ of the unique cysteine 69 via a thioester linkage and entraps light with a 

maximum absorption at 446 nm. This results in a trans-to-cis isomerization of the 7,8-
vinyl bond [273], leading within hundreds of microseconds to the first intermediate pR 

state (red shifted, λmax=465nm). The subsequent proton transfer from the COOH group 

of Glu46 to the chromophore [274, 275] triggers a sudden partial unfolding of the protein 
[276, 277]. Throughout this unfolding, the protein undergoes different intermediate 
conformations [278], before reaching the blue-shifted activated state, pB (also called I2 

or PYPM, λmax=355nm). It is thought that the protein then interacts with its downstream 

signal transducer partner and thus initializes a cascade of events that ends up with the 
motion of the single flagellum of the phototropic bacterium and its escape from the 
harmful source of light. The pB state is unstable so that the protein, within a time of the 
order of the sub-second, returns to its initial ground state 
(pG, also called dark state), thus finalizing the 
photocycle (Figure I-4). 
 The difficulty in characterizing the pB state 
comes from its very short lifetime, which prevents the 
recording of detailed NMR spectra. This problem could 
be overcome in a deletion mutant lacking the 25 N-

terminal residues (∆25-PYP) that does not affect 

significantly the fold of the PAS domain and procures a 
longer lifespan to the signaling protein [268, 280]. 

Although the partially unfolded state of ∆25-PYP can be 

maintained long enough to record NMR data, its 
structural characterization raises another complication. 
Indeed, an excited protein cannot be seen as a singular 
state anymore, but rather as an ensemble of rapidly 
interconverting states. As a consequence, NOEs data are 

Figure I-4     Illustration of the photocycle of PYP (middle). Upon 
irradiation, the protein in its ground state (pG) reaches the first 
intermediate pR, in a sub-ps timescale. The subsequent transfer of 
a proton from Glu46 to the chromophore (p-coumaric acid) causes 
partial unfolding leading to the activated state, pB. The 
photocycle is then finalized by the slow return to the ground state.  
The photocycle is flanked by two representations of the ground 
state. A cartoon representation of pG with the main interactions 
that maintain the chromophore, via Glu46 and Tyr42 [279] is shown 
in upper panel. The lower panel shows the hydrophobic cavity in 
which the p-coumaric acid is buried. 
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sparse for the unfolded moiety, mainly due to weak signals: If the environment of an 
atom is not well-defined in time, the NMR signal can decrease and become almost 
imperceptible, depending on the timescale of the interconversion within the ensemble. 
Moreover, NMR data must be interpreted as average over an ensemble of proteins with 
ample movements. Consequently, the various structure determination methods used to 
describe well-folded proteins should be adapted for describing disordered states [147, 
281, 282]. While the pG state and early intermediates of PYP are well-defined and their 
structures are known from X-ray crystallography [283-288] and NMR spectroscopy [35, 
251], the structure of the unfolded part of the pB state remains quite obscure, in 
particular for the wild type. Despite this, some efforts to solve the complete structure of 
pB have been achieved. X-ray studies have shown slight differences between pB and 
pG, particularly restricted to the surroundings of the chromophore. However, SAXS 
experiments also indicated that the activated structure must be larger than the ground 
state, which is in contrast with crystallographic observations. In addition, evidences 
from further NMR experiments carried out with the wild type protein clearly revealed 
that the it was partly unstructured or at least highly flexible (243). The structural 

characterization of ∆25-PYP revealed a more expanded photoreceptor, as reported by 

Bernard et al. [251]: while the folded core was well defined by NMR, only few NOEs 
data were obtained for the unfolded part of the protein, most likely due to high 
flexibility of this region. Consequently, since the original structure determination 
protocol was mainly based on NOEs, no accurate description of the unfolded part was 
possible at that time. This is an issue which we will address in this thesis. 

Polysaccharides 

 Polysaccharides, or glycans, have received little attention in the structural 
biology field, in particular due to their complexity and considerable flexibility. 
Nevertheless, these entities are abundant in living organisms, and can be found free, 
linked to lipids (glycolipids) or attached to proteins (glycoproteins, proteoglycans). 
They are involved in many process such as maintenance of cells shape (collagens), cell 
communication, immune system, hemostasis and folding (calnexin, calreticulin). 

Glycans are constituted of series of monosaccharides (from the Greek σάκχηαρον, 

“sákcharon”, which means sugar). The most representative saccharides in nature are 
pentoses and hexoses. In solution, they form heterocyclic rings due to the hemi-
acetalation of the aldehyde or ketone function; this occurs by reaction between the 
anomeric carbon atom and one hydroxyl group born by another carbon of the straight-
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chain (Figure I-5). The new stereogenic center generated by the hemiacetal ring closure 
is called the anomeric center. Depending on which the side the hydroxyl group attacks 
the anomeric carbon in the cyclization reaction, the configuration of this carbon is 

different and the newly formed anomers are designated as α or β. Moreover, due to the 

sp3 hybrid orbital of carbons, the cyclization restrains the ring to adopt specific 
conformations, i.e. “chair“ or “boat” when it is constituted of six atoms (pyranose); 
“envelop” or “twisted” when five atoms form the ring (furanose).  
 Basically, the hemi-acetalation reaction is reversible; in solution, the hemiacetal 
ring opens and reforms to give products with different sizes and configurations at the 
anomeric center. Hence, a given saccharide is an average of all these configurations. 
This average is weighted as some configurations are generally preferred from others. 
Figure I-5 depicts the hemi-acetalation process of the most common monosaccharide, 
Glucose. The boat configuration, the L form, the linear chain and the furanose 

conformers are barely observed (<0.5%). The α configuration is minor (~36%) while 

the β one predominates (~64%). 

 In simple monosaccharides, substituents are hydroxyl groups and hydrogen 
atoms. However, they can become larger and bring more steric crowding and/or 
flexibility to the monosaccharide. Despite the existence of some well-structured 
carbohydrate chains [289] such as for instance cellulose [290], agarose [291, 292] and 
amylose [293, 294], polysaccharides tend to sample random coil conformations in 

 
Figure I-5     Cyclization of the monosaccharide glucose. Depending on the way the hemi-acetylation on 
C1 is done, the cyclization can lead to either furanose or pyranose, and to the alpha or the beta form. In 
solution, the sugar is in equilibrium between these five states: chain form (depicted in Fisher’s 
projection, <0.03%), α-D-Glucofuranose (<0.5%), β-D-Glucofuranose (<0.5%), α-D-Glucopyranose 
(36%) and β-D-Glucopyranose (64%). The cyclic forms are drawn with the Haworth representation. 
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solution. This extensive conformational freedom mainly resides in the local φ and ψ 

angles of the linkages between the units: for each additional monosaccharide in the 
chain, new degrees of freedom are added, leading to higher and higher flexibility of the 
glycan as a whole. These typically exist in many different conformations when free in 
solution while only a few remain upon binding to a partner. In that sense, glycans share 
a common point with intrinsically disordered proteins and modelling them represents 
also a great challenge. Diverse computational methods have been developed for the 
conformational analysis of carbohydrate, in vacuum and solvent. The latter was 
revealed to be of central importance due to the high polarity of saccharides [295-299]. 
Over the years, many databases and tools, based on experimental information, in 
particular NMR (NOEs and RDC) have been developed that can be useful in 
carbohydrate modelling [300-303]. 
 Interest in oligosaccharides does not only lie on the modelling aspect. Indeed, as 
they are involved in many natural processes, an irregularity in their control can lead to 
numerous diseases including inflammatory processes and cancers [304]. In addition, 
most of bacteria present on their surface specific glycans, which can be potential 
antigens.  For these reasons, they are ideal targets for the development of drugs and 
vaccines [305-308], and understanding their behavior and interplay with other 
biomolecules at atomic level becomes of crucial importance. 
Often, only the ends of these long chains are involved in interactions with other bio-
molecules. Modelling the interactions between biomolecules by computational docking 
reveals a concept similar to modelling their active/folded states. Based on experimental 
data implemented in some kind of potential energy terms to drive the process, computer 
simulations are performed. The final ensemble is selected from complexes without any 
violations and/or according to an objective function based on some kind of energy 
criterion. When the docking involves massive entities, in particular proteins, with clear 
restraints, results often converge and the selection is rather straightforward. However, 
when experimental data are poor, solutions might be divergent, but energetically close 
and only separated by low-energy barriers. This makes choosing the models that best 
reflect the reality a difficult process. With a small ligand, quantum calculations could 
help solve this problem but are difficult to realize, mainly because of computational 
limitations [309].  
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Protein-carbohydrates interactions 

 The problem in characterizing interactions between proteins and glycans arises, 
like in the case of intrinsically disordered proteins, from the numerous distinct 
interchangeable conformations polysaccharides can adopt due to the low energy barriers 
between them. Experimentally, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and 
X-ray crystallography are the methods of choice to obtain structural information at 
atomic scale. The latter technique, because of the crystallization process, can force 
molecules to adopt one specific state, which does not reflect their structural behaviour in 
physiological conditions. Thus, in the case of flexible molecules like oligosaccharides, 
NMR is more adapted, as it can still be used to analyze intrinsic disorder and dynamics, 
and follow processes involved in receptor recognition. However, does not allow 
measuring structural restraints and assessing the structure/activity relationship from 
glycan-binding proteins raises another modelling challenge.  
 An important class of sugar binding proteins are lectins. They play an important 
role in  e.g. cellular  and pathogen recognition. Galectins belong to this lectin family 
whose members are mainly expressed in animals (vertebrates and invertebrates) and a 
few in protists (sponge and fungus) [310]. Many galectins have been structurally 
characterized by X-ray crystallography, mainly in mammals, but also in chicken, frog 
and eel [311]. These proteins share a common folding pattern, with a well conserved 
binding site, which is part of the Carbohydrate Recognition Domain (CRD). Despite this 
high structural similarity, galectins are located at all levels of the cell: Outside, they 
bind to cell-surface and extracellular matrix glycans; inside they are found in the cytosol 
and the nucleus where they influence cellular functions. These strategic and diffused 
locations allow galectins to intervene in a wide range of different physiological 
processes such as apoptosis [312], immune response [313, 314], signalling via cell-
surface glycoproteins [315], pathological processes including inflammatory response 
[316], cancers [317-319], neural degeneration [320], atherosclerosis [321, 322], diabetes 
[323, 324] and wound repair [325, 326]. 
Involvement of galectins in so many different diseases makes them, not only great 
models for a better comprehension of the structure/activity relationship of proteins, but 
also ideal therapeutic targets. In both cases, the first crucial step to perform consists of 
assessing the biomolecular recognition of carbohydrates by galectins, an issue that will 
be addressed in the last chapter of this thesis.  
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Scope of the Thesis 

 The thesis focuses on two distinct systems which exhibit intrinsic disorder and 

high flexibility. The first part deals with problems in the description of partially 

unfolded states with a focus on PYP.  

In Chapter II, we first introduce an innovative, automatic and unbiased method to 

distinguish perturbed and unperturbed regions in a protein existing in two distinct states 

(folded/partially unfolded, bound/unbound).  

In Chapter III, we present an algorithm called MINOES (MINimum Optimal Ensemble 

Selection) that aims at selecting an optimal and minimal ensemble of conformations 

that, on average, maximizes the agreement between back-calculated and experimental 

(NMR) data, without any a-priori assumption about the required ensemble size. This 

approach is demonstrated by modelling the partially unfolded state of a deletion mutant 

of the Photoactive Yellow Protein, Δ25-PYP, which has been previously characterized 

by NMR. 

In Chapter IV, making use of the methods presented in Chapters II and III, we revisit 

the solution structure of Δ25-PYP. Based on all available NMR data, including NOEs 

and chemical shifts, we propose an improved representation of the pB state of Δ25-PYP 

revealing a less disordered unfolded moiety than what was initially reported. 

 In the second part of this thesis (Chapters V and VI), we probe the molecular 

recognition mechanism between galectins and polysaccharides.   

In order to be able to simulate complex glycans, a first and necessary step is to describe 

their topology in a force field. Chapter V presents a new extended topology dataset, 

glycans-uu_1.0, for use in CNS. It describes all basic hexoses and pentoses in their chair 

and/or boat conformation and provides patches for their modification and linkage. A 

web server, available at http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/glycans is presented that allows the 

construction of long and complicated polysaccharide chains and returns both models 

and topologies. 

Finally, in Chapter VI, we investigate the molecular recognition mechanism between 

galectins and polysaccharides. We demonstrate that energy considerations do not allow 

rationalizing the experimental information. Instead, we propose a statistical approach in 

which all generated models are considered, independently from their energy, to 

determine the occurrence of contacts between the galectins and the polysaccharides. 
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he activity of proteins within the cell is characterized by their motions, 

flexibility, interactions or even the particularly intriguing case of partially 

unfolded states. In the last two cases, a part of the protein is affected 

either by binding or unfolding and the detection of the respective perturbed and 

unperturbed region(s) is a fundamental part of the structural characterization of 

these states. This can be achieved by comparing experimental data of the same 

protein in two different states (bound/unbound, folded/unfolded). For instance, 

measurements of chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) from NMR 1H-15N HSQC 

experiments gives an excellent opportunity to discriminate both moieties. 

We describe an innovative, automatic and unbiased method to distinguish 

perturbed and unperturbed regions in a protein existing in two distinct states 

(folded/partially unfolded, bound/unbound). The SAMPLEX program takes as 

input a set of data and the corresponding three-dimensional structure and returns 

the confidence for each residue to be in a perturbed or unperturbed state. Its 

performance is demonstrated for different applications including the prediction of 

disordered regions in partially unfolded proteins and of interacting regions in 

protein complexes. 

The proposed approach is suitable for partially unfolded states of proteins, local 

perturbations due to small ligands and protein-protein interfaces. The method is 

not restricted to NMR data, but is generic and can be applied to a wide variety of 

information. 

  

T
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Background 

 During the last decennia, there has been a growing interest in biological system 

dynamics, which consist for instance of interactions between proteins and folding 

pathways. This also includes proteins that partially unfold under specific environmental 

stimuli (taxis), and act as intermediates in a cascade of events [327]. In all cases, only a 

part of the protein is involved in the biological process while the remaining part stays 

dormant. Indeed, in a protein-protein complex, only the interaction surface is often 

affected, even though, sometimes, a larger part of the protein is modified, like in the 

case of allosteric interactions or conformational changes upon binding. As for partially 

unfolded proteins, which are typically composed of mobile regions linked to a folded 

core, they show some flexibility due to the internal motions of the protein and the 

reorganization of the unfolded part upon partial unfolding. In order to structurally 

characterize such systems, it is crucial to distinguish the unperturbed regions from the 

perturbed ones. 

 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is particularly convenient for monitoring, 

at atomic level, structural and/or environmental changes, which occur upon binding to a 

partner molecule or at (partial) unfolding. In particular, heteronuclear shift correlation 

experiments, such as 1H-15N HSQC, are very useful to detect alterations in the electronic 

environment of atoms which affect their chemical shifts. Hence, comparison of HSQC 

spectra of a molecule in two different states (bound/unbound, folded/unfolded) allows 

the detection of affected residues by analyzing the chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) 

[328-330]. 

A common method to distinguish unperturbed residues from others is to reject the ones 

for which the CSP is higher than a pre-defined threshold that usually corresponds to the 

average of all CSPs plus one or two times their standard deviation. This procedure is 

repeated with the remaining residues, until no rejection occurs anymore. The choice of a 

cut-off can be biased by subjectivity in the selection process. In addition, there is no 

simple relationship between the amount of chemical shift perturbations and the 

magnitude of the perturbation; this sometimes results in biased data (like very low CSP 

for a residue that is flanked by two others with very high CSP), leading to 

misinterpretations. With that respect, it might be more relevant to consider not only the 

CSP of the concerned residue or its sequential neighbors, but also the CSPs of the 

residues close to it in the 3D structure. 
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 This problem has previously been addressed by Kalbitzer et al. [331] for the case 

of protein-protein interactions. Their method yields the probability for a given residue to 

be involved in the interaction by comparing its CSP and the average CSP of the same 

residue found in all complexes of the BMRB database [332]. This approach however 

depends on the way the CSP is calculated [331] and an user-defined cut-off. In the 

present study we present an automated and less biased procedure to discriminate 

perturbed regions from unperturbed ones in a protein using its three dimensional 

structure and a set of experimental data. We will use in this work CSP data, but the 

method is generic and can be used for other types of data as well. The program we 

developed for this purpose, SAMPLEX (Smoothed Automatic Mapping of Protein from 

Listed Extremes), is based on a topologic approach and can overcome problems due to 

peak overlap or of sparse data. We tested our method on several systems, including 

protein complexes and partially unfolded proteins, for which NMR data were available. 

Theory 

 Considering a system existing in two different states, the CSP of the atoms of a 

given residue can be calculated from the HSQC spectra of the protein obtained for each 

state as follows [328]: 

 ∆ ∆ ⁄ ∆ ⁄ ∆ ⁄ II.1 

where ∆ , ∆ , ∆  and ∆  are the chemical shift differences of the hydrogen (HN), 

the amide nitrogen (N), the alpha carbon (Cα) and the carbon of the carboxyl group (CO) 

of the backbone, respectively, and ,  and  are the spectral width ratio 

between HN and N, HN and Cα and HN and CO, respectively [329]. 

From these CSPs determined for each residue (ideally) and the known native structure 

of the protein of interest, SAMPLEX automatically delimits the perturbed regions of the 

protein. The method has been divided into four consecutive steps that aim at defining 

groups of residues that belong to a similar state (perturbed/unperturbed) within the 

protein. 

 Step 1: attributing confidences. In an ensemble of CSPs values, a way to reflect 

how significantly different is a CSP value compared to all others is to calculate the 

factor k defined as: 
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 II.2 

where  is the CSP of the residue ,  the average of all CSPs and  the standard 

deviation. The factor  can be positive or negative. We subsequently transform these 

factors into values  such that the highest CSP value(s) becomes 1, the lowest -1 and 

all others have intermediate values. From now on, we will call  the confidence of the 

residue i. However, to avoid that the highest and lowest CSP values, which can be 

extreme, dominate this transformation, we first determine minimum factors khigh and 

klow. For this, we run several times (roughly 1000 times the number of available data) 

the following process: 

• Selection of a sub-ensemble made of the highest, the lowest and randomly 

selected CSP values such that the size of this sub-ensemble corresponds to 

15% of the number of available data. 

• Calculation of the factor k for this sub-ensemble using the equation II.1. 

We then define  and  as the lowest and highest k values found among all runs 

performed. 

Then, to determine the confidence  of each residue , we perform the following steps: 

1. Initialization of the variable 0. 

2. Selection of a sub-ensemble made of the CSP value of residue i and 

randomly selected CSP values such that the size of this sub-ensemble 

corresponds to 15% of the number of available data. 

3. Calculation of the factor  for this given ensemble. 

4. Increment  by  defined as: 

 

12 10  II.3 

The value of 0 accounts for a null standard deviation, which is not informative. 

5. Steps 2 to 4 are repeated 100 times the number of available data. 

6. The confidence ρiof residue  is finally given by the quotient of  over 

. 

 Step 2: inference of missing data. In some cases, no data are available for a given 

residue (e.g. in the case of CSPs, due to missing assignments, line broadening, 
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prolines...). To overcome such lack of information, we can still infer a confidence by the 

mean of multivariate interpolation, using an inverse distance weighting approach: a 

delusive confidence  is assigned based on the residue direct environment using a 

barycentric method which depends on the distances to its neighbors as follows: 

 
∑ ∑ II.4 

where  is the residue we infer,  a neighbor of  within a cut-off distance of 7.5 Å,  the 

total number of neighbors and  a sigmoidal function. This latter depends on the 

distance between the non-weighted barycentres of atoms of residues  to residue  for 

which we have some data; it is defined so that its value is very close to 1 when the 

distance is null and very close to 0 when the distance is equal to the predefined cut-off 

of 7.5 Å: 

 II.5 

where  is the distance between residues  and ,  the predefined cut-off,   is a very 

small number set to 10-3 in this work,  a constant equal to 1⁄  and   a 

function defined as follows: 

 
1 1

II.6 

At least two neighboring residues with available experimental data should be detected 

otherwise the residue is excluded from further calculations and no decision about its 

state is made at the end. When an ensemble of structures is provided, neighbors are 

defined by considering the average distance over all models. This allows taking into 

account possible conformational heterogeneity into the procedure. 

 Step 3: homogenization of confidences. The confidence  of each residue is then 

adjusted based on its neighborhood in the 3D structure of the protein. We apply an 

iterative process until the root mean square deviation between two consecutive steps is 

becoming lower than a threshold value of 10-5. This results in the creation of blocks of 

residues for which the homogenized confidences are close to each other. Each step of 

this process consists of attributing a new confidence  to residue  as follows: 
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∑1 ∑ II.7 

In this formula,  is the newly attributed confidence of residue , the starting 

confidence,  the number of neighbors of residue , and  the sigmoidal function 

defined in Equation II.5. 

 Step 4. Final decision. From the homogenized confidences, we define all 

residues with a confidence higher than 0.05 as being in a perturbed state and all residues 

with a confidence lower than -0.05 as remaining in their unperturbed state. The residues 

in between those two values are considered to be in an ambiguous state, which can 

mean that they might be close to a perturbed region or indirectly affected by a perturbed 

region. 

Results and Discussion 

 The selection approach described above was tested on four different systems 

with different characteristics. The various test cases are representative of both binding – 

and partial unfolding – induced CSP data. In the case of protein-protein complexes, the 

situation is delicate in the sense that the measure of the accuracy of the selection 

depends on the way we define the interface and on the quality of the structures. In this 

work, we defined the residues at the interface as the ones having at least one atom of the 

backbone within 5 Å of any atom of the other subunit, excluding hydrogen atoms. In the 

case of an ensemble of conformations, we consider that a contact is effective if it is 

found in at least one model. 

Performance of diverse test cases 

Chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2) subunit in complex with the Subtilisin BPN' 

 Subtilisin BPN’ is a serine protease [333] which can be inhibited by the 

chymotrypsin inhibitor 2, an 83 amino acid protein with a disordered N-terminal tail 

[334]. Figure II-1 shows the evolution of the residue selection for the CI2 subunit of the 

Subtilisin/CI2 complex as a function of the raw CSP data (C. van Heijnoort and L. 

Koharudin, personal communication), starting confidences and the resulting 

homogenized confidences (Equation II.8). In this case we took for the selection process 

the structures from the complex (PDB entry 1LW6) {Radisky, 2002 #331}. 
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For CI2, SAMPLEX estimates that residues 56-

62 are perturbed and residue 63 is in an 

ambiguous state. The CI2/BPN’ X-ray complex, 

solved at 1.50 Å (PDB entry 1LW6) [334], 

shows that residues 50 and 54 to 61 are involved 

in the interaction (Figure II-2). Residue 50 

however is only defined as interacting based on 

the proximity of its carbonyl oxygen to a side 

chain oxygen of Asp99 in BPN’ (distance 

between both oxygens is 4.8 Å). This can 

explain why its amide group is not affected by 

the binding and therefore not selected by 

SAMPLEX. 

For BPN’, the 

situation is more 

complicated be-

cause of the size 

of the protein 

(281 residues) 

and the lack of 

data (16% of confidences had to be inferred). Residues 

33, 97, 99-109, 126-128, 141, 154-156, 167-171 and 

218-219 are predicted by SAMPLEX as being in a non-

native-like environment, and residues 65, 98 and 220 as 

being in an ambiguous state. The interface measured 

from the X-ray complex includes residues 99-104, 125-

128, 154-157, 167, 218-221. Besides residue 141, all 

residues selected by SAMPLEX are either in or close to 

the interface (see figure II-2) and consequently could be 

perturbed due to the interaction with CI2. Residue 141, 

Figure II-1     Chemical shift perturbations and derived 
confidences as function of the residue sequence for CI2
(unbound and bound to BPN’). Top: raw CSP data;
Middle: starting confidences; Bottom: confidences after
homogenization. The triangles filled in black show
residues involved in the interaction between CI-2 and 
BPN’, the ones filled in grey show the selection made by
SAMPLEX and the empty one, the residue in an

Figure II-2     Selection of 
perturbed regions of CI2 after 
complex formation with BPN’. In 
red and purple are displayed 
residues selected by SAMPLEX in 
a non-native like environment and 
in an ambiguous state, 
respectively. Spheres represent 
the interface based on the 
criterion defined in this paper: a 
residue belongs to the interface if 
at least one atom of the backbone 
is at a maximum distance of 5Å of 
any atom of the other subunit, 
excluding hydrogen atoms. 
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which is not close to the interface, shows the second highest experimental CSP; this 

could be due to an indirect perturbation (e.g. conformational change). 

The lactose operon repressor and its inducer 

 The Lac repressor is a tetrameric protein that binds a specific operator on DNA 

and therefore inactivates the transcription of the enzymes involved in the metabolism of 

the lactose [335, 336]. When a molecule of isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) is 

embedded in the repressor, this later is inhibited due to a structural rearrangement. 

In this case, SAMPLEX predicts residues 66-82, 97, 124, 126-128, 133, 160-163, 192-

197, 222, 276-280, 292-293, 319-320 and 322 as perturbed. In addition, residues 83, 95-

96, 98-99, 125, 132, 221, 294 and 318 are classified as ambiguous state. The prediction 

corresponds to the binding pocket of IPTG and the beta sheet involved in the interaction 

between two monomers, which has previously been demonstrated as being perturbed 

[337]. 

The Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2-7 (UBCH5) in complex with CCR4-NOT  

 UBCH5 is a human protein involved in the ubiquitination of proteins [338]. It 

interacts with CCR4-NOT (CNOT4), a transcription 

factor [339]. From the unbound form of the protein 

(PDB entry: 2ESO) [340], our algorithm estimates that 

residues 1-12, 16, 60-64, 88 and 94-101 of UBCH5 are 

perturbed. Residues 14, 17 and 93 are classified in an 

ambiguous state. The contacts defined from the 

structural model obtained with HADDOCK [168, 341] 

(PDB entry: 1UR6) reveals that residues 1-2, 4-5, 58-59, 

61-63, 88 and 91 to 96 are involved in the interaction. 

Although this structural model was obtained based on 

chemical shift information, we are confident that it 

presents an accurate picture of the complex due to its 

high homology to the c-Cbl-UbcH7 complex solved by 

X-ray crystallography (PDB entry 1FBV) [342]. 

SAMPLEX finds the correct regions, but extends the 

one of the N-terminal helix (residues 1-13, 16-17). 

When we align the structures of the unbound and bound 

forms of UBCH5, ignoring this first helix (Figure II-3), 

Figure II-3     Alignment of the
free and the bound form of
UBCH5. In red are depicted
perturbed residues as predicted
by SAMPLEX, in purple are
residues in an intermediate state.
The real interface defined from
1UR6 is displayed with spheres.
We clearly see the shift of the first
helix and of residues 87-88 (black
arrow) upon the formation of the
complex. 
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we clearly see that the position of this helix has shifted. In the same way, we also notice 

a shift of residues 87 and 88. The region delimited by the residues 93 to 101 

corresponds to a loop that is in contact with CNOT4. Hence, these regions might be 

perturbed accounting for the selection made by SAMPLEX. 

On the CNOT4 side, the predictions turn out to be rather accurate. The algorithm 

predicts residues 15 to 19, 41, 45, 47 to 50 and 53 to 57 as perturbed and residues 14, 

40, 46 and 52 in an intermediate state. The interface from the structural model 

comprises residues 15 to 20, 40 to 41, 44 to 45, 48 to 50, 52 to 55 and 57. 

Colicin E9 domain (CE9) subunit in complex with its cognate immunity protein (IM9) 

 CE9 is a small bacterial protein with cytotoxic endonuclease activity. The 

structures of its unbound and bound forms have been solved by X-ray at 1.80 Å and 

1.70 Å, respectively (PDB entries 1FSJ and 1EMW, respectively) [343]. In addition, 

NMR chemical shifts have been measured for both the unbound and bound forms 

(BMRB accession numbers 4352 and 4293, respectively) [344, 345]. As for its partner, 

Im9, both bound (1EMW) and unbound forms are also available. The latter has been 

solved by NMR (PDB code 1IMP) [346]. Chemical shifts are available for both forms 

(BMRB accession numbers 4115 and 4116) [347]. 

For E9, the perturbed region estimated by SAMPLEX encloses residues 23, 72-79, 86-

87 and 94-99. Residues 70, 80, 85 and 93 are in an ambiguous state. From the crystal 

structure, residues 72-75, 77-78, 81, 83, 86, 89 and 97 are at the interface. In the case of 

Im9, SAMPLEX defines residues 24, 30-37, 47-57 and 82 as perturbed and residue 38 

as ambiguous. The crystal structure indicates that residues 23-25, 30, 33-34, 50-51, 54-

55 and 62 are involved in the interaction. SAMPLEX predicted a somewhat larger 

region in both proteins that correctly encompass the true interface. The additional 

predictions are mainly located in loops that can undergo conformational changes upon 

binding. Indeed, chemical shift perturbations alone cannot distinguish between direct 

interactions and induced conformational changes. 

The Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) 

 PYP is a 14kDa protein found in the bacterium Halorhodospira halophila. Upon 

illumination at 446 nm, this protein partially unfolds and triggers the signal, which 

results in the movement by the bacterium away from the light [348, 349]. The protein 

contains a PAS domain as found in many signaling proteins [267]. The chromophore is 

a p-coumaric acid, which undergoes a trans-to-cis isomerization after activation of the 
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ground state. This isomerization results in the partial unfolding of the protein. A 

truncated form of PYP, Δ25-PYP, with the 25 first N-terminal amino acids deleted, 

shows a longer lifetime in the excited state (about 10 minutes), which allowed to record 
1H-15N HSQC spectra and compare the ground and excited states [350]. 

The program defines the regions that comprise residues 29, 42-52, 54-58, 63-65, 67-74, 

76-77 and 97 to 102 as perturbed, i.e., in this case, as partially unfolded. Residues 53, 

66, 78-79 and 103 are in an ambiguous state. These regions contain the loop, which 

bears the chromophore (residue 69), Glu46, which is part of helix 3 and transfers a 

proton to the chromophore before unfolding of the protein, and the loop flanked by beta 

sheets 4 and 5. This loop can be seen as the lead that covers the chromophore. Finally, a 

part of the helix 5 is perturbed, while all beta sheets stay in their native like 

environment. In conclusion, only the part surrounding the chromophore is predicted as 

affected. 

Since the structure of the partially unfolded state of Δ25-PYP has been solved by NMR, 

we investigated the dependence of the predictions on the structure used: running 

SAMPLEX from the unfolded structure (PDB code 1XFQ) residues 28-29, 43-58, 63-

65, 67-68, 70-74, 77-78, 97-102 are predicted as perturbed and residues 42, 66, 69, 76, 

79, 103 as ambiguous. These results are quite similar (97% overlap considering 

perturbed and ambiguous regions together) to the ones obtained using the folded protein 

indicating that our method is robust with respect to the structure used. 

An unperturbed protein 

 SAMPLEX can also assess whether data are indicative of a perturbation or not, 

by making use of the relative standard deviation σR defined as σR=σ/μ, where μ and σ 

are the mean and the standard deviation of all available data, respectively. Below a 

value of 25%, the program will consider that no part of the protein has been affected 

and will ask the user whether he wishes to continue. We tested this by analyzing HSQC 

spectra of the Lac Headpiece repressor in complex with DNA at two different 

frequencies (500MHz and 900MHz) and calculating CSP values from their difference. 

The resulting σR was 5.9% and consequently SAMPLEX did not make any prediction. 

In the case of the other examples discussed in this paper, σR increased to 200.7%, 

286.4%, 141.6%, 115.5%, 153.0%, 200.8%, 117.6% and 88.9% for CI2, BPN’, 

UBCH5, CNOT4, CE9, Im9, the lactose operon repressor and PYP, respectively. 
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Comparison with general methods 

 Common methods that are often used to define perturbed regions within a protein 

from CSPs are: 

i. to consider as perturbed all residues with a CSP value higher than the 

average of all available data plus one or two times their standard deviation 

ii. to iterate a process in which residues with a CSP value higher than the 

average plus one or two times their standard deviation are rejected and 

start again with the remaining residues until no rejection occurs; all 

rejected are finally classified as perturbed. 

We compared the performance of SAMPLEX with these two methods in the case of the 

complexes described above. The accuracy of the selection was measured by the 

Matthews coefficient correlation as described by Baldi et al. [351]: 

 II.8 

where , ,  and  are the true positive (correctly predicted), false positive 

(wrongly predicted), true negative (correctly not predicted) and false negative (wrongly 

not predicted) residues, respectively. This coefficient reaches 1 when the prediction is 

perfect.  

Table II-1 summarizes the quality of the prediction for CI2, BPN' and UBCH5 using the 

various selection methods. We clearly see that SAMPLEX always outperforms the other 

two methods. 

 

Table II-1     Performance of SAMPLEX. Comparison of the quality of the predictions for the interfaces 
of CI2, BPN' and UBCH5 using SAMPLEX and two commonly used methods as measured by the 
Matthews coefficient correlation (Equation II.9) 

Subunit CI2 BPN' UBCH5 CNOT4 CE9 Im9 Average 

SAMPLEX 0.72 0.62 0.51 0.76 0.46 0.47 0.59 

Method A1 0.72 0.41 0.20 0.46 0.23 0.20 0.37 

Method B2 0.51 0.43 0.22 0.56 0.25 0.42 0.40 

1 Residues that have a CSP value higher than the average of all available CSP values plus one time their 
standard deviation are considered as perturbed. 
2 Considering an iterative process, which consists on rejecting all residues with a CSP value higher than 
the average of all CSP values plus two times the standard deviation and starting again with remaining 
residues until no rejection occurs, all rejected residues are considered as perturbed. 
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Conclusion 

 In this paper we have described a new un-biased strategy to distinguish perturbed 

from unperturbed regions in NMR spectra that define two different states of a protein. 

The program developed for this purpose, SAMPLEX, requires on the one hand the 

chemical shifts (or some other kind of data distinguishing the various states) of the 

protein/complex in both the ground/free and the excited/bound state and on the other 

hand the structure (or an ensemble of structures) of the ground/free form as input. The 

method can be used to find the partially unfolded moiety of a protein, or in the case of 

proteins complexes, to define the interaction surface.  

In this work, we only used CSP data from 1H-15N HSQC spectra and showed that they 

are already sufficient for a successful selection. However, since the result will depend 

on the quality and the amount of data, SAMPLEX would yield more accurate solution 

by including additional chemical shifts (13Cα, 13CO...), in particular in the case of large 

proteins. It is worth noting again, that, in the case of complexes, chemical shifts can 

report on both direct interaction and indirect effects such as remote conformational 

changes; results should thus always be carefully analyzed. 

It should be noted that our selection method is generic and therefore not restricted to 

NMR CSP data. It can also be applied to e.g. order parameters from NMR relaxation 

data, protection factors calculated from H/D exchange experiments or any other 

experimental data as long as it provides information on a molecule at an atomic level. 

This makes it applicable to a large variety of problems in which some 

selection/classification needs to be performed. 

 

Availability 

 SAMPLEX is written in python and is available free of charge. It can be 

downloaded from: http://www.nmr.chem.uu.nl/Software/samplex 
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n nature, some proteins partially unfold under specific environmental 

conditions. These unfolded states typically consist of a large ensemble of 

conformations; their proper description is therefore a challenging problem. 

NMR spectroscopy is particularly well suited for this task: information on 

conformational preferences can be derived for example from chemical shifts or 

residual dipolar couplings. This information, which is measured as a time- and 

ensemble-average, can be used to model these states by generating large ensembles 

of conformations. The challenge is then to select a minimum representative set of 

conformations out of a large ensemble to represent the unfolded state.  

We have developed for this purpose an algorithm called MINOES (MINimum 

Optimal Ensemble Selection), that is based on an iterative selection procedure 

based on an expansion/contraction selection process. MINOES aims at selecting an 

optimal and minimal ensemble of conformations that, on average, maximizes the 

agreement between back-calculated and experimental (NMR) data, without any a-

priori assumption about the required ensemble size. This approach is 

demonstrated by modelling the partially unfolded state of a deletion mutant of the 

Photoactive Yellow Protein, Δ25-PYP, which has been previously characterized by 

NMR (Bernard et al. Structure 13, 953-962, 2005) 

  

I
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Introduction 

 High resolution NMR spectroscopy is a powerful method that has become a 

routine for the structural characterization of biomolecules. In particular the ability to 

study dynamical properties makes the technique complementary to X-ray 

crystallography. It normally relies on a dense network of distance restraints derived 

from nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs) between nearby hydrogen atoms in the protein 

[352, 353] to calculate the three dimensional (3D) structure of a protein in solution. 

 The preferred representation of an NMR protein structure in solution is an 

ensemble, in the order of 20 models, which explore regions of conformational space that 

satisfy at the same time some physical parameters and experimentally-derived restraints. 

The most used procedures to select these structures from a large set of calculated ones 

are based on energy (selection of a sub-ensemble consisting of the lowest energy 

structures) and/or restraints violation criteria (selection of structures with no distance 

and/or dihedral angle violation above a particular value or threshold). Both approaches 

involve user-defined, arbitrary criteria for the cut-offs used and the number of structures 

selected; this together with possible differences in force field parameters and in the 

treatment of the experimental restraints used in the process lead to the “structure 

selection problem” in the structural NMR field. This problem is even more acute when 

it comes to describing highly flexible molecules such as short peptides or poorly defined 

(partially) unfolded states of proteins. 

 Chemical shifts have been long recognized as a potentially important structural 

information source, due to their dependency and high sensitivity on multiple electronic 

and geometric factors, and the high accuracy of their measurement [352, 354]. A large 

variety of conformational effects, including backbone torsion angles, side-chain 

orientations, hydrogen bonding, and the type and conformation of neighboring residues, 

influence the chemical shift behavior in proteins [355, 356]. All these effects make the 

chemical shifts good reporters of secondary structure elements as implemented in 

several programs (e.g. CSI [357], Talos [358], Pecan [359]), as well as of structural 

changes observed upon different conditions (e.g. ligand binding [360]). However, the 

multiple dependencies mentioned above make both the interpretation and accurate 

prediction of chemical shifts exceedingly difficult, particularly in large systems, and 

their use, so far, has been limited. Fortunately, significant computational progresses in 

chemical shift prediction have been made [158, 161, 361-363] opening new possibilities 

for including them on a regular basis in structural studies. 
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 In this paper we investigate the use of chemical shifts as information source for 

the selection of a representative ensemble of NMR structures. For this, we chose a 

specific class of proteins containing a photoreceptor that partially unfolds upon 

illumination. We concentrate on the photoactive yellow protein (PYP), which has been 

extensively studied in our laboratory in the past [348, 350]. The transition to the excited, 

partially unfolded state, which corresponds actually to the signaling state of these 

proteins, has been described to follow a protein quake model [276, 277]. The transient 

and unstable nature of such a state makes the acquisition of NMR data difficult. As a 

result, only sparse data can be typically obtained. The transient nature of the 

intermediates practically excludes the possibility to measure residual dipolar couplings 

(RDC) and/or use that have become popular in the characterization of unfolded states 

[364-367]. Hence, characterizing the partially unfolded state of such proteins becomes 

rather complicated, and a challenge to the current structural methods. A protein that 

partially unfolds can usually be split into two parts: a core, which maintains to a large 

extend a conformation similar to the native state, and a partially unfolded moiety.  

 In a previous work [368], we have demonstrated that it is possible to model in 

silico partially unfolded states using native-like inter-residue restraints for those 

residues that do not show appreciable chemical shift changes upon partially unfolding. 

Here, assuming that a partially unfolded state corresponds to an intermediate between a 

fully folded and fully unfolded state, we introduce a structure calculation protocol based 

on a gradual unfolding of the partially unfolded moiety by progressively decreasing the 

weight of the corresponding native-like restraints in the structural calculation protocol. 

In addition, a radius of gyration (Rg) [369] restraint derived from NMR diffusion 

measurements is introduced for better characterization of the partially unfolded state. In 

that way a large ensemble of conformations can be generated covering the 

conformational space from the native to the (partially) unfolded state. The challenge is 

then to select an ensemble of structures that best describes the experimental 

observables. This selection problem has been addressed in the past for native structures 

among others by Smith et al. [370]: in that work, the number of structures to be selected 

was first determined based on the energy profile and was used in a second step to select 

a representative ensemble out of all generated structures. In the case of partially 

unfolded proteins, the classical approach that selects the lowest energy structures and/or 

those having the minimum number of violations, is no longer suitable; because of the 

scarcity of the experimental data, those parts of the protein for which no or only little 

experimental data are available will strongly depend on the forcefield and calculation 
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protocol used. The selection problem in the case of unfolded systems has been 

addressed previously by Forman-Kay’s group who developed an algorithm called 

ENSEMBLe [371, 372]. It makes use of the available experimental data to define some 

kind of energy function in which averaged back-calculated data and experimental data 

are compared; the latest version of the algorithm tries to select in a Monte Carlo process 

a user-defined number of structures that best represent the experimental data. 

 Here we propose an innovative selection method which extracts an optimal 

subset out of a large ensemble by maximizing the agreement between observables back-

calculated from the generated models and the experimental data without making any 

assumption about the ensemble size. While the approach is generic, we demonstrate it 

using protons Hα chemical shifts for the selection process. We first validate our 

selection method using synthetic data for lysozyme and then apply it to model the 

partially unfolded state of a deletion mutant of the Photoactive Yellow Protein (Δ25-

PYP) [280], for which experimental NMR data are available [350]; this allows us to 

compare the resulting structures with the NOE-based one and validate our proposed 

selection method.  

Theory 

 In order to evaluate how a selected model or ensemble thereof will represent the 

experimental data, one can calculate the "distance" between the available experimental 

data and back-calculated data obtained from these models. This distance can be 

expressed in the form of a χ2 function like in the following formula: 

 III.1 

with , the number of available data; xi, the data value predicted from models; , the 

experimental data value; , the weight put on data ; , the experimental error 

associated with error  ( ). 

This scoring function has the advantage that it allows the combination of various kinds 

of data by use of the sensitiveness factor and takes experimental errors into account with 

the confidence factor. In addition, each data point or set of points can be weighted 

separately by adjusting the value of . 
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In our selection algorithm, we make use of  to determine from a pool of generated 

structures, the sub-ensemble that best fits the experimental data, without a-priori 

knowledge of the optimum ensemble size. This is a combinatorial problem that would 

lead to an explosion in computational time requirements if all possibilities were to be 

tested for a large ensemble. To avoid this problem, we use a recursive approach based 

on an expansion/contraction process of the system. The selection algorithm consists of 

the following steps: 

For N trials: 

1. Randomly select one model from the initial pool of generated structures 

and define a combination ratio 0.9 

2. Expansion process 

a. Generate new ensembles by: 

i. adding each of the non-selected structures in turn  

ii. removing each of the selected structures in turn 

iii. exchanging each of the selected structure by each of the 

non-selected ones 

b. From step 2a, select the ensemble with the best score (lowest ) 

and compare it with the previously defined one: 

i. If , accept the new ensemble and start again 

from step 2. 

ii. If , temporary accept the new ensemble and 

start again from step 2. If the score is not improved after 

repeating this selection process five times, proceed to 

step 4. 

3. Contraction process 

a. From the ensemble reached in the previous step, generate new 

ensembles by: 

i. removing each of the selected structures in turn 

ii. exchanging each of the selected structure by each of the 

non-selected ones 

b. Keep the ensemble with the best score (lowest ) 

c. Repeat step 3 until the number of structures of the ensemble 

becomes equal to the pre-defined  times the number of 

structures in the initial ensemble obtained in step 2 
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4. Increment the number of iterations and start from step 2 with the new 

ensemble defined from step 3. If the number of iterations reaches 20 

without any new best score, decrease  by 0.1, reinitialize the number of 

iterations and start from step 2. If  reaches 0.1, stop the process. 

5.  In this process, we make use of the tabu search method [373]. This 

heuristic mechanism allows visiting more possible ensembles by avoiding 

returning to a previous state: if a modification results in an ensemble that 

has already been met, it is not kept, but instead the second best one is 

selected, and so on. In total, two tabu search tables are created, one for the 

expansion process and one for the contraction process. 

This selection method has been coded in C in the MINOES program, standing for 

MINimum Optimal Ensemble Selection. 

Methods 

 Generation of a synthetic partially unfolded state for the lysozyme 

 Structure ensembles were generated with CNS [374] using protocols derived 

from ARIA [375] as implemented in the RECOORD scripts [376]. For each system, we 

performed first 13 structure calculation runs (without water refinement), each of them 

producing 2000 structures. In all the runs, native-like Cα-Cβ distance restraints were 

imposed on the α-domain of the protein (core 

region) as described previously [368]. The 

definition of the synthetic native-like restraints 

was based on a previously described stochastic 

dynamic simulation of the hen egg-white 

lysozyme (PDB entry: 1AKI) aimed at unfolding 

the β-domain (for details see Fuentes et al.). In 

short, a native-like distance restraint is defined 

only if the corresponding distance is shorter than 

7.5 Å in at least half of structures of the native 

Table III.1     Weighted Force Constants (kcal·mol-1·Å-2) for 
Cα-Cβ distance restraints (Core/Non-core and Non-
core/Non-core) used through the simulated annealing 
protocol for the various runs to generate partially unfolded 
structures. In all runs, force constant for core/core atom 
interactions was set to 10/50. Each run yielded 2000 
structures. 

Run 
Initial 

Weight 

Final 

Weight 

0 10 50 

1 9 45 

2 8 40 

3 7 35 

4 6 30 

5 5 25 

6 4 20 

7 3 15 

8 2 10 

9 1 5 

10 0.2 1 

11 0.1 0.5 

12 0 0 
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state NMR ensemble. In this case, the restraint is set to the average of all distances 

below 7.5 Å, with a lower distance bound of 1.8 Å and an upper one equal to the 

average plus one standard deviation (core/core distance) or to the average plus the 

standard deviation plus 2.0 Å  (core/non-core or non-core/non-core). In addition, 

considering that partial unfolding starts from the native state, native-like restraints were 

also applied to the unfolded part (β-domain, residues G4 to S36 and T89 to L129), with the 

difference that decreasing force constants (from 50 to 0 kcal mol-1 Å-2) were applied in 

the different runs (Table III-1). This allows slowly relaxing the non-native of the 

protein, from a fully folded state to the fully unfolded one. Distance restraints are only 

defined between residues that are at least three positions apart in the sequence. 

Additionally, the radius of gyration Rg was included as a restraint in such a way that the 

target values imposed for the entire ensemble of structures calculated follow a log-

normal probability density function. Hence, for r≥0, we have the following formula: 

 √2 III.2 

where  is the experimental value of the radius of gyration. We arbitrary set the 

values of  and  to 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. By taking values from a log-normal 

distribution, we allow for more extension than compaction of the structure. For each 

individual structure calculation a different value of  is used, taken from the log-

normal distribution.  was set to 14.3 Å. 

For each run, the 500 lowest energy structures obtained after simulated annealing were 

submitted to refinement in explicit solvent. From these refined models, only those with 

less than 5 distance restraint violations below 0.5 Å were kept for further analysis; their 

Hα chemical shifts were calculated using ShiftX [158]. 

To validate our method, we selected out of all generated models some random structures 

and created reference chemical shifts based on the average of these on the randomly 

selected structures. Then, using the entire ensemble (6465 models), we tried to retrieve 

with MINOES the reference ensemble. For validation, the selection was repeated 10 

times from various reference ensembles consisting of 10, 15 and 20 structures, 

respectively. 
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Experimental data for Δ25-PYP and generation of models in silico 

 The 1H-15N HSQC spectra of both the native (dark state, pG) and partially 

unfolded (light state, pB intermediate) states of Δ25-PYP have been previously reported 

[350]. The chemical shift perturbation calculated from these two spectra allowed us to 

define the core (61 residues out of 100, comprising by the segments: G29 to N43, K55 to 

F62, G82 to F96 and T103 to V125) and the unfolded part of the protein. This information 

was used to define native-like restraints from the NMR pG ensemble (PDB entry: 

1XFN) 

The same structure calculation protocol as described for the lysozyme above was 

followed. The radius of gyration was set to 14.0 Å, based on NMR diffusion 

experiments (Nico van Nuland, Universidad de Granada, Spain; personal 

communication). 

Analysis of models 

 The selected ensembles were compared with the reference one or with each other 

by calculating the average pairwise positional root mean square deviations (RMSD). For 

this, the structures were fitted on the backbone atoms of the defined core regions and the 

RMSD were calculated on the entire backbone of the protein, using the McLachlan 

algorithm [377] as implemented in the program ProFit (Martin, A.C.R., 

http://www.bioinf.org.uk/software/profit/). 

 Secondary structure analysis was performed with PROCHECK [378, 379], 

which makes use of the Kabsch & Sander secondary structure definitions [380]. A 

consensus secondary structure for each residue was adopted when at least half of the 

structures of an NMR ensemble had the same classification. 

Results 

Validation of the method with synthetic data 

 We first validated our algorithm by performing the selection of a sub-ensemble 

that best fits the reference synthetic lysozyme data. For this, we tested whether we could 

recover the selected reference ensemble from the combination of all generated models. 

These consist of 6465 structures with less than 5 consistent violations (of the defined 

native-like restraints) below 0.5 Å out of the 6500 (13x500) generated ones. In all cases, 

our algorithm successfully retrieved the reference ensemble of 10, 15 or 20 structures 
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from the pool of 6465 models with a correlation coefficient between back-calculated 

and reference Hα chemical shifts of 1.0 and a score obviously equal to 0. 

This optimal selection could not have been obtained by selecting the same number of 

structures with the lowest individual scores (Table III-2); indeed, the individual 

members of the reference ensemble have scores spread over the entire range of scores 

and only their average results in a score of 0. 

Table III-2     Weighted Results of the MINOES Selection Processes. Indicated values have been 
evaluated over the 10 trials we performed. In this table are specified the lowest individual score and the 
score of the n lowest individual score structures, n being the number of structures in the perfect 
ensemble. 

Perfect ensemble 
Size (n) 

MINOES score 
Lowest score of all 

individual structures 

Average score of the 
n lowest individual 

score structures 

10 0 ± 0 9.89 ± 0.53 1.60 ± 0.42 

15 0 ± 0 9.23 ± 0.53 1.33 ± 0.23 

20 0 ± 0 9.25 ± 0.44 1.25 ± 0.25 

Application to the partially unfolded state of D25-PYP  

 The Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) is found in the bacterium called 

Ectothiorhodospira halophila. It is localized in the cell machinery that promotes the 

swimming away of the organism when exposed to intense blue light [287, 381, 382]. 

This function has been found to rely on a chromophore embedded in the core of the 

protein, which absorbs light at 446 nm and triggers a reorganization of the protein 

leading to partial unfolding. The latter state corresponds to an active/signaling 

intermediate that triggers a cascade of events leading to the escape of the bacterium. 

The partially unfolded state of a deletion mutant of this protein, Δ25-PYP, in which the 

25 first N-terminal residues have been deleted, shows a longer lifetime. This behavior 

makes it a better candidate for structural studies by NMR and as consequence, the 

structure of both the native and partially unfolded states could be determined using 

classical NOE restraints [350]. 

Following the protocol described above (see Material and Methods), we generated an 

ensemble of 6494 water-refined structures with less than 5 violations within the core. 

Running MINOES, we selected, based on Hα CS, a set of 14 structures (� � � � � �  was set to 

20) (Figure III-1a). This final ensemble has an average internal energy 

of -2621 ± 138 kcal·mol-1, a score of 3.95 and a correlation coefficient between back-

calculated and experimental Hα chemical shifts of 0.94 (0.94 and 0.91 for the core and 
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the partially unfolded moieties, respectively). The average pairwise backbone RMSD 

between the structures is 2.4 ± 0.4 Å and the average radius of gyration is 13.8 ± 0.4 Å. 

For comparison, the ensemble of 20 lowest energy structures has an average energy 

of -3030 ± 44 kcal·mol-1 and a Rg of 15.9 ± 0.5 Å. This ensemble has a correlation 

coefficient of only 0.74 (0.78 and 0.28 for the core and the partially unfolded moieties, 

respectively) and a score of 13.60. The average pairwise backbone RMSD in this case is 

6.2 ± 3.7 Å. The agreement is even worse than when considering the full ensemble of 

6494 structures (� � =10.0, � =0.83). 

Table III-3     Comparison of excited state (pB) ensembles obtained by different approaches: NOE-
based ensemble (deposited model), the 20 lowest energy structures obtained using native-like restraints 
and the ensemble selected by the MINOES algorithm. 

 
R between Hα calculated vs. 

experimental 

 
Number of 
structures 

Average Rg 
(Å) 

RMSD (Å) 
Full 

protein 
Core 

Non-
core 

Deposited model 
(1XFQ) 

20 14.7 ± 0. 3 4.3 ± 0.3 0.85 0.86 0.63 

Lowest energy 
structures 

20 15.9 ± 0.5 6.2 ± 0.5 0.74 0.78 0.34 

MINOES ensemble 14 13.8 ± 0.4 2.4 ± 0.4 0.94 0.94 0.92 

All generated 
structures 

6494 13.8 ± 0.4 4.3 ± 0.4 0.83 0.85 0.57 

aThe experimental Rg value estimated from NMR diffusion experiments (Nico van Nuland, personal 
communication is 14.0 Å). 
bAverage pairwise backbone RMSD (see Material and Methods). 
cCorrelation coefficient between experimental and back-calculated Hα chemical shifts. The Hα chemical 
shifts were back-calculated with SHIFTX [383]. 

These results clearly indicate that our algorithm, making use of Hα proton chemical 

shifts in this case, performs well in selecting a representative ensemble for the partially 

unfolded state of Δ25-PYP. This is evidenced both by the improved correlation between 

back-calculated and experimental chemical shifts (which is not surprising since the 

selection was based on them), but also by the better agreement between the average 

radius of gyration of the selected ensemble and the experimental value (14.0 Å) 

obtained from NMR diffusion measurements. The latter provides an independent 

measure of the quality of the selected ensemble since it was not used in the selection 

procedure. The total ensemble of structures covers Rg values between 13.1 and 14.9 Å 

because of the way the radius of gyration restraints are defined following a log-normal 

distribution; still, our algorithm, based on H� chemical shift criteria, selects an 

ensemble that matches the experimental values while the energy-based selection results 
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in a looser ensemble. Note that the full ensemble also fits reasonably well the chemical 

shifts (R=0.83), although the quality of the fit is poorer for the non-core region 

(R=0.57). This ensemble, however, covers a rather large conformational space, which 

makes it difficult to work with or even deposit in a structure database like the PDB.  

We compared the MINOES ensemble with the NOE-based deposited ensemble (PDB 

entry: 1XFQ) which was solved previously in our laboratory [350]. The MINOES 

ensemble clearly better reproduces the chemical shift data (Table III-3 and Figure III-2). 

We also analyzed the violations from the NOE restraints involving backbone amide 

protons; the latter were not used in the structure calculation, instead, native-like 

restraints were defined based on chemical shift differences between the native and 

Figure III-1     Cartoon representations of the pB state of Δ25-PYP for the MINOES ensemble selected
based on Hα chemical shifts (a), deposited (c), and lowest energy (d) ensembles. The chromophore
attached to Cys69 and Glu46, which serves as hydrogen donor upon excitation, are shown in sticks. The
native-like (ground-state) core defined in this work is shown in dark gray. In (b) is shown a comparison
between the X-ray ground state (dark color) at high resolution and one of our models (light color). The
residues 69 and 46 are enlightened with a stick and sphere representation. 
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unfolded states (see Methods). Out of 252 NOE restraints involving amide protons, the 

MINOES ensemble only shows 12 consistent violations larger than 0.5 Å, four of which 

exceed 1.0 Å and none above 2.0 Å.  

The MINOES ensemble is more compact than the NOE-based ensemble (Figure III-1), 

with a higher secondary structure content, especially in the α-helices region (α3, α4 and 

π1) (Figure III-3). This is also reflected in the average pairwise RMSD with each 

ensemble (Table III-3). The average pairwise RMSD between the two ensembles 

calculated only on the secondary structure elements of the NMR-based structure is 

1.56 ± 0.27 Å, which indicates a rather good agreement between the core regions. 

We also compared the MINOES ensemble with the crystal structure of the ground state 

of PYP (PDB entry: 1NWZ) [384]: it turns out that the selected ensemble is quite close 

to the ground state crystal structure, both in overall 3D structure (Figure III-1b) and in 

Figure III-2     Comparison of average data of each ensemble with experimental data: (a) MINOES
ensemble, (b) deposited model, (c) 20 lowest energy structures, and (d) full ensemble generated with
RECOORD. Closed and open circles correspond to the core and the non-core regions of the protein,
respectively. The trend line is drawn in gray. The number of structures of each ensemble, the score (χ2),
and the correlation coefficients R are indicated on the left side.
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secondary structure content (Figure III-3). The main difference comes from the side 

chain of Cys69 bearing the chromophore that is flipped out in the pB state. The 

protonated Glu46, which is hydrogen bonded to the chromophore and gives its hydrogen 

upon excitation, remains inside. Interestingly, most of the secondary structures are 

reasonably well preserved with some changes in helical regions, for instance from α-

helical into hydrogen-bonded turn conformations, e.g. α3, α4 and part of α5 (Figure III-

2). 

These results, showing a more compact pB state than what was reported previously, are 

in line with a recent SAXS study [385]: the average radius of gyration of our ensemble 

is lower than that of the deposited model, and is more consistent with the estimate 

radius of gyration from SAXS, which indicates only ~5% increase of Rg upon 

excitation. The increase of Rg for the MINOES pB ensemble compared to pG is ~9%, 

while the deposited NOE-based ensemble (PDB entry: 1XFQ) shows ~17% increase. 

Furthermore, the predicted SAXS data for our MINOES ensemble (back-calculated with 

the CRYSOL program [386]) displays the experimentally observed bimodal profile 

(data not shown). 

Discussion 

 We have shown here that, in the case of partially unfolded states, selecting an 

ensemble of structures based on the agreement between back-calculated data from 

theoretical models and experimental data results in a better representation of the 

Figure III-3     Secondary structure of Δ25-PYP calculated with PROCHECK for (a) the crystal
structure of the ground state (pG) (1NWZ), (b) the solution NMR structure of the ground state (pG-
1XFN), (c) the partially unfolded state (pB) ensemble selected by MINOES, and (d) the NOE-based
partially unfolded state ensemble (pB-1XFQ). H, G, and I indicate alpha helices, 3/10-helices and π-
helices, respectively (all with the same gray shading). T corresponds to hydrogen bonded turns and B
and E are residues in isolated β-bridges and extended strands, respectively. Bends are not indicated for
the sake of clarity. The core defined in this work is indicated by filled gray boxes. The secondary
structure elements defined in the crystal structure are specified (PDB code 2PHY).

Sequence L A F G A I Q L D G D G N I L Q Y N A A E G D I T G R D P K Q V I G K N F F K D V A P C T D S P E F
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pG (X-Ray) E E E E E E T T B E E E E H H H H H H H H H H H T T B I I I I I G G G T T T

pG (NMR) E E E E E T T B E E E H H H H H H T T T B T B T T T T T T T T T

MinOES E E E E E T T E E E T T T T T T T T T T B H H H H T T T T

1XFQ E E E E E T T E E E E E
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1XFQ H H H H H H H T E E E E E E E E E E E E E E T T E E E E E E E E

β5 β6β4α5

β1 β2 α3 α4 β3 π1
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experimental data than simple energy and violation criteria. The algorithm we have 

developed for this purpose finds in an efficient expansion/contraction process the 

optimum ensemble without any a-priori assumption about ensemble size. 

The difficulty in such a selection method relies on the almost impossible task of 

considering all possible sub-ensembles, since this is a combinatorial problem. For 

instance, assuming that we generated only 200 structures and want to determine which 

ensemble best fits the experimental data, the number of possible combinations would 

be: 

 2 1.61 10 III.3 

If we consider that a regular computer performs roughly 1012 calculations per second, 

this means we would need around 5·1040 years to achieve all required calculations, in 

other words about 3·1027 times the age of the Universe! 

The complexity class of the problem addressed here is NP-Hard [387]. Each sub-

ensemble can be interpreted as a unique state having a score indicating the agreement 

with the experimental data. A simple way to represent these states is to consider all 

binary numbers made of as many (0,1) as the size of the initial ensemble. For example, 

01010 is the sub-ensemble composed with the structures 2 and 4 of an initial ensemble 

constituted of 5 structures. Hence, the core of our algorithm tries to exchange '0' and '1', 

in a stepwise manner. The main characteristics of such a process are that the final state 

is highly dependent on the starting one and that the more structures there are in the 

initial pool, the bigger will be the selected ensemble, as there is always a possibility to 

add a structure that will make the correlation improve on average. To overcome this 

problem, a contraction step has been included in the selection procedure. In this way, 

we create the possibility to start from some smaller states that would not be reachable 

otherwise. Since the outcome depends potentially on the initial state, the entire selection 

is repeated several times (10 in our case) starting from different structures and the best 

ensemble of all runs is kept. 

 The most important parameter in MINOES is the fraction of structures (CR) that 

are kept after each expansion step. Indeed, the size of the best ensemble (unknown 

parameter) could be much smaller than the number of structures in the current selected 

sub-ensemble; in such a case the program would never be able to reach the best 

ensemble. To overcome this problem,  is progressively decreased from 0.9 (the 

ensemble size shrinks by 10%) to 0.1 (the ensemble size shrinks by 90%). 
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The number of iterations is another important parameter. Indeed, the more iterations are 

performed, the more ensembles will be met. This, together with the tabu search 

approach, increases the chance of finding the optimal ensemble. 

Timing of the algorithm 

 For each run, the program tests the possibility of removing, exchanging and/or 

adding structures, one by one, and finally keeps the combination that leads to the largest 

decrease in score. The computing time needed by the algorithm to find an optimal 

ensemble depends on several parameters, such as the number of iterations, the size of 

the initial pool of structures, the number of available experimental data (chemical shifts, 

RDC...), etc. Benchmarking has indicated that the calculation time is proportional to the 

total number of structures in the selection pool and to the square of the number of data 

points. As an indication, in the case of Δ25PYP (6494 structures in the initial pool and 

100 data points), it took a couple of hours per selection process on a 3.0 GHz Xeon 

Linux PC. 

Δ25-PYP pB structure 

 Our model of Δ25-PYP pB obtained with MINOES differs somewhat from the 

previously reported NMR structure [350] in two aspects. First, it shows a better defined 

α5 helix; this was already reported by Fuentes et al. [368] and is supported by the 

secondary chemical shifts that show a clear helical propensity for that helix (see 

Figure III-7 of Fuentes et al. [368]). Second, the partially unfolded part is now better 

defined since the selection based on the agreement with Hα chemical shifts, while no 

information was present for that region in the structure of Bernard et al. [350]. The main 

purpose of this work was to validate our new ensemble selection procedure and we used 

for this Δ25-PYP pB. Having demonstrated the validity of our approach, we should be 

able in the future to generate an even better model of the pB state of PYP by making use 

of the available NOE distance restraints in combination with our chemical-shift based 

selection. 

Conclusions 

 We have described an innovative and efficient algorithm called MINOES that 

allows selecting a minimum representative set of conformations out of a large ensemble 
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of structures and this without any a-priori knowledge about the optimal ensemble size. 

MINOES aims at selecting a minimum optimal ensemble of conformations that, on 

average, maximizes the agreement between back-calculated and experimental (NMR) 

data. While the method was developed and demonstrated for the selection of a 

representative partially unfolded state ensemble based on chemical shift information, it 

is by far not limited to such a problem and/or type of data; the  only condition is that the 

data can be back-calculated from the generated models. MINOES is coded in generic 

manner and can accept in principle any kind of data. The current implementation 

assumes a linear averaging, but this can be easily modified. In the case of (partially) 

unfolded states, RDC and/or paramagnetic relaxation enhancement data could provide 

other very useful sources of information [365] that could be optimally used in our 

selection procedure. 

 

Availability 

 The source code for MINOES is available for free from the authors upon request. 
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The structure of the partially unfolded state of the Photoactive Yellow Protein revisited
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he Photoactive Yellow Protein, or PYP, is a structural prototype of the 

PAS domain superfamily that partially unfolds upon illumination by UV 

light. The solution structure of a mutant this photoreceptor, which misses 

the first 25 N-terminal residues, Δ25-PYP, is revisited using all the available NMR 

information and computational tools previously developed and adapted to partially 

unfolded states of proteins. 

The new model, in comparison with the previously proposed one, displays a 

spatially better localized chromophore and a less extended unfolded part. 

  

T
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Introduction 

 PYP belongs to the proteome of Ectothiorodospira halophila and is responsible 

for the negative phototactic response of the purple bacterium face to UV light [259-261, 

264]. PYP is a small cytosolic protein of 125 residues and 14 kDa. It contains a PAS 

domain in which is embedded a chromophore, the p-coumaric acid [265, 266]. This 

later, upon absorption of a photon at around 446 nm wavelength, trans-to-cis isomerizes 

and leads to a first red shifted intermediate, pR. The subsequent proton transfer from 

Glu46 to the chromophore induces the partial 

unfolding of the protein, which reaches a blue 

shifted state, pB. In this activated state, PYP, 

before returning to its ground state (pG), initiates 

a cascade of events that leads to the activation of 

the single flagellum of the bacterium and its 

escape from the harmful source of light. 

 Several structures of PYP in the pG state 

have been determined both by X-ray 

crystallography [268, 283, 285-288, 388] and 

NMR spectroscopy [35, 350]. Also structures of 

photocycle intermediates have been analyzed by 

crystallography [285, 388]. In all studies the 

protein folds are very similar, and the changes in 

structure of the photo-intermediates are limited 

to the chromophore and its direct surrounding. 

However, biochemical and biophysical 

experiments as well as NMR studies have shown 

that the pB intermediates of PYP partially 

unfold. In the pB state of Δ25-PYP, part of the 

structure, which we will refer to as the core, remains very similar to that of pG. The 

other regions of the protein (the non-core) exhibit considerable disorder, and high 

motional flexibility as indicated by 15N relaxation data [350], but also molecular 

dynamics studies [268, 389]. A structure for the partially unfolded pB state could be 

obtained for Δ25-PYP, based on NMR distance restraints from NOE spectra and 

dihedral angle restraints defined from the secondary chemical shifts using TALOS 

(PDB code 1XFQ) [350]. However, NOE data are largely limited to protons belonging 

Figure IV-1     Cartoon representation of 
the ground state of PYP. Each residue has 
been gradually colored with regard to the 
number of long-range restraints, i.e. at 
least three residues apart in the sequence. 
Red color corresponds to no restraint, 
while blue color means at least eight 
restraints. The name of the secondary 
structure elements is indicated as well as 
the chromophore linked to Cys69, the lid 
Arg52

 and the protonated Glu46. Note that 
alpha helices 1 and 2 are missing as they 
belong to the first 25 N-terminal residues, 
which have been deleted.
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to the core of PYP (Figure IV-1), and thus the fold for this part is well-defined. Few 

NOE data are available for the non-core parts for the pB state, which explains the 

considerable disorder for that.  

 Recently, we proposed an approach (MINOES) to analyze partially unfolded 

states of proteins using NMR chemical shift data to select a representative ensemble 

[390]. In that work the feasibility of this approach was demonstrated for the pG and pB 

states of 25-PYP, but using only chemical shift information (see Chapter III). In the 

present work, we revisit the structure of the partially unfolded state of 25-PYP by 

recalculating the NMR structure of the pB state using NOE distance data, TALOS 

dihedral restraints and a radius of gyration restraint based on NMR diffusion 

experiments, and combining this with the MINOES selection algorithm using the C, 

C, N, H and HN chemical shifts to provide a representative ensemble for the pB state. 

The combination of both NMR restraints and MINOES for structure calculations and 

selection, respectively, leads to a good definition for both the core and the dynamic 

segments. 

Materials and methods 

Structure calculation 

 Starting from an extended form of 25-PYP, 1037 unambiguous and 206 

ambiguous restraints, together with 46 phi/psi dihedral angle estimated by TALOS 

[156] and 20 hydrogen bond restraints were imposed (Table IV-1) following the 

structure calculation protocol described in Chapter III [390]. Radius of gyration Rg 

restraints were imposed with different values for each structure calculation sampling a 

log normal distribution with an average value of 14.0Å. The partial unfolding from the 

native state was described by imposing gradually weighted native-like C/C distance 

restraints within 7.5 Å cut-off, with higher upper distance bound between core/non-core 

or non-core/non-core than for core/core interactions (see Chapter III for details). The 

distinction between core and non-core regions was based on the SAMPLEX analysis 

(see Chapter II) of the difference in chemicals shifts between the pG and pB states. In 

total, 13 distinct runs with decreasing force constant were performed. For each of them, 

2000 models were generated and the 500 lowest energy ones were submitted to a final 

refinement in explicit water. All resulting models with less than 5 distance and dihedral 

restraint violations below 0.5 Å and 5°, respectively, were selected for further analysis 
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(all 6500 water refined models passed these criteria). For further details refer to 

Chapter III. 

Chemical shifts 

Shiftx [383, 391] was used to predict Cα, Hα, Cβ, N and HN chemical shifts of each 

generated models. These chemical shifts were combined in the selection process after 

weighting them considering both the accuracy  of ShiftX for each atom type a, in 

terms of RMS prediction as defined in [383] or [392], and the spectral width range , 

obtained from the Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB) [332]. As  should 

depend on , one can define the prediction ratio as 1⁄ , where ⁄ . 

The weight ,  imposed on the chemical shift value of atom i, of type a, is defined as: 

 , 1
IV.1 

Consequently, the spectral width range is intrinsically included in the accuracy of 

ShiftX. 

MINOES selection 

 The MINOES selection was based on a total of 422 experimental data consisting 

of 92 Cα, 80 Cβ, 86 N, 78 Hα and 86 HN chemical shifts. Ten structures were randomly 

selected as starting points from the initial pool of 6500 generated models. For the 

expansion phase, the maximum number of steps without any enhancement of the score 

was set to 20. In the subsequent contraction process, the combination ratio values varied 

from 0.9 to 0.5 in steps of 0.1. The number of iteration per combination ratio was set to 

25 (refer to Chapter III for details of MINOES parameters). 

Structure analysis 

 The MINOES ensemble was analyzed with MOLMOL [393], ProFit (Martin, 

A.C.R. and Porter, C.T., http://www.bioinf.org.uk/software/profit/), 

PROCHECK_NMR [379] and iCING [176]. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) 

was obtained by fitting the core of the protein, based on the SAMPLEX selection (Ala31 

to Gln41, Gly59 to Phe62, Lys80 to Phe96 and Lys104 to Lys121), and calculated over 

selected regions as specified in the text. The propensity of secondary structure elements 

from chemical shifts was estimated with SSP [394]. 
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Results and Discussion 

Overall description 

 Out of an initial pool of 6500 generated models, with no more than five NOE or 

dihedral violations, MINOES selected 17 structures that on average best fit the NMR 

experimental data (Figure IV-2), in terms of Cα, Hα, Cβ, N and HN chemical shifts, with 

a χ2 score of 1.72. The average radius of gyration of the ensemble is 13.8 ± 0.4 Å, 

which is consistent with the estimate radius of gyration from SAXS indicating only a 

~5% increase of the radius of gyration upon excitation by light [385]. The MINOES 

ensemble displays an average pairwise RMSD for the backbone and the heavy atoms of 

5.00 ± 2.07 Å and 5.78 ± 1.95 Å, respectively (Table IV-1). Further statistics of the 

 

Figure IV-2     Comparison of the structural ensemble selected by MINOES (top) and the deposited one
(1XFQ, bottom). The core of the protein is shown in blue and the disordered part in purple. The
chromophore, linked to Cys69, and Glu46 is depicted with sticks. One can clearly see the spatial
restriction of the chromophore (orange) in the MINOES ensemble (except for a few models (yellow))
compared to the deposited ensemble.
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generated ensemble and the previously deposited NMR ensemble (1XFQ) are provided 

in Table IV-1.  

 According to the deposited model, the structure of the pB state consists of a well-

defined core with five beta strands: β1 (Gly29 to Asp34), β2 (Gly37 to Gln41), β4 (Leu88 to 

Phe96), β5 (Thr103 to Ala112) and β6 (Ser117 to Val125) and one alpha helix: α5 (Phe75 to 

Gly86). Other secondary structure elements present in pG, i.e. β3 (Lys60 to Phe62), α3 

(Asn43 to Thr50), α4 (Asp53 to Val57), π1 (Asn61 to Ala67) and the N-terminal part of 

helix α5, seem to be lost in the 

pB state upon excitation. In the 

MINOES model, disorder is also 

prominent in these regions, 

where we can define three loops 

around the chromophore (Figure 

IV-3): L1 (Tyr42-Gly59), L2 

(Lys60-Lys78) and L3 (Tyr94-

Val105). The first loop, L1, 

contains Arg52, which is referred 

to as the lid of the chromophore 

[395], as well as the 

deprotonated Glu69. In the pB 

state, this loop shows a 

backbone RMSD of 3.24 Å 

(Table IV-1), which is slightly 

lower than in the deposited 

model. The second loop, L2, 

arbors a RMSD of 4.34 Å over 

the full segment. A search for 

well-defined parts in this loop using the CalcMatch macro of MOLMOL indicates that 

the stretch Asp65 to Glu74, which contains the chromophore linked to Cys69, has a 

backbone RMSD of 3.23 Å (data not shown). The other parts of loop L2 appear less 

ordered. Interestingly the third loop, L3, which covers Arg52 and the chromophore in the 

pG state (Figure IV-1), has still significant internal structure with a backbone RMSD of 

1.53 Å, similar to the core (Table IV-1). With Arg52 as the lid, loop L3 can be seen as 

the lock that holds Arg52 well positioned with respect to the chromophore in the pG 
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Figure IV-3     Schematic diagram of the secondary structure
of the pB state of Δ25-PYP. The loops L1 and L2 are colored 
dark and light grey, respectively. In these loops, the secondary
structures of the pG state (that are lost in pB) are indicated. 
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state. In fact is well possible that the removal of the lock would be the rate limiting step 

for the unfolding of PYP in the pB state. 

Comparison to the deposited model 

 The newly defined protein shares a similar core with the deposited model of the 

pB state (1XFQ). The average pairwise backbone RMSD between the two ensembles 

for the core is only 2.0 ± 0.4 Å, ranging between 0.8 to 2.8

experimental data are rather 

abundant for this region 

(Figure IV-1). As for the 

disordered part, larger 

differences are observed 

(average pairwise RMSD of 

8.5 ± 1.6 Å). This is also 

reflected in overall lower 

radius of gyration and the 

position of the chromophore 

in the new ensemble. The 

chromophore adopts a wide 

range of positions over the 

MINOES ensemble (Figure IV-2). Its RMSD calculated after aligning the backbone of 

the core of the protein is 9.2 ± 6.8 Å. This high value is mainly due to a few structures 

that diverge from the set of well convergent structures. Excluding these models brings 

the RMSD to 4.5 ± 2.3 Å. The dispersion of the chromophore in the deposited model 

reaches a RMSD value of 6.9 ± 2.3 Å. The difference in localization of the 

chromophore in the two ensembles can 

clearly be visualized from Figure 

Further the deposited model of pB has a 

Figure IV-4    
structures of the MINOES and deposited ensembles 
(Not all models have been displayed for
clarity). In blue is shown the core, in dark and light 
purple is shown the non
deposited models, respectively. Two colors are used to 
distinguish the chromophore of the MINOES 
ensemble (orange) from the deposited one (pink). One 
can clearly see
MINOES ensemble shows a longer helix 
in a better localization of the chromophore.

Figure IV-5     Propensity of alpha heli
sheets (negative values) and random coils (close to zero) for the 
excited state of ∆∆∆∆25-PYP, estimated with 
Methods). The horizontal black bars represent the secondary 
structure of the ground state, as estimated from 2PHY by the 
authors 
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state. In fact is well possible that the removal of the lock would be the rate limiting step 

The newly defined protein shares a similar core with the deposited model of the 

pB state (1XFQ). The average pairwise backbone RMSD between the two ensembles 

g between 0.8 to 2.8 Å. This is expected since 

2). Its RMSD calculated after aligning the backbone of 

This high value is mainly due to a few structures 

that diverge from the set of well convergent structures. Excluding these models brings 

Å. The dispersion of the chromophore in the deposited model 

The difference in localization of the 

chromophore in the two ensembles can 

clearly be visualized from Figure IV-2. 

Further the deposited model of pB has a 
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ensemble (orange) from the deposited one (pink). One 
can clearly see that a significant population of the 
MINOES ensemble shows a longer helix αααα5, resulting 
in a better localization of the chromophore. 
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larger radius of gyration, 14.7 ± 0.2 Å corresponding to a 17% increase compared to the 

pG state, while only a 5% increase is obtained for the MINOES ensemble. Note 

however that no radius of gyration restraint was used in the original work of Bernard et 

al. 

 The Ramachandran plots [396, 397] of the two ensembles display a few 

differences (Table IV-1). While alpha helix 3, which contains Glu46, is lost in both 

ensembles, some secondary structure elements persist in the MINOES models: helix α5 

is slightly more extended (in the N-terminal region) and helix α4 is still present in one 

of the structure (Figure IV-2). This is consistent with the prediction made from the 

Chemical Shift Index which indicates some remaining alpha helical propensity for this 

region (Figure IV-4). The higher alpha-helical propensity for the residues at the 

beginning of helix α5 is the main reason for the different localization of the 

chromophore between our new model and the deposited one (Figure IV-4). 

 The accuracy of the MINOES ensemble and 1XFQ, in term of chemical shifts, 

reach the precision of ShiftX for the core of the protein. The major difference between 

the two ensembles concerns the Hα chemical shifts of the unfolded region, which are 

obviously in favor of the MINOES ensemble since the selection was based on chemical 

shifts (Correlation coefficients between experimental versus calculated Hα chemical 

shifts of 0.76 and 0.56 for the MINOES and deposited ensembles, respectively). In that 

sense, the new model should therefore be a better representation of the partially 

unfolded state of ∆25-PYP. 

Conclusion 

 We have presented a new NMR-derived model of the pB state of ∆25-PYP build 

based on all available NMR experimental structural information and consistent with 

SAXS measurements. While the overall quality of the previously described models and 

this new model are similar, the new ensemble provides a more accurate description of 

the unfolded part of ∆25-PYP underscoring the disorder of several segments in pB but 

indicating considerably less variability in the chromophore position as compared to 

previous models. 
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Table IV-1     Structural statistics of the deposited and MINOES models of Δ25-PYP 
 1XFQ MINOES 

Unambiguous Distance Restraints 1029 1037 
Intraresidual 520 521 
Sequential 287 289 
Medium range (1<|i-j|<5) 61 63 
Long range (|i-j|>4) 161 164 

Other Distance Restraints   
Ambiguous 214 206 
Hydrogen bonds 20 20 
TALOS Dihedral angles (ϕ /ψ) 23 46 
Cα/Cβ from the ground state  - 811 
Radius of gyration - 1 

Ramachandran Analysis (%)   
Most favored 69.5 68.1 
Additional allowed 26.1 25.5 
Generously allowed 2.7 3.1 
Disallowed 1.7 3.4 

Energy (kcal·mol-1)   
Van der Waals -109 ± 71 -329 ± 32 
Electrostatic -3678 ± 113 -3894 ± 121 

Deviations from ideal covalent geometry   
Bonds (Å) 5.23·10−3 ± 1.00·10−4 1.4·10−2 ± 0.63·10−3 
Angles (Å) 0.75 ± 0.01 1.60 ± 0.07 
Impropers (°) 1.68 ± 0.09 1.80 ± 0.12 
Dihedrals (°) 42.0 ± 0.4 41.5 ± 0.3 

What If   
1st generation packing quality -3.90 ± 0.23 (bad) -3.06 ± 0.44 (bad) 
2nd generation packing quality -3.02 ± 0.19 (poor) -2.36 ± 0.42 
Ramachandran plot appearance -5.91 ± 0.48 (bad) -5.75 ± 0.53 (bad) 
chi-1/chi-2 rotamer normality -3.09 ± 0.53 (poor) -2.16 ± 0.478 

Average RMS Deviations (Å)   
Backbone (N, Cα, C, O) (Full 

protein) 
4.49 ± 0.81 5.00 ± 2.07 

Heavy atoms 5.26 ± 0.74 5.78 ± 1.95 
Backbone (N, Cα, C, O) 

(core) 
1.75 ± 0.48 2.04 ± 0.59 

Heavy atoms 2.58 ± 0.42 2.82 ± 0.60 
Backbone (N, Cα, C, O) 

(Loop L1) 
3.54 ± 0.66 3.24 ± 1.25 

Heavy atoms 4.99 ± 0.65 4.55 ± 1.38 
Backbone (N, Cα, C, O) 

(Loop L2) 
4.26 ± 0.70 4.34 ± 1.57 

Heavy atoms 5.38 ± 0.67 5.60 ± 1.61 
Backbone (N, Cα, C, O) 

(Loop L3) 
1.81 ± 0.51 1.53 ± 0.46 

Heavy atoms 3.72 ± 0.72 3.12 ± 0.64 
Average radius of gyration (Å) 14.7 ± 0.3 13.8 ± 0.4 
Correlation Coefficient of Ha Chemical Shifts  0.56 0.76 
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mbedded in a tremendous network of interactions with other 

macromolecules, polysaccharides intervene in many different important 

processes within the cell and are at the origin of several diseases. Hence, 

studying them at atomic level might help understand their interaction mechanisms 

and develop new drugs. Nevertheless, modelling polysaccharides remains a 

challenging problem owing to their cyclic conformations and the substituents they 

bear that can cause steric hindrances and deformation of the saccharide. In the 

past, we have modelled the interaction of various polysaccharides with peptides 

using CNS (Crystallography and NMR Systems) in combination with HADDOCK. 

As most saccharides were not defined in the CNS force field for carbohydrates, we 

reviewed and extended it. We present a new, broadened force field, glycans-

uu_1.0, which describes all basic hexoses and pentoses in their chair and twisted 

conformations, respectively, and provides patches for various modifications and 

linkages. 

In order to simplify the use of this new toolbox, we developed a web server, 

available at http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/glycans allowing the construction of long 

and complicated polysaccharide chains. The server returns coordinates and 

topologies for the generated molecules. The topologies are built such as to maintain 

a correct geometry and stereochemistry of the oligosaccharides while allowing 

limited flexibility. As such, they are meant mainly for use in docking and NMR 

structure calculations, but are not directly suited for simulating conformational 

transitions. 

  

E
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Introduction 

 Polysaccharides, also known as glycans, are polymers made of several 

monosaccharides sequentially branched via glycosidic bonds. These molecular entities 

are often conjugated to proteins (glycoproteins, proteoglycans) or lipids (glycolipids) 

and play an important role in many different biological processes such as folding [398], 

signalling or cellular communication [399]. These two last natural phenomena are 

rendered through interactions between saccharides and other elements of the organism, 

and uncoordinated regulation can lead to a multitude of diseases [304]. Hence, 

understanding interaction processes at an atomic level could help design new drugs. 

Interactions involving saccharides are however rather weak and difficult to characterize 

experimentally. Complementary molecular modelling methods such as docking offer 

alternative approaches to study these interactions.  

A first, often necessary step in using computational methods to simulate and predict 

interactions between biological entities is to properly describe the chemical structure of 

each subunit. This is typically defined in a topology file that specifies the atomic partial 

charges, the connectivities (bonds) between pairs of atoms, the associated angles 

defined by three atoms and other geometrical properties such as dihedral angle 

(rotations around bonds). Associated with this comes a parameter file that defined 

equilibrium reference values and associated force constants for each type of interaction, 

“the force field” [93]. The quality of the chemical information contained in these two 

files plays a key role: only properly defined topologies and parameters will allow the 

correct generation of a three dimensional (3D) model from random coordinates, the 

preservation of the correct structure and the proper sampling of conformations 

throughout simulations such as energy minimization and molecular dynamics used for 

example in various docking approaches. Generating such topology files and assessing 

their quality is the first crucial step in any modelling process.  

 While a variety of force fields are available for proteins and nucleic acids (e.g. 

GROMOS [143], AMBER [200, 201], CHARMM [195, 400], OPLS [198, 199]), the 

situation is very different when it comes to oligosaccharides: topologies and parameters 

are typically only provided for a limited set of common carbohydrates and often, 

manual editing is the only option when it comes to describing complex oligosaccharide 

structures with various modifications. In the past, we have modelled with HADDOCK 

[168, 341, 401] (High Ambiguity Driven biomolecular DOCKing) the interaction 

between galectins and various polysaccharides [402]. HADDOCK uses as 
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computational engine CNS (Crystallography & NMR Systems), a computational 

language embedded in a powerful software package, which has been specifically 

conceived for determining the 3D structure of macromolecules from data obtained by 

NMR spectroscopy and X-Ray crystallography experiments. Like other MD packages, 

CNS requires the topology of molecules to be properly defined in order to perform 

calculations. The default carbohydrate topology distributed with CNS was originally 

based on the param19x.pro force field and extended for oligosaccharides [403, 404] in a 

manner consistent with the Engh and Huber protein parameters [405]. Since it is 

restricted to a small number of saccharides we had in our previous studies to build 

manually oligosaccharide topologies for use in docking, a rather cumbersome and error-

prone process, especially when the complexity of the polysaccharide and/or the number 

of glycosidic bonds increase. A number of servers, like PRODRG [406] or CERMAV 

[407], allows the generation of polysaccharides from a list of monosaccharides or a 

description of the atoms connectivity. However, often only coordinates of the structures 

are returned, without any topology and parameters files. In some cases (e.g. PRODRG), 

the associated topology and parameter files are provided. These servers are however 

limited to a rather small number of atoms, which restricts their use for the construction 

of large glycans. 

Figure V-1     Cyclization of the β-D-Glucopyranose, leading to chair and boat conformation. On the
left side, Fisher’s representation, indicating the Left and Right side, used in the naming convention of
patches. Carbon numbers are displayed in dark green.
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Furanoses and pyranoses are the most represented in the world of saccharides. Their 

linear form is barely present in solution and, upon hemi-acetylation of Carbon 1 (C1), 

they preferentially adopt a cyclic conformation. This partial acetylation occurs 

internally upon attack of C1 by the hydroxyl group of C4 or C5, resulting in either 

furanose or pyranose, respectively (Figure V-1). The ring carbons bear the substituents 

which define, based on their position and chemical properties, the specificity of 

saccharides. Modelling saccharides involves increasing levels of complexity.  

• The first level deals with the conformation of the cycle: the hybridization of the 

carbons (sp3), the closed ring structure and the steric effect of substituents impose 

restrictions onto the saccharide conformation. For instance, in pyranoses, the ring 

mainly adopts two conformations, namely “chair” (and its related reversed chair 

conformation) and “boat” (Figure V-1), while in furanoses, envelope (one atom is 

out of the plane formed by the four others) and twisted conformations (two adjacent 

atoms are respectively above and below the plane formed by the three other atoms) 

are preferred. All these conformations are in equilibrium in solution with various 

populations. Properly describing such equilibria in molecular modelling is not 

trivial and might require long MD simulations. In the context of docking, dealing 

with conformational changes during the docking process is still a challenge [408]. 

A possible solution to this problem implemented in HADDOCK is to start the 

docking process from an ensemble of conformations rather than to allow inter-

conversion between conformations during the docking process. In such a context, a 

forcefield should thus maintain the ring conformations while allowing flexibility 

between the saccharide units. 

• The second level of complexity concerns the substituents born by the ring carbons. 

In the simplest saccharides (e.g. glucose, galactose, fructose…), substituents are 

hydrogens and hydroxyl groups (OH). However, these can be substituted by larger 

groups making the modelling process more difficult due to steric hindrance and 

interactions with other substituents. Another difficulty comes from the isomery of 

the substituents: the forcefield must provide easy ways to invert the chirality of a 

carbon of the ring, i.e. swapping the position of both its substituent, without 

affecting the conformation of the ring. 

• Finally, the third level of complexity refers to the various linkages required for the 

construction of complex oligosaccharides like glycans. The linkages must allow for 

some flexibility around the glycosidic bond. 
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 The lack of simple tools to build complex oligosaccharide models and their 

associated topologies motivated us to create a toolbox to generate coordinates and 

topologies for use in CNS. The resulting GlyCaNS1.0 toolbox which we present here 

allows a simple build-up of polysaccharides, from simple to very complex ones, without 

restrictions on the number of atoms and substituents. Oligosaccharide models and 

topologies can be built at wish using very simple rules of construction and linkage. In 

order to facilitate its use, the toolbox is accessible via the GlyCaNS web server at 

http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/glycans. The server returns the resulting PDB coordinate file 

with associated topology and parameter files in CNS format. 

Theory and Methods 

Definition of the building blocks 

 We have chosen for a geometric approach for the generation of polysaccharides: 

we impose ideal torsion angles between atoms without taking into account their type. In 

other words, the torsion angles C1-C2-C3-C4 and C3-C4-C5-O5 will be considered similar, 

even though an oxygen atom is involved in the second one. For instance, the expected 

values of torsion angles around the ring (C1-C2-C3-C4, C2-C3-C4-C5, C3-C4-C5-O5, etc.) 

of a pyranose in the chair conformation must alternate between 60° and -60°. In the boat 

conformation, torsion angles include 60°, 0° and -60°. The two planes defined in the 

envelop form of a furanose should make an angle of 30°. Moreover, the angles between 

substituents of a tetrahedral carbon (O1-C1-H1, O2-C2-H2…) must approximate 109’4°. 

Obviously, depending on the substituents and their electrostatic and van der Waals 

properties, these angles can deviate. Our main goal, however, is to maintain correct 

monosaccharide geometries within a glycan throughout protocols often used in docking 

or NMR structure calculations (e.g. based on high temperature simulated annealing). 

 Topology and parameter files describing macromolecules typically provide a list 

of building blocks (residues in proteins, bases in DNA/RNA, monosaccharides in 

glycans…), with their intrinsic atom characteristics (mass, charge, van der Waals 

parameters) and relations with other atoms (bonds, angles, dihedral and improper 

angles). Improper and dihedral angles are important torsional parameters in saccharides, 

especially for keeping a correct conformation of the ring and its substituents. These 

torsion angles correspond to the angle between two planes defined by four atoms, two 

of them being common to the planes. Various energy functions are typically used 

depending on the nature of the torsion angle: 
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1 00 V.1 

In this set of equations, ,  and  corresponds to the force constant, the actual 

torsion angle and a phase shift, respectively. The integer m  represents the multiplicity 

and n  the periodicity. Generally, improper angles ( =0 in Equation V.1) involve three 

atoms linked to the same fourth one; they are related to the planarity or chirality of 

atoms. With >0, Equation V.1 describes multi-minima torsional potentials between 

four sequential atoms. If these torsion angles are not correctly defined, it becomes very 

difficult to generate from scratch a molecule with the correct ring conformation and 

atom chiralities.  

 In our toolbox, we chose to impose only one single conformation to the ring by 

setting the periodicity n to 0 when defining torsional restraints around the ring. This 

means effectively that only improper angles are defining the ring conformation. The 

orientation of the substituents around the ring is imposed with improper angles in a way 

that does not depend on the exact conformation of the ring. The following example is 

extracted from the topology of the β−D-Glucose in its chair conformation (Exclamation 

marks are used for comments): 

RESIdue GCP  ! beta-D-Glucopyranose 
 GROUP 
 ATOM C1   TYPE=CCE  CHARge= 0.350   END 
 ATOM H1   TYPE=HA   CHARge= 0.100   END 
 ATOM O1   TYPE=OH1  CHARge=-0.650   END 
 ATOM HO1  TYPE=H    CHARge= 0.400   END 
 ATOM C2   TYPE=CC   CHARge= 0.150   END 
 ATOM H2   TYPE=HA   CHARge= 0.100   END 
 ATOM O2   TYPE=OH1  CHARge=-0.650   END 
 ATOM HO2  TYPE=H    CHARge= 0.400   END 
 ATOM C3   TYPE=CC   CHARge= 0.150   END 
 […] 
 
 BOND C1   O1 
 BOND C1   H1 
 BOND O1   HO1 
 BOND C1   O5 
 BOND C1   C2 
 BOND C2   H2  
 BOND C2   O2 
 BOND O2   HO2 
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 BOND C2   C3 
 […] 
 
 ! Improper angles for maintenance of the ring 
 IMPRoper C4   C2   C3   C1 
 IMPRoper C2   C3   C4   C5 
 IMPRoper O5   C4   C5   C3 
 IMPRoper C4   C5   O5   C1 
 IMPRoper C2   O5   C1   C5 
 IMPRoper O5   C1   C2   C3 
  
 ! Improper angles for chirality of substituents 
 IMPRoper H1   C2   O5   O1 ! Beta form (C1 L) 
 IMPRoper H2   C1   C3   O2 ! C2 R 
 IMPRoper H3   C4   C2   O3 ! C3 L 
 […] 
END 

The atom names in this example match the ones in figure V-1 (only shown for 

Carbons). In this new topology we abandon the notions of α/β for the anomery of C1 

and R/S for the absolute configurations of carbons around the ring, which 

fundamentally depends on the substituents of the neighbouring carbons. Instead, 

isomery of the substituents is defined based on the position of the hydroxyl group in a 

Fisher’s representation of the saccharides in their linear form. Hence, the C4 of a β-D-

glucopyranose, shown in Figure V-1, is R (Right side).  

As for the L/R definition of the anomeric carbon (C1), which becomes chiral only after 

cyclization, we consider the positioning of the oxygen atom with respect to the axis of 

the linear form, assuming an attack of the hydroxyl group in the hemi-acetylation 

reaction occurring from “behind” the aldehyde group. Accordingly, C1 is L for the β 

anomer of Glucose, and R for the α anomer (Figure V-1). 

Modification of saccharides 

Having defined the topology of basic saccharides in terms of their ring conformation 

and orientation of the substituents, further structural modifications become simple. For 

example, the α-D-Glucose anomer is obtained from β-D-Glucose by reversion of the 

substituents of the C1 carbon: this is achieved by simply inverting the two inner atoms 

in the definition of the improper angle (from H1-C2-O5-O1 to H1-C2-O5-O1). In a similar 

manner, reversing the chair conformation can be easily performed by swapping all inner 

atoms of the improper angles defining the ring conformation without affecting the 

absolute configuration of the substituents. In order to facilitate such modifications CNS 
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supports the use of patches for the automation of common topology modifications. We 

created a large set of patches, which allow in a very easy way swapping substituents, 

change or reverse the conformation of the rings (from “chair” to “boat” or “reversed 

chair”), swap the out-of-the-plan atom in the envelope conformation of a furanose, 

replace a hydroxyl group by a carboxyl or N-Acetyl one. The following patch illustrates 

for example how to perform an α to β anomerisation: 

PRESidue R1L ! Isomery to anomer Beta 
 DELEte IMPRoper H1   C2   O5   O1 
 ADD  IMPRoper H1   O5   C2   O1 
END 

The main CNS script calls the patch in the following way: 

PATCh  
 reference=nil=(RESIdue 1) 
END 

As this particular patch involves only one residue, there is no ambiguity and the 

expression ‘nil’ is used.  

Linking saccharides 

 The final step after having defined the building block of an oligosaccharide is to 

create the glycosidic linkages between them. This requires the deletion and modification 

of atoms and the creation of bonds. For this, again, CNS patches involving two residues 

can be defined. For instance, the following patch illustrates the creation of a link 

between C1 of a first monosaccharide and C4 of a second one: 

PRESidue B14  ! Beta (1,4) link 
 DELEte ATOM -O1     END 
 DELEte ATOM -HO1     END 
 DELEte ATOM +HO4     END 
 MODIfy ATOM +O4 TYPE=OA   CHARge=-0.40 END 
 MODIfy ATOM +C4           CHARge= 0.10 END 
 MODIfy ATOM -C1           CHARge= 0.30 END  
 
 ADD BOND -C1   +O4 
 ADD IMPRoper -H1   -C2   -O5   +O4 
END 

Here, we see O1 has been deleted and O4 is given the type OA, specific to glycosidic 

linkage. All angles, bond and torsion angles related to the deleted atoms are 
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automatically removed by CNS; only one new bond between C1 and O4 and one 

improper angle (including O4 instead of O1) need to be defined. The distinction between 

the two residues to be linked is achieved by the use of ‘-’ and ‘+’. In CNS, this patch is 

called with: 

PATCh B14 
 Reference = - = (RESIdue 1) 
 Reference = + = (RESIdue 2) 
END 

With this statement, atoms O1 and HO1 of residue 1 and HO4 of residue 2 are deleted, 

while atom C1 of residue 1 and atoms O4 and C4 of residue 2 are modified. Finally, a 

bond is supplemented between C1 of residue 1 and O4 of residue 2. 

Naming conventions 

 A simple nomenclature is used to name the saccharides and the modification 

patches, following the Brookhaven protein Databank terminology [100, 409] that 

requires at maximum three letters for a residue name and four for an atom name. Our 

naming convention is based on the first letter of their full name, the letter preceding the 

“ose” qualifier and the type of the saccharide (pyranose, furanose). Hence, Glucose is 

GCP (assuming a pyranose form), Ribose is RBF, Mannose in its furanose form is 

MNF, and so on. In the case where the names of two residues would be identical, we do 

not consider the last letter before the “ose” qualifier, but the one before. 

For atom names, we do not make use of the prime (’) to indicate that the molecule is a 

sugar. Carbons that form the ring are called C1 to C4 (Furanoses) or C5 (pyranoses); C1 

is the anomeric carbon. Atoms of substituents adopt the number of the atom they are 

bonded to. For example, the oxygen and hydrogen of the hydroxyl group bound to C3 

are called O3 and HO3, respectively, while the hydrogen directly bound to C2 is H2. In 

cases where more heavy atoms appear in the saccharide, priority is given to the carbons 

of the linear chain in Fisher’s representation (Figure V-1). Hence, in a N-Acetyl group 

linked to C2 of a glucose, the nitrogen and the hydrogen of the amide group, the carbon 

and the oxygen of the carboxyl group and the carbon and the three hydrogens of the 

methyl group are called N2, HN2, C7, O7, C8, H81, H82 and H83, respectively. When a 

patch is used, it is not possible to use such a notation anymore, as we do not know how 

many other heavy atoms are already present. For instance, adding two N-Acetyl groups 

to the same residue would obviously lead to a conflict. In this particular case, we always 
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keep the carbon number in the atom names. Hence, if we replace the hydroxyl group 

born by C2 by an N-Acetyl group, the names listed above become N2, HN2, CN2, OCN2, 

CCN2, HC21, HC22 and HC23. 

 Before giving the rules which govern patch naming, we first need to keep a 

general convention in the orientation of the molecules. All pyranoses are basically 

generated in a chair conformation (Figure V-1), with C1 and C4 below and above the 

medium plan formed by the four other atoms of the ring, respectively (considering C2 

and C3 in front and on the left side of C1). In furanoses, the generated molecule is in the 

envelop form, with C1 above the plan formed by the other atoms of the ring (C2, C3, C4 

and O4) and considering C2 and C3 in front and on the left side of C1. Moreover, in all 

types of saccharides, the hydroxyl group of the anomeric carbon always points up. The 

name given to the patches is related to their function. For example, in β-D-Glucose, 

swapping the positions of the OH and H substituents of the C1 atom requires the 

application of the L1R patch; to replace the hydroxyl group borne by C3 in position L by 

an N-Acetyl group, one must use the NA3L patch. If we want to obtain deoxyribose, 

mainly met in DNA, we simply generate a ribose with the additional OH2H patch. In 

this case, there is no need to specify the L/R position of the OH group as the carbon 

loses its chirality. 

Results 

 We present the GlyCaNS1.0 toolbox that allows a simple buildup of poly-

saccharides, from the simplest to very complex ones, with no restriction on the number 

of atoms and substituents. The toolbox consists of 35 saccharide building blocks (12 

hexoses and 6 pentoses) in their furanose and/or pyranose form (Table V-1), 51 

monosaccharide modification patches and 66 linkage patches (Table V-2). 

The GlyCaNS1.0 topology was first tested by generating 3D models of a wide variety of 

simple monosaccharides starting from random atom positions. This is quite a stringent 

test since only a properly defined topology will allow the generation of the proper ring 

structure with the correct stereochemistry of the various atoms and substituents. We 

followed for this a simulated annealing protocol combining molecular dynamics 

simulations and a final minimization phase, as implemented in ARIA [410, 411] using a 

Lennard-Jones potential for the non-bonded interactions. Out of 10000 runs, none gave 

unexpected results; the correct structure was obtained in all cases (Data not shown). 

Further, to test the robustness of our toolbox, we modelled the structure of a large and 

complex sialic acid containing glycan [412] commonly found associated to 
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glycopeptides. This  biantennary glycan, depicted in Figure V-2,  is constituted  of 

N-Acetyl-glucosamine, mannose, galactose and sialic acid in various linkage 

combinations. 

An initial 

model was 

successfully 

generated from 

scratch and 

subjected to a 

short molecular 

dynamic 

simulation in 

water within 

HADDOCK; 

each glycosidic 

linkage was 

free to rotate. 

Despite the 

complexity of 

the system and 

the numerous 

interactions 

between 

substituents, 

each monosac-

charide kept a 

stable confor-

Figure V-3     Snapshot from the GlyCaNS website: 
http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/glycans. Three steps are required to compose the
glycans: 1. Definition of monosaccharides; 2. Linkages of these latter; 
3. Information about the project, in particular the e-mail address of the user 
where will be sent a link to the results. Each monosaccharide can be visualized
independently with the Jmol Applet.

Figure V-2     Representation of a biantennary glycan constituted 
of β-D-Galactose, β-D-N-Acetyl-Glucosamine, α/β-D-Mannose and 
α-N-Acetyl-Neuraminic acid. The robustness of the topology we 
propose has been tested by successfully reconstructing this bi-
antennary polysaccharide.

MNP(β1-4)NAc-GCP(β1-4)β-NAc-GCP

NAA(2-6)GTP(β1-4)NAc-GCP(β1-2)MNP (α1-3)

NAA(2-6)GTP(β1-4)NAc-GCP(β1-2)MNP (α1-6)
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mation  throughout  the  simulation  in  terms  of  distances,  angles  and  conserved 

chair/boat/envelope conformations (See suppl. mat.). The  CNS  script  used  to  build  the 

topology is provided as supplementary material. The topology and parameters from the 

GlyCaNS1.0 toolbox are thus able to properly describe, generate and maintain complex 

glycan structures. This makes them suitable for use, for example, in NMR structure 

calculations or biomolecular docking with HADDOCK [402]. 

The GlyCaNS server 

 In order to facilitate the construction of custom glycans 3D models with 

associated CNS topologies and parameter files, we designed the GlyCaNS webserver 

(Figure V-3). The server can be accessed at http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/glycans. The user 

first specifies the various saccharides that constitute the glycan and then defines the 

glycosidic bonds. The numbering of residues does not need to be sequential and can be 

defined at will. The values of the phi and psi dihedral angles for the glycosidic linkage 

can be specified. In addition, the server allows performing short Cartesian molecular 

dynamic simulations in water. A link with the results, which include the PDB 

coordinate file and associated CNS topology and parameter files, together with the CNS 

scripts and resulting output files, is directly sent to the E-mail address of the user. 

Conclusion / Discussion 

 We have developed a carbohydrate toolbox specifically designed to generate 

coordinates and topologies of complex glycans in CNS format for use in NMR structure 

calculations and in silico docking of polysaccharides. This new toolbox offers a simple 

way to build complex glycans by connecting and modifying monosaccharides building 

blocks. The toolbox describes all simple pyranoses (glucose, galactose, fucose, 

mannose…), some more advanced ones (N-Acetylated saccharides) and the most 

common furanoses (Sialic acid, ribose…). It follows strict rules regarding torsion angles 

in the ring of saccharides, forcing them to adopt well defined conformations. In that 

sense, the resulting topologies are not suited for describing thermodynamic properties 

and/or conformational preferences of polysaccharides in solution since they do not 

allow for conformational changes of the ring structure (mutarotation). Our toolbox was 

primarily designed for the purpose of NMR structure calculations and docking 

simulations where the conformation of the sugar (chair, boat, envelop, twisted) is 

assumed to be known. If this is not the case, in the context of docking, runs starting 
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from an ensemble of various conformations can be performed. Alternatively, it is quite 

straightforward to modify the resulting topologies to switch back from an improper 

description of the torsion angles around the rings to a dihedral angle definition allowing 

again multiple minima  (e.g. by setting n back to 3 (Equation V.1) and lowering the 

force constants to lower the energetic barriers). Our GlyCaNS toolbox should thus be 

useful for a wide structural biology community. 

In this work, we especially focused on the topology of carbohydrates. Parameters used 

were kept from the original param19x.pro force field. However, these parameters have 

been recently improved in GROMOS [413] and MM4 [202] and can be easily updated 

to complement our topology. 

 

Availability 

 The GlyCaNS1.0 toolbox with topology and parameter files and a number of 

example files can be downloaded from the server web site at 

http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/glycans 

 

Supplementary material 

 The CNS script used to build the complex glycan described in the paper is 

provided as supplementary material. 

 

 

 

Table V-1     Common and short names of monosaccharides available in the GlyCaNS1.0 toolbox. The 
carbohydrates have been classified depending on the number of carbons in their main chain 
(hexose/ketose), their characteristic group (aldehyde/ketone) and their form (furanose/pyranose). The 
topology provides only the D stereoisomer. 
   Furanose Pyranose 

Hexoses 

Aldoses 

Allose ALF ALP 
Altrose ARF ARP 
Galactose GTF GTP 
Glucose GCF GCP 
Gulose GLF GLP 
Idose IDF IDP 
Mannose MNF MNP 
Talose TLF TLP 

Ketoses 

Sialic Acid  NAA 
Fructose FTF FTP 
Psicose PCF PCP 
Sorbose SBF SBP 
Tagatose TTF TTP 
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Pentoses 
Aldoses 

Arabinose ANF ANP 
Lyxose LXF LXP 
Ribose RBF RBP 
Xylose XLF XLP 

Ketoses 
Ribulose (Arabinose) RLF RLP 
Xylulose (Lyxulose) LLF LLP 

 

Table V-2     Predefined patches for monosaccharides. The patches are split into three categories: 
patches related to the global conformation of the ring, to the substituents and patches to link 
monosaccharides. For this later, the first two letters indicate the first carbon of which the hydroxyl 
group will be involved in the glycosidic bond and its position (L/R). This hydroxyl group is lost upon 
linkage. The last letter corresponds to the hydroxyl group number of the second monosaccharide. 
Exception is made for O6, which is not chiral. 

Type CNS Code Short explanation 

Conformation 
of the ring 

RCHP 
Reversion of the chair conformation of a 
pyranose. 

UD1F, UD2F, UD3F 
UD4F, UD4O 

Reversion of the envelope form (Up to 
Down) in furanoses. 

CB1, CB2, CB3 
CB4, CB5, CBO 

From chair to boat conformation. The 
last letter indicates the carbon which 
suffers of the flip. 

E1E2, E1E3 
E1E4, E1O4 

From initial envelope form (C1 above the 
plan formed by the four other atoms of 
the ring) to the other types of envelope 
forms in furanoses. 

Substituents 

L1RF, R1LF, L1RG, R1LG 
L1RP, R1LP, L1RQ, R1LQ 

Mutarotation (isomerization of C1) when 
the OH group is in L or R position. This 
patch is available for Furanoses (F) and 
pyranoses (P). 
Q and G are used when a carbon takes 
place instead of a hydrogen atom. 

L2R, R2L, L3R, R3L 
L4R, R4L, L5R, R5L 

Isomerization of carbons by reversing the 
position of their substituents. The middle 
figure indicates the carbon number. 

H1P, H1F 
H1LQ, H1RQ, H1LG, H1LQ 
H2, H3, H4, H5, H56, H6 

Dehydroxylation of C1 (in Furanoses or 
Pyranoses), C2, C3, C4, C5 (When C5 is 
followed or not by C6) and C6. 

C6H, C5H 
C6LO, C6RO, C5LO, C5RO 
C6LN, C6RN, C5LN, C6LN 

Replacement of the entire C6H2OH 
(pyranoses) or C5H2OH (furanoses) group 
by an H, an OH or an N-Acetyl group. 
The R/L notation specifies the position of 
O4/5. 

N1LP, N1RP, N1LF, N1RF 
N1LQ, N1RQ, N1LG, N1RG 
N2L, N2R 
N3L, N3R 
N4L, N4R 
N5L6, N5R6, N5 
N6 

Substitution of a hydroxyl group by an N-
Acetyl one. 
The first figure specifies the hydroxyl 
group number, L/R the position of the 
hydroxyl group and P/F if it is applicable 
only for pyranoses or furanoses. For C5, 
the second figure indicates whether the 
atom is followed by C6 or not. 
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Linkages 

2L1, 2R1, …, 2L6, 2R6
3L1, 3R1, …, 3L6, 3R6
4L1, 4R1, …, 4L6, 4R6 

The first two letters indicate the first 
carbon of which the hydroxyl group will 
be involved in the glycosidic bond and its 
position (L/R). This hydroxyl group is lost 
upon linkage. 
The last letter corresponds to the 
hydroxyl group number of the second 
monosaccharide. 

1LP1, 1RP1, …, 1LP6, 1RP6 
1LF1, 1RF1, …, 1LF6, 1RF6 

C1 is the carbon linked to the single O of 
the ring. This latter can be O4 in 
furanoses or O5 in pyranoses. This is 
specified with the third letter. 

5L61, 5R61, …, 5L66, 5R66
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56 

These patches can be applied only when 
C5 is out of the ring, when C6 is present 
(first line), or not (second line). 

61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66 
O6 is not chiral, and it is not necessary to 
specify R or L in the linkage patch. 
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AA  SSTTAATTIISSTTIICCAALL  AAPPPPRROOAACCHH  TTOO  

BBIIOOMMOOLLEECCUULLAARR  RREECCOOGGNNIITTIIOONN  

AAPPPPLLIICCAATTIIOONN  TTOO  PPRROOTTEEIINN--CCAARRBBOOHHYYDDRRAATTEE  

IINNTTEERRAACCTTIIOONNSS  

 When proteins met sugars…

Based on:

Wu A.M., Singh T, Liu J.-H., Krzeminski M,

Russwurm R , Siebert H.-C , Bonvin A.M.J.J, André S and Gabius H.-J

Activity–structure correlations in divergent lectin evolution: fine specificity of chicken galectin

CG-14and computational analysis of flexible ligand docking for CG-14 and the closely related

CG-16

Glycobiology  17: 165-184

Wu A.M., Singh T, Krzeminski M, Siebert H.-C,  Bonvin A.M.J.J, André S and Gabius H.-J

Human galectin-3 (Mac-2 antigen): defining molecular switches of affinity to natural

glycoproteins, structural aspects of glycan binding by flexible ligand docking and putative

regulators in the proximal promoter region

(Manuscript in preparation)
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alectins belong to a family of proteins that specifically bind the galactose 

part of glycans. Despite their high structural resemblance, they play 

many different roles within organisms. Studying their interactions with 

various ligands provides a unique opportunity to gain insight into the 

structure/activity relationship for this class of proteins. The high flexibility of the 

oligosaccharides that they recognize represents, however, a challenge for 

computational studies. In particular, entropic effects play an important role and 

are difficult to handle with the empirical forcefields typically used in such studies. 

As demonstrated here, simple energetic considerations are not able to rationalize 

all the experimental preferences for various ligands. As an alternative, we propose 

a strategy based on a statistical analysis of interactions observed in the generated 

models. 

  

G
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Introduction 

 In the field of drug design, it is fundamental to better understand how the 

structure of a protein can modulate its specificity and/or affinity. For this, evolution can 

help, as this natural process engenders upon gene duplication and sequence 

diversification novel proteins with closely related structural properties (Thomas, 1993). 

Galectins, introduced in Chapter I, represent a perfect example of proteins that diverged 

throughout evolution and exhibit at present a considerable diversity, in term of 

sequences, phylogeny [311, 414] and specificity toward different ligands, despite their 

high structural similarities. These 

proteins share a common 

carbohydrate recognition domain 

(CRD), which specifically binds the 

β-galactoside [415, 416] units of 

glycans present on other bio-

molecules. This highly conserved 

domain is built of about 130 amino 

acids with a characteristic β-

sandwiches fold and a well-preserved 

tryptophan residue important for 

binding (Figure VI-1). Because of 

their central role in many 

inflammatory diseases [417, 418], 

galectins are also predisposed 

therapeutic targets [317, 418-420]. 

Consequently, gaining insight into 

galectins-carbohydrates interactions 

becomes of crucial importance. For this we chose to study two systems for which 

experimental information is available: chicken galectins and human Galectin-3. 

 Cell adhesion and growth are partly modulated by prototype galectins, due to 

their reactivity toward carbohydrates and protein glycans [310, 312, 415, 416]. In 

mammalian cells, expression of galectins is rather complicated and leads to difficult 

comparative analysis in term of functionality, specificity and activity. In chicken, only 

three galectins have been found so far. One of them has been recently discovered, 

structurally close to galectin-1, but with a sequence similar to mammalian galectin-2, 

1 10 20 30 40 50 60
CG-14 MSCQGPVCT NLGLKPGQRL TVKGIIAPNA KSFVMNLGKD STHLGLHFNP RFDAHGDVNL IVCNSKKMEE
CG-16 ..EQGLVVT QLDVQPGECV KVKGLILSDA KGFSVNVGKD SSTLMLHFNP RFDCHGDVNT VVCNSKEDGT

1 8 18 28 38 48 58

70 80 90 100 109 119 129
CG-14 WGTEQRETVF PFQKGAPIEI TFSINPSDLT VHLP.GHQFS FPNRLGLSVF DYFDTHGDFT LRSVSWE
CG-16 WGEEDRKQDF PFQQGDKVEI CIFSDAAEVK VKVPE*VEFE FPNRLGMEKI QYLAVEGDFK VKAIKFS

68 78 88 98 107 117 127

Figure VI-1     Cartoon representation of the 
carbohydrate recognition domain of Chicken Galectins
CG-14, CG-16 and Human Galectin-3. The relevant 
residues discussed in the text are displayed as sticks, in
different colors to distinguish them (green: CG-16, 
orange: CG-14, purple: 1KJL). The sequence alignment 
between CG-14 and CG-16 is also shown with the 
identical residues indicated in red. A star denotes a
missing residue in the PDB structure. 
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accounting for its difficult classification [421]. 

The two other galectins, already known from the 

last century and well studied since, embrace an 

embryonic muscular/hepatic/pancreatic form and 

an embryonic dermal/intestinal form, named 

Chicken Galectins 14 (CG-14) and 16 (CG-16), 

respectively, based on their molecular weight 

estimated initially by gel electrophoresis. It has 

been shown later on that they have equal weights, 

but the original appellation was kept [422]. These 

two galectins are structurally closely related as 

shown in figure VI-1, in particular in their 

carbohydrate recognition domain implicated in β-

galatoside binding [423]. It has been shown that 

the two chicken galectins show clear preferences 

for LacNAc-I/II-containing glycoproteins, and in 

particular for the 4’- and 6’-hydroxyl groups of 

the galactose [424]. Despite their structural resemblances, some disparities have 

emerged along evolution. The sequence alignment reveals 71 substitutions for 134 

residues. Among them, substitutions of only two residues at the opposite site of the 

CRD (Valine 6 by Cysteine and Leucine 4 by Proline) have resulted in an increase of 

the polarity of the surface of CG-14, which, as a consequence, lost its ability to 

dimerize. As estimated from mutational rates, these two lectins might share a common 

ancestor that existed three hundred thousand years ago. Since then, the two proteins 

have diverged and have at present different functionalities and independent 

developmental regulation [425-427]. More specifically, CG-16 acts for instance on the 

morphogenesis of cartilage [428], while CG-14 seems to play a key role in the 

formation of embryonic skin [429, 430]. 

 A multitude of biochemical tests have been performed in parallel on the two 

galectins under identical conditions, including the measurement of binding specificities 

and affinities for diverse glycosidic epitopes and binding inhibition assays [431, 432]. 

These experiments revealed noticeable differences in ligand specificities. The binding 

Figure VI-2     Structures of the determinants characteristic
of histo-blood groups ABH(O) extracted from 1ULF
(antigen H (top)) and 1ULD (antigens A (middle) and B
(bottom)). Note that the glucoses of the histo-blood group A
and B determinants lack the N-Acetyl tail. 
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affinity tests encompassed a large panel of glycosubstances, i.e. diverse free 

oligosaccharides and glycoproteins, to account for spatial factors, including histo-blood 

group ABH(O) determinants. Blood groups are characterized by the presence of 

antigens of different nature at the surface of red blood cells. Depending on the blood 

group system, these antigens can be proteic, glycolipidic or glycoproteic, like in the 

histo-blood group ABH(O). This latter is composed of three different types of antigens, 

e.g. A, B and H (or O), all built by addition of specific epitopes at the branch ends of the 

same basic LacNAc-I/II containing glycan. The epitope characteristic of blood-group H 

is L-Fuc(α1-2)D-Gal(β1-4)α-D-GlcNAc. The one of blood-groups A and B are 

obtained from blood-group H by substituting the hydroxyl group born by the C3 of the 

galactose by β-D-GalNac and β-D-Gal, respectively (Figure VI-2).  

The interaction of the two chicken galectin with histo-blood group determinants was 

studied by binding inhibition tests consisting of estimating the quantity of inhibitor 

required to give 50% inhibition of the binding of either Smith degraded cyst MSS [433, 

434] or Cyst Beach P-1 [435] to CG-16 or CG-14, respectively. Note that both the 

precursor glycotopes Smith degraded cyst MSS and Cyst Beach P-1 are equivalent in 

term of glycan presentation and were identified as potent binding agent for CG-16 and 

CG-14, respectively. 

 The other system studied here is Galectin-3 and its interaction with various 

oligosaccharides. Since its discovery almost thirty years ago [436], Galectin-3 has been 

well characterized [437]. This soluble 32- to 35-kDa phosphoprotein is a chimeric 

molecule composed of both a CRD and collagen like domain, with an extra N-terminal 

tail consisting of 8-13 copies of a 9 amino acid repeat consensus sequence that is rich in 

proline, tyrosine and glycine. This β-galactoside-specific lectin (Cherayil, 1992), 

located in the nucleus, cytoplasm and  extracellular sites [438, 439], undergoes an 

amazing range of biological functions [440], including regulation of RNA-splicing in 

the nucleus, cell adhesion, signalling outside cells [438] and mediation of the immune 

response [313]. Moreover, this protein is implicated in many diseases like apoptosis and 

cancer [441-444], metastasis [445], inflammatory processes [446], diabetic nephropathy 

[323] making Galectin-3 an important therapeutic target. Gaining insight into its 

interactions at atomic scale is therefore important and could help in the design of new 

drugs. 

Like other galectins, Galectin-3 is highly specific for given glycans. Previous works 

demonstrated a clear preference for the β(1,4)- over the β(1,3)-linkage [447, 448] 

(Table VI-3). Further, Galectin-3 has a strong affinity for histo-blood group ABH 
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epitopes [448, 449]. Of particular interest is its specificity for LacdiNAc found at the 

surface of helminth parasites and the major xenoantigen (α-Gal) [450, 451]. LacdiNAc 

should thus be a fair ligand, but no relative binding affinities are known and this 

interaction has never been structurally characterized so far. 

 Experimentally, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and X-ray 

crystallography are the methods of choice to obtain structural information at atomic 

scale. These techniques, however, meet some difficulties in probing glycans. We have 

already seen in the previous chapters that structurally characterizing partially unfolded 

proteins presents complications because of the difficulty in obtaining clear and accurate 

experimental data. The problem arises from the numerous distinct interchangeable 

conformations this type of proteins can adopt due to the low energy barriers between 

them. Actually, this problem is not met only in intrinsically disordered proteins, but also 

in the world of saccharides. Indeed, glycans do not have, in general, a well-defined 

structure. They present a high degree of freedom related to the conformation of their 

rings (mutarotation) and of the glycosidic bonds between them. In solvent, they 

generally exist simultaneously in diverse states and only the interaction with other 

biological molecules can drive them toward a single or a few well-defined 

conformations, selected to better fit in the active site. Hence, predicting the interaction 

between proteins and saccharides and assessing the structure/activity relationship in 

glycan-binding proteins raises a challenging computational problem. In this chapter, we 

investigate this problem with two different approaches based on energetic or statistical 

considerations. 

Material and Methods 

Docking protocol 

 The interaction between different ligands and galectins was modelled by 

information-driven docking using HADDOCK (High Ambiguity Driven DOCKing) 

[168, 169]. The parallhdg.5.3 parameter set (Linge et al. 2003), which includes the 

OPLS (optimized potentials for liquid simulations) parameters for non-bonded 

interactions (Jorgenson and Tirado-Rives, 1988), was used for the protein part. The 

carbohydrates were described using the glycans-uu_1.0 force field introduced in the 

previous chapter. Non-bonded energy terms were calculated using an 8.5 Å cut-off 

distance. The dielectric constant ε was set to 10 in the vacuum stages of the 
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calculations, and to 1 when water molecules were explicitly added for the final 

refinement stage. 

The docking calculations were divided into separate stages of increasing level of 

refinement in order to describe the conformational space of both binding partners in the 

complex comprehensively. Protein–ligand docking allowing full flexibility of the 

oligosaccharide was performed during the simulated annealing stage of HADDOCK. In 

other words, rigid-body docking was avoided. The first stage consisted of a 

conformational search at high temperature (2000 K), followed by three slow cooling 

annealing stages. The total number of integration steps was 16000. The ligands were 

treated as fully flexible throughout the protocol to let them adopt their bound-state 

conformation should complex formation be accompanied by a distortion of the free-

state low-energy structure. On the lectin side, the degree of flexibility was increased 

stepwise, first only for side chains and in the final annealing stage for the backbone as 

well. 

Modelling chicken galectins / oligosaccharides interactions 

 The crystal structure of CG-16 (PDB code 1QMJ) [452] and a homology-based 

structural model of CG-14 (André, Kaltner et al. 2005) were used as starting point for 

the modelling, together with low-energy conformations of the histo-blood group ABH 

tri- and tetra-saccharides derived from available crystal structures (PDB codes 1ULD 

and 1ULF) [453]. The initial contact formation between ligand and lectin was guided by 

the evidence that galectins maintain a conserved binding mode for the central galactose 

unit residues in the vicinity of the Trp moiety of the CRD (Siebert et al. 1997; André, 

Kaltner et al. 2005). Distance restraints to drive the docking simulations were derived 

from an analysis of the mode of interaction of Human Galectin-1 with galactose in the 

crystal state (PDB code 1W6M ), using LigPlot [454]. Five distance restraints (with 

distance values between 2 and 4 Å), involving amino acid at equivalent positions in the 

two chicken galectins, were accordingly obtained. They involve the following atom 

pairs: the O4 oxygen atom of galactose and the Nε2 hydrogen atom of His44 

(CG-16) / His46 (CG-14), the O4 and O5 oxygen atoms of the sugar and the Nη* 

hydrogen atom of Arg48 (CG-16) / Arg50 (CG-14), the O6 oxygen atom of the sugar and 

the Nδ2 hydrogen atom of Asn61 (CG-16) / Asn63 (CG-14), as well as the HO6 hydrogen 

atom of the sugar and the Oε* oxygen atom of Glu71 (CG-16) / Glu73 (CG-14). 

 A total of 300 models were generated for each galectin/ligand complex with the 

1.3 version of HADDOCK [169]. These were ranked according to their interaction 
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energy. The top 250 complexes were subjected to a final refinement in explicit solvent 

(water) and further analyzed. 

Analysis of chicken galectins / oligosaccharides interactions 

 The resulting water refined models were grouped into clusters on the basis of 

similarity of their binding modes. Clustering was performed using a 1 Å cut-off value 

on the basis of the pairwise RMSD matrix calculated for the carbon atoms of each 

ligand after fitting on the backbone atoms of the protein. The cluster harbouring the 

most favourable average intermolecular energy was selected as representative model of 

the complex. In order to dissect contributions of individual amino acid residues and 

monosaccharides to the energy balance of the complete interaction process, electrostatic 

and van der Waals energy terms were separately computed for each amino acid or 

saccharide unit. 

Movies visualizing the docking process were generated with PyMol 

(http://www.pymol.org). 

Modelling hGal-3 / oligosaccharides interactions 

 The crystal structure of hGal-3 was extracted from 1KJL, in which the protein 

interacts with D-Gal(β1-4)GlcNAc, also called β-D-N-Acetyl-Lactosamine (LacNAc-

II). For the polysaccharides various combinations of starting conformations were used 

depending on availability and degree of conformational flexibility; they were taken 

from the CERMAV databank (http://www.cermav.cnrs.fr/glyco3d/), an existing crystal 

structure, or conformations randomly generated with CNS (ten in total). The tested 

oligosaccharide ligands enclose determinants of histo-blood groups A (BGA, exctracted 

from 1ULF) and B (BGB, derived from BGA after substituting the N-Acetyl tail by a 

hydroxyl group), LacNAc-II (Test case), D-N-Acetyl-Galactose(β1-3)β-D-N-Acetyl-

Galactosamine (LacdiNAc), D-Galactose(β1-3)β-D-N-Acetyl-Galactosamine (TF) and 

D-Galactose(β1-3)β-D-N-Acetyl-Glucosamine (LacNAc-I). The crystal structure of 

hGal-3 in complex with LacNAc-II revealed interactions between the O4 oxygen atom 

with Nε2 of His158 and Nη* of Arg162, the O5 oxygen atom with Nη* of Arg162, and the 

O6 oxygen atom with Nδ2 of Asn174. These restraints were used throughout the docking 

process performed with HADDOCK 2.0. 

 In total, 1500 complexes involving each of the di-saccharides diNAcL, TF and 

Lac-NAc-I were refined in water. For BGA and BGB only 500 were refined as they 
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were found to be rather rigid from the first study and 1000 for LacNAc-II (test case). 

All generated models were then analyzed, without discrimination regarding energy. 

Analysis of hGal-3 / oligosaccharides interactions 

 The intermolecular contacts between Human Galectin-3 and the various 

oligosaccharides were analyzed for each of the water-refined model with LigPlot using 

default settings and the frequency of each type of interaction was calculated. 

Results and Discussion 

Interaction between chicken galectins and histo-blood group determinants 

 Experimental studies of the two avian galectins CG-14 and CG-16 have 

indicated that they show the distinct ligand selectivities for histo-blood group ABH 

epitopes [431, 432]: while each of the histo-blood group ABH epitopes inhibits 

efficiently CG-14, only the “H active L” epitope (L-Fuc(α1-2)β-D -Gal(β1-4)α-D-Glc, 

called “Htri” in the following) causes an inhibition of CG-16 of about 10-fold 

diminished activity relative to lactose, but this inhibition remains weak (Table VI-1). 

The small amino acid sequence divergence observed in the binding site of the CRD 

could explain the difference in specificity and allow us to better understand the 

structure/activity relationship in proteins.  

 We followed an in silico approach to probe biomolecular interactions at atomic 

level focusing on histo-blood groups A and H. As a representative of the A histo-blood 

group we used D-Gal(α1-3)[L-Fuc(α1-2)]D-Gal(β1-4)α-D-Glc, which we call “Atetra” 

in the following. Four flexible docking runs were performed between the two galectins 

and each of the histo-blood group A and H type II determinants (Atetra and Htri). Despite 

allowing full flexibility of the ligands throughout the simulations, all models converged, 

which is characteristic of well defined complexes. After clustering the generated models 

with a very low cut-off, the 20 lowest energy complexes of the top ranking cluster, 

according to the HADDOCK score, were selected for further analysis.  

 Energy considerations. The HADDOCK score and intermolecular energies for 

the four systems are listed in Table VI-2. The energetic contribution of each amino 

acid/monosaccharide was analyzed in terms of van der Waals and electrostatic 

components (Table VI-2). The latter dominates in general the total energy (except for 

Trp70/71). These results, combined with an inspection of the patterns of interaction, allow 
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rationalizing the better affinity of CG-14 for epitope A versus B (Table VI-1). The 

hydrogen bond that connects the oxygen atom of the N-Acetyl group of GalNAc and the 

ring of His124 leads to a highly negative electrostatic energy contribution, which might 

be lost in the histo-blood group B epitope, as this latter lacks the N-Acetyl moiety 

(Figure VI-2). 

 When comparing the interaction profile of the two galectins, the same energy 

considerations, even though they justify the low sensitivity of CG-14 for the H-tri-

saccharide (Htri) in inhibition assays (Table VI-1 and VI-2a) compared to CG-16, do, 

however, no longer allow rationalizing the apparent preference of CG-14 for the histo-

blood group A-tetra-saccharide (Atetra) epitope. Indeed, CG-16 shows a lower  

interaction energy with Atetra than CG-14 (-178.4 kcal·mol-1 versus 156.6 kcal·mol-1, 

respectively) (Table VI-2b). This low interaction energy is also inconsistent with the 

lack of affinity of CG-16 for Atetra and its weak inhibition by Htri (Table VI-1). Note that 

the HADDOCK score is somewhat more in line with the experimental evidences. The 

main difference is the inclusion of an empirical desolvation energy term and the down 

weighting of the electrostatic energy contribution to the total score. Still the differences 

between CG-14 and CG-16 remain very small. 

 Considering the substituted residues in the binding site of the two avian 

galectins, the similarly positioned residues Ala53 in CG-14 and Cys51 in CG-16 trigger a 

different orientation of His54 and His52, respectively, in the CRD, leading to different 

coulomb energies for those residues between the two galectins (table 2). His54 of CG-14 

shows a lower non-bonded energy (-20.5 kcal·mol-1) than His52 of CG-16 

(-13.5 kcal·mol-1) with Htri. This could contribute to the difference observed in the 

experiments. Moreover, the calculated energy for the interaction between Atetra with 

Glu123 of CG-16 (-42.3 kcal·mol-1) is lower than the one with His124 of CG-14 

(-24.0 kcal·mol-1). This does, once more, contrast experimental information. 

 As for equivalent residues of the binding site in CG-14 and CG-16, only Asp56/54 

accounts for a better affinity of CG-14 for Htri (-11.6 kcal·mol-1 versus -3.2 kcal·mol-1). 

Interactions of Htri is more favourable toward Trp68 of CG-16 than Trp70 of CG-14 

(-14.8 kcal·mol-1 and -7.4 kcal·mol-1, respectively). In addition, Lys63 of CG-16 

contributes more in Atetra stabilization (-15.5 kcal·mol-1) than Lys65 of CG-14 

(-6.6 kcal·mol-1). Other interactions with equivalent residues of the binding site are 

energetically equivalent. 
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 Topology considerations. Clearly, energy considerations do not allow explaining 

the interaction profiles of the avian galectins CG-14 and CG-16. This might be due to 

significant differences in entropic effects difference between the two systems. 

Consequently, the reported interaction energies cannot be interpreted in terms of free 

energy of binding. Visualizing the binding process gives some hints about residues 

potentially important to explain the observed difference. The docking trajectories 

are accessible from http://www.nmr.chem.uu.nl/haddock2.0/movies/cg1.html. They 

illustrate the different stages of the simulations of the interaction between the chicken 

galectins and the histo-blood group H and A epitopes. Of particular interest is His124 of 

CG-14 that could prevent the ligand from dissociating. This might be a discriminating 

reason with regard to CG-16, in which this histidine has been substituted by Glu123. 

Further analysis by site directed mutagenesis would add a piece to the puzzle. 

Interaction between Human Galectin-3 and flexible oligosaccharides 

 In order to better understand the selectivity/affinity of Human Galectin-3, we 

studied by docking its interaction with diverse polysaccharides: BGA, BGB, LacNAc-I, 

LacNAc-II, LacdiNAc and TF. Our previous results on chicken galectins made clear 

that predicting affinities by docking is beyond what can be done currently for such 

systems. We therefore chose for this system to follow a statistical approach focusing on 

the occurrence of the diverse contacts observed at the interface, rather than on their 

energetics. This approach shows advantages as it can reflect the degree of flexibility of 

ligands and their accessible conformational space in the binding pocket. 

 We first tested the validity of this statistical approach by performing docking 

calculations between LacNAc-II and Human Galectin-3, for which a crystal structure of 

the complex at 1.40 Å resolution is available (PDB code: 1KJL). Results of this in silico 

experiment were assessed by calculating the occurrence of each interaction over all 

generated models, and compared to the available X-ray structure. HADDOCK 

reproduced all contacts found in the crystal structure in more than 95% of cases 

(Table VI-4), including the specific interactions we did deliberately not impose between 

Galactose and the carboxylate group of Glu184 and the ones that involve GlcNAc. 

Interestingly, some additional H-bonded interactions that are not observed in the crystal 

structure are detected, with a lower frequency, in particular between Nε2 of His158 and 

O3 of Galactose, and Nη* of Arg186 and O3 of GlcNAc. These groups are in spatial 

proximity in the crystal structure, 4.3 Å and 3.5 Å, respectively, but fall outside the well 

accepted cutoffs used to identify a hydrogen bond. The same phenomenon is observed 
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for hydrophobic contacts. This might actually reflect to some extend the flexibility of 

the molecules and accessible conformation space in the binding site, which is not 

observable from a single crystal structure. 

From the excellent results obtained with the test case, we decided to proceed and 

analyze in the same manner the interaction between hGal-3 and various 

oligosaccharides. 

Analysis of LacdiNAc, TF and LacNAc-I 

 Interaction with the galactose moiety. The galactose unit of all the three other 

ligands stays in close contact with the protein, obviously due to the restraints imposed 

throughout the docking process (Table VI-6). A high proportion of contact between the 

O6 oxygen of GalNAc/Gal with Glu184 is also observed (84.9%, 87.5% and 96.7%), like 

for the test case. Furthermore, in LacdiNAc, the oxygen atom of the N-Acetyl tail of 

GalNAc forms a hydrogen bond with the side chain of Arg144, in one third of cases. The 

galactose is also making hydrophobic contacts, mainly with His158, Val172, Asn174 and, 

naturally, the well conserved Trp181. 

 Interaction with the N-Acetyl-galactosamine/N-Acetyl-glucosamine moiety. The 

O3 oxygen of the GlcNAc unit of LacdiNAc interacts in more than 70% of cases with 

Glu165, and minor contacts with Arg162 (13%) and Arg186 (10%) are also present. In TF 

and LacNAc-I, as this atom is involved in the linkage between the two 

monosaccharides, it does not contribute as much in the stabilization of the sugar. 

Instead, GalNAc of TF, but more strikingly, GlcNAc of LacNAc-I, interacts with the 

protein via the O4 oxygen: the O4 of GalNAc in TF interacts only with Arg162 and in less 

than 30% of cases; in GlcNAc of LacNAc-I the O4 hydrogen bonds to Arg162, Glu165, 

Glu184 and Arg186 in 66.2%, 35.8%, 28.7% and 30.5 of cases, respectively. The 

difference in hydrogen bonding pattern of the O4 oxygen between LacNAc-I and TF 

could explain the experimental preferences (Table VI-3 and VI-4). The difference 

between these two saccharides could be justified by distinct orientations of the O4 atoms 

due to the different chirality of the C4 atom to which they are attached. 

As for the hydrophobic contacts, GlcNAc of LacdiNAc barely makes contact with hGal-

3 (12% between C3 and Arg186 and less than 10% between C8 and Glu184). TF and 

LacNAc-I interact with hGal-3 in a different manner: while TF interacts in 47.0% of 

cases with the side chain of Glu184 (via its C6 or C8), LacNAc-I is in close contact with 

Glu165 or Trp181 and Glu184 in 40% and 10.3% of cases, respectively. 
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 First conclusion. The three ligands share an equivalent affinity for hGal-3 with 

the GalNAc/Gal unit. The single difference that can make LacdiNAc a better ligand is 

its N-Acetyl tail. As for the GlcNAc/GalNAc part, LacNAc-I appears to be the most 

favored ligand. Between the two other ligands, LacdiNAc displays more frequent 

interactions, in particular H-bonds. In that sense, TF remains the worst ligand and our 

modelling results suggest the following order: LacNAc-I > LacdiNAc > TF. 

This is partly in line with experimental data (Table VI-3), which show that TF is not 

able to inhibit hGal-3. From experiments, LacdiNAc is a better ligand, which slightly 

contrasts our conclusions. This might come from the fact that a glycoprotein has been 

used in the experiments while we docked only the disaccharide. Hence, the topology of 

ligand presentation could contribute to the affinity regulation of lectin-carbohydrate 

interactions. 

Binding of LacNAc-I and LacNAc-II 

 The comparison of the binding profiles of LacNAc-I versus LacNAc-II to hGal-

3, for the GlcNAc unit, is rather delicate (Table VI-4 and VI-5). LacNAc-II makes 

contacts with Arg162, Glu184 and Arg186 in 99.0%, 87.2% and 44.6% of cases, 

respectively. LacNAc-I also interacts with the same residues, but in lower frequency 

(66.2%, 28.7% and 30.5% of cases, respectively). However, this latter additionally 

interacts with Glu165 (Close to Arg162). Despite this extra contact, interactions of 

LacNAc-II with hGal-3 appear more often and let us think of a better affinity: LacNAc-

II > LacNAc-I. However, one could imagine that LacNAc-I is more flexible and shares 

its contact network between two groups (Glu165/Glu162 and Glu186/Glu184). This last 

comparison cannot be verified as experimental results are controversial from two 

different approaches (Table VI-3) [431, 448]. Hence, it is fair to consider that LacNAc-

I/II are simply good ligands. 

Histo-blood group A- and B-like determinant 

 Experimentally, both histo-blood group A (BGA) and B (BGB) are recognized 

by hGal-3, with a preference for BGB (Gabius, personal communication). Before all, it 

seems that the fucosyl moiety of histo-blood group A (BGA) and B (BGB) epitopes 

does not play any role in the interaction with hGal-3. This has already been noticed in 

the interaction of BGA with the chicken galectins CG-14 and CG-16, where the energy 

contribution for this residue at the interface was quite low compared to other 
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monosaccharides (Table VI-2). As BGA and BGB only differ by the N-Acetyl tail born 

by the C2 of the terminus Galactose (Figure VI-2), the main differences most likely 

point toward this monosaccharide. First, the oxygen atom of the carboxyl group (O7) of 

BGA makes hydrogen bonds with Arg144 in one third of cases. In the other epitope 

(BGB), this interaction cannot exist but the rearrangement observed for the side chain of 

Arg144 allows interaction instead with O3.Moreover, for the two ligands, we have strong 

contributions of the oxygen atom O6, which interacts via a hydrogen bond with Lys176 

(20% and 45% for BGA and BGB, respectively) and Trp181 (85% and 33% for BGA and 

BGB, respectively).   

These results brought us to focus on the cooperativeness between Arg144, Lys176 and 

Trp181 (Figure VI-3). It is interesting to note that GalNAc and Gal of BGA and BGB, 

respectively, barely interact with the three residues simultaneously (Figure VI-3). On 

the one hand, BGA interacts only with Trp181 in half of cases and with both Arg144 and 

Trp181 in a quarter of cases. BGA interacts with Lys176 or together with Trp181 in less of 

10% of cases. On the other hand, the position of BGB is more centralized. BGB 

interacts with Arg144 in about 30% of cases, which are equally shared between a lonely 

interaction (9.2%) and the same interaction together with Lys176 (11.6%) or Trp181 

(10.4%). These two later interact singly with BGB in a quarter of the models. 

O3

O6

Trp181

Lys176

Arg144

40%

20%

10%

O3 O6

Arg144

Lys176

Trp181

BGA BGB

Figure VI-3     Schematic representation of the cooperativeness of interaction between Arg144, Lys176

and Trp181 of hGal-3 and the GalNAc/Gal part of the histo-blood group A/B epitopes (BGA/BGB). The

diameter of the circles reflects the occurrence of an interaction. A circle at a vertex of the triangle

represents an interaction present only between the saccharide and the specified residue (and not the

two others). Interactions existing simultaneously with two residues are depicted with circles located in

the middle of the edges of the triangle. Finally, interactions existing simultaneously between all three

residues are indicated by the circle in the middle of the triangle. The position of the O3 and O6 oxygen

atoms are shifted to reflect their interaction preferences. 
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 This allows rationalizing the microscopic behavior of the two ligands in the 

active site: the N-Acetyl tail of Arg144 pushes the ring of GalNAc (like a lever) and 

shifts it away from Lys176, as illustrated in figure VI-4. As a result BGA sits less “deep” 

into the binding pocket than BGB.  In the case of BGB, the distance between Gal and 

Arg144 is larger, allowing the ring to interact with Lys176 and Trp181. In one third of 

cases, Gal goes toward Arg144 but remains in contact with the two other residues in 

about 20% of cases. 

This situation is reinforced by the hydrophobic interactions: while C8 of the amide 

group of BGA manifests a high affinity for Asn160, which is on the same side than 

Arg144, the position of BGB allows contacts between C1 and C2 and His158, located on 

the same side than Lys176 and Trp181. 

In brief, from this study of the mono-saccharide that make BGA and BGB different, we 

conclude that each blood group adapts a specific conformation to stabilize the complex 

they form with hGal-3, but there is no clear evidence from this approach about any 

preference of the protein for histo-blood group A or B. 

Comparison of BGA interacting with hGal-3 and the chicken galectins 

 The binding of BGA to hGal-3 can be also compared to its binding to CG-14 and 

CG-16 previously studied. Structural alignment shows very similar position of residues 

except Arg144, absent in CG-14 and CG-16. Interestingly, His124 of CG-14, which 

displays a significant energy contribution, is oriented in a way that makes it occupy a 

position close to that of Arg144 in hGal-3 when the two proteins are structurally aligned. 

 
Figure VI-4     Models of the interaction of BGA (left) and BGB (right) with hGal
Lys176 and Trp181 that maintains GalNAc in BGA or Gal in BGB is indicated in or
of the residues implicated in hydrophobic contacts are shown in black. The red dashed line allows to 
better appreciate the shift of BGA in the binding pocket due to the N
going deeper inside the binding pocket. 

Models of the interaction of BGA (left) and BGB (right) with hGal-3. The triad Arg144, 
that maintains GalNAc in BGA or Gal in BGB is indicated in orange color. The name 

of the residues implicated in hydrophobic contacts are shown in black. The red dashed line allows to 
better appreciate the shift of BGA in the binding pocket due to the N-Acetyl tail that prevents it from 
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In CG-16, this Histidine is substituted by Glu123. This later is oriented directly toward 

the N-Acetyl group of GalNAc and can account for the lower interaction energy 

previously calculated. 

 Despite the few number of generated models, a statistical comparison of 

interactions was performed for the GalNAc moiety (Data not shown). While Atetra is 

stabilized in CG-14 by Trp70 (69.2%), His124 (56.4%) and to some extend Lys65 (14.0%), 

in CG-16, it seems more flexible as it interacts with Trp68 (48.8%), Lys63 (32.4%), 

Glu123 (with N2 (24.0%) or O4 (36.8%)) and Ser31 (36.0%). This less well-defined 

binding mode could reflect a smaller affinity of the histo-blood group A determinant for 

CG-16. 

General Conclusions 

 Galectins, characterized by their capacity to specifically bind the galactoside part 

of glycans, share amazing features:  

i. they are able to recognize with high specificity selected polysaccharides 

from the huge variety expressed in animal tissues  

ii. they show a sharp specificity toward a limited set a well-defined 

oligosaccharides; this specificity differs from a galectin to another one, 

despite their closely related structures 

iii. they cover a large range of functions within the cells.  

These features make them of particular interest for better understanding the 

structure/specificity/activity relationship. For this purpose, interactions of galectins with 

diverse oligosaccharide were investigated at atomic level, using advanced in silico 

docking methods, which include gradual levels of flexibility and refinement. 

 The first study, involving two related chicken galectins, showed that an energy-

based analysis of results does not allow explaining all the experimentally observed 

affinities. Basically, when the ligand is small or highly flexible, entropic effects become 

very significant and the potential energy landscape does not reflect the free energy 

landscape anymore. An energetic approach can thus only be followed when comparing 

different binding modes of the same ligand, as entropic effects should be similar. 

However, comparison of interaction profiles between two different systems, even 

related, is not possible. Still, interesting observations could be made, in particular on the 

potential role of His124 that could be a crucial factor in explaining the differences in 

interactions between these two galectins. 
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 The free energy reflects the probability of a system to adopt a certain 

conformation. This concept was taken into account in the second part of the work, 

where we studied the interactions between hGal-3 and different, closely related ligands 

(Histo-blood groups A and B and various disaccharides). For this, we first generated by 

docking a much larger number of models, starting from different conformations (various 

combinations of Φ/Ψ angles between the two monosaccharides of the molecule). This 

sampling of starting conformations was necessary since, despite the high flexibility 

given to the ligands during docking, rotation around the glycosidic bond can meet high 

energy barriers that are difficult to overcome during the simulations; this can thus 

prevent the ligand to reach favorable conformations. 

For the analysis, instead of considering the interaction energy, a statistical approach was 

followed. It consisted of counting the number of times the various interactions were 

present over all generated models. After all, there is no specific reason to reject any 

models as they all respect the imposed restraints without any atomic clash. Such an 

approach is conceptually interesting as it reflects the probability of a given interaction to 

exist, provided the interaction space has been sufficiently sampled. To better understand 

this idea, let us consider some extreme cases. If a given interaction appears in only 0.5% 

of all generated complexes, this interaction has very low probability to be relevant. At 

the opposite side, if an interaction is observed in 99.5% of our models, it becomes more 

effective. Furthermore, this approach can also reflect to some extend the flexibility of 

the ligands within the binding pocket: if a ligand adopts two distinct positions in the 

binding pocket, each covering 50% of the cases, this could mean either that the ligand 

spends half of its time in one position and the rest of the time in the other position (time 

averaging), or that it can bind to the protein in two different manners (ensemble 

averaging). The interpretation of such a situation is actually rather ambiguous. A major 

outcome of such a statistical analysis is the identification of candidates (residues or 

groups) that have potentially an important contribution to the binding; these can then be 

tested experimentally, for example, by site-directed mutagenesis. 
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Table VI-1     Binding activity and inhibition of CG-14 and CG-16 to human blood group ABH. Values 
are extracted from [432] for CG-16 and [431] for CG-14 (nd = not determined or specified). Ah is 
GalNAc(α1-3)[LFuc(α1-2)]Gal, Bh is Gal(α1-3)[LFuc(α1-2)]Gal and H active L is L-Fuc(α1-2)β−D-
Gal(β1-4)α-D-Glc. 

 

BINDING INHIBITING 

Quantity in ng 
giving 1.5 (A405) 

units
Intensity2 

Relative 
potency1 

Glycoprotein or 
Saccharide 

Histo-
Blood 
Group 

Equivalent 
epitope used for 

docking 
CG-14 CG-16 CG-14 CG-16 CG-14 CG-16 

Cyst MSS 10% 2x Ah (BGA) 

Atetra 
D-Gal(α1-3)[L-
Fuc(α1-2)]D-

Gal(β1-4)α-D-Glc 

6.0 - 5 0 1.4·104 -3 

Cyst Mcdon Ah (BGA) 

Atetra 

D-Gal(α1-3)[L-
Fuc(α1-2)]D-

Gal(β1-4)α-D-Glc 

5.0 - 5 1 1.3·104 - 

Cyst Beach 
Phenol insoluble 

Bh (BGB) None 26.0 - 5 1 9.0·102 - 

H active L H 
Htri 

L-Fuc(α1-2)D-
Gal(β1-4)α-D-Glc 

nd nd nd nd 1.3·102 weak5 

1The relative potency is expressed as the rate between the quantity of Gal required for 50% inhibition 
 (taken as 1.0) and the quantity of sample required for 50% inhibition 
2The results were graded according  to the spectrophotometric absorbance value  (OD)  at 405 nm  after
 4 hours incubation as following:  5 (OD>2.5), 4 (2.5>OD>2.0), 3 (2.0>1.5), 2 (1.5>OD>1.0), 
 1 (1.0>OD>0.5), 0 (OD<0.2).  
3For CG-16, glycans were tested from 277.8 to 555.6 and did not reach 50% inhibition 
4For CG-14, the maximum quantity of inhibitor was 2.8·102 ng and reached an inhibition of 11.1% 
5Weak inhibition with about 10-fold diminished activity relative to lactose 
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Table VI-2     Contribution of various residues to the energy of interaction (kcal·mol-1) between 
CG-14/CG-16 and the histo-blood group H-tri-saccharide (Htri) (a.) and A-tetra-saccharide (Atetra) (b.) 
determinants. The energies are averages over the top 20 members of the top ranking cluster (in term of 
HADDOCK score). 
a. 

 Binding Energy to Htri (kcal·mol-1) 

  Residue 
Etot Evdw Ecoulomb 

CG-14 CG-16 CG-14 CG-16 CG-14 CG-16 

     His46/44 -9.6 -9.1 -2.1 -2.0 -7.5 -7.6 
     Arg50/48 -28.2 -27.9 -1.2 -1.1 -27.0 -29.0 
     His54/52 -20.5 -13.5 -5.5 -4.9 -15.0 -8.8 
     Asp56/54 -11.6 -3.2 -1.3 -0.9 -10.3 -3.4 
     Asn63/61 -8.1 -7.7 -0.2 -0.3 -7.9 -7.2 
     Lys65/63 - -0.4 - - - - 
     Trp70/68 -7.4 -14.8 -7.0 -10.2 -0.4 -4.7 
     Glu73/71 -27.9 -32.6 -3.3 -2.7 -24.6 -27.3 
     Arg75/73 -11.7 -8.4 -1.4 -2.2 -10.5 -4.0 
     His124/Glu123 - 0.6 - - - 0.6 
     Gal -50.8 -47.5 -15.0 -15.0 -35.8 -32.5 
     Glc/GlcNAc -66.6 -62.9 -7.0 -8.1 -59.6 -54.8 
     Fuc -10.8 -6.7 -5.2 -4.8 -5.6 -1.9 
Intermolecular 

i
-128.2 -117.4 -21.2 -27.6 -101.0 -89.8 

HADDOCK Score 
(arbitrary unit) 

CG14/Htri 
CG-16/ Htri 

-37.3 ± 1.9 
-36.6 ± 1.5   

 
 
b. 

 Binding Energy to Atetra (kcal·mol-1) 

  Residue 
Etot Evdw Ecoulomb 

CG-14 CG-16 CG-14 CG-16 CG-14 CG-16 

     His46/44 -6.6 -1.0 -3.3 -1.9 -3.3 +0.9 
     Arg50/48 -30.0 -33.0 -2.3 -1.8 -27.7 -31.2 
     His54/52 -13.7 -21.3 -5.4 -6.2 -8.3 -15.1 
     Asp56/54 +7.9 +7.9 -0.4 -0.4 +8.3 +8.3 
     Asn63/61 -7.0 -6.5 -0.2 -0.6 -6.8 -5.9 
     Lys65/63 -6.6 -15.5 -0.4 -0.5 -6.2 -15.0 
     Trp70/68 -13.9 -14.1 -9.0 -9.0 -4.9 -5.0 
     Glu73/71 -43.3 -40.4 +0.4 +0.8 -43.7 -41.2 
     Arg75/73 -6.0 -5.3 -1.3 -1.2 -4.7 -4.1 
     His124/Glu123 -24.0 -42.3 -2.0 -1.8 - -40.5 
     Gal -52.7 -44.5 -13.7 -12.4 -39. -32.1 
     Glc/GlcNAc -61.0 -58.0 -2.5 -1.6 -58.5 -56.4 
    GalNAc -32.5 -69.2 -12.7 -10.9 -19.8 -58.3 
     Fuc -10.2 -6.8 -4.8 -4.9 -5.4 -1.9 
Intermolecular -156.6 -178.4 -33.7 -29.8 -122.9 -148.6 

HADDOCK Score 
(arbitrary unit) 

CG14/Atetra 

CG-16/Atetra 
-46.0 ± 1.3 
-44.4 ± 1.7 
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Table VI-3     Inhibition of Galectin-3 by various oligosaccharides with two different binding assay 
approaches, performed by Sparrow et al. (41) and Wu et al. (manuscript in preparation). The inhibitory 
potency is the concentration of lactose giving 50% inhibition divided by the concentration of the 
reference saccharide (Lactose) giving 50% inhibition. Of note, values reported from Sparrow et al. have 
been modified to take the lactose as reference. Moreover, relative potencies can only be compared when 
taken from the same column. 

Oligosaccharide formula (Name in the text) 
Relative potency 

Wu et al. 
Sparrow et 

al. 
Gal(β1-4)GlcNAc Saccharide (LacNAc-II) 1.0 1.0 
GalNAc(β1-4)GlcNAc Glycoprotein (LacdiNAc) 85.5 ND 
Gal(β1-3)GlcNAc Saccharide (LacNAc-I) 1.6·102 0.56 
Gal(β1-3)GalNAc Saccharide (TF) - ND 
 

 

Table VI-4     Intermolecular interactions between Human Galectin-3 and N-Acetyl-Lactosamine. 
Contacts observed in the crystal structure are compared to those estimated from 1000 docking models 
obtained with HADDOCK (imposed restraints are indicated in bold font). Contacts are listed only if 
they are presented in at least 10% of cases. Their occurrence is expressed in term of the percentage of 
models which display the interaction. A few additional contacts are observed only in the complexes 
generated with HADDOCK. They are displayed in dark grey with the measured distance in the crystal 
structure specified between brackets. 

  Intermolecular Interactions X-ray HADDOCK (%) 

H-bonds 

Galactose 

His 158 Nε* 
O3 
O4 

-
V 

22.0 (4.32 Å) 
97.6 

Arg 162 Nη2 
O4 
O5 

V
V 

100 
100 

Asn 174 Nδ2 O6 V 99.2 
Glu 184 OΕ2 O6 V 99.1 

GlcNAc 
Arg 162 Nη* O3 V 99.0 
Glu 184 Oε2 O3 V 87.2 
Arg 186 Nη* O3 - 44.6 (3.54 Å) 

Van der 
Waals 

Galactose 

Trp 181 Cζ* 
C3 
C4 
C5 

-
V 
V 

53.4 (4.25 Å) 
62.8 
6.7 

Trp 181 Cε2 
C3 
C5 

-
V 

18.1 (4.10 Å) 
40.2 

Trp 181 Cδ* C5 V 40.8 
Trp 181 Cη2 C4 - 48.4 (4.36 Å) 

Trp 181 Cε2 
C4 
C6 

V
- 

25.0 
20.1 (4.29 Å)  

Asn 174 Cβ C6 V 97.1 

His 158 Cδ* 
C6 
C4 

V 
- 

19.4 
99.5 (3.94 Å) 

His 158 Cε* C4 - 36.1 (4.10 Å) 
Val 172 Cγ* C6 - 83.7 (4.03 Å) 

GlcNAc Arg 186 Cζ C8 - 25.4 (4.69 Å) 
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Table VI-5     Interactions of human Galectin-3 with LacdiNac, TF and LacNAc-I. The results are given 
in term of the percentage of an observed H-bonded or van der Waals interaction over all generated 
models. Only interactions observed in at least 10% of the cases are specified. 

  Galectin-3 
Ligand 
atom 

LacdiNAc 
(%) 

NGal - NGlc 

TF (%) 
Gal - NGal 

LacNAc-I 
(%) 

Gal - NGlc 

H-
bonds 

Gal / 
NGal 

Arg 144 Nη* O7 33.6 - - 
His 158 Nε* O4 99.9 95.9 98.2 

Arg 162 Nη* 
O4 
O5 

99.9 
100.0 

99.9 
99.9 

99.9 
99.9 

Asn 174 Nδ* O6 96.0 99.0 98.7 
Glu 184 Oε* O6 84.9 87.5 96.7 

NGlc 
/ 

NGal 

Arg 162 Nη* 
O3 
O4 

13.3 
4.9 

4.1 
26.7 

4.0 
66.2 

Glu 165 Oε* 
O3 
O4 
N2 

70.8 
0.0 

10.3 

0.0 
4.3 
0.0 

8.6 
35.8 
0.0 

Glu 184 Oε* 
O4 
N2 

0.0 
12.3 

0.2 
10.0 

28.7 
8.6 

Arg 186 Nη* 
O3 
O4 

10.5 
0.0 

0.0 
0.7 

0.0 
30.5 

Van 
der 

Waals 

Gal / 
NGal 

Arg 162 Cζ 
C1 
C2 

21.7 
3.1 

2.4 
1.5 

13.4 
26.3 

Trp 181 Cζ* 
C3 
C4 
C6 

53.2 
66.5 
3.8 

62.1 
47.9 
8.7 

24.9 
39.5 
11.0 

Trp 181 Cδ* C6 9.2 2.9 16.9 

Trp 181 Cε* 
C3 
C4 

16.6 
32.0 

17.6 
6.9 

5.3 
10.9 

Trp 181 Cη* 
C3 
C4 

9.2 
54.5 

25.1 
53.7 

5.3 
39.6 

His 158 Cδ* 
C4 
C5 
C6 

87.9 
21.7 
7.0 

99.3 
14.1 
33.1 

86.7 
0.0 

24.8 

His 158 Cε* 
C4 
C5 

7.3 
24.4 

37.4 
15.5 

17.0 
13.1 

Asn 174 Cβ C6 75.8 85.9 68.9 
Val 172 Cγ* C6 68.9 76.8 64.6 
Trp 181 Cε* C6 19.0 16.1 23.5 

NGlc 
/ 

NGal 

Glu 165 Cδ C6 0.0 1.8 24.7 
Trp 181 Cδ* C8 0.0 0.3 29.5 

Glu 184 Cδ 
C6 
C8 

0.0 
9.5 

12.7 
34.3 

1.1 
10.3 

Arg 186 Cζ C3 12.2 0.0 0.0 
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Table VI-6     Interactions of human Galectin-3 with histo-blood group A (BGA) and B (BGB) 
determinants. The presented results are expressed in term of percentage of an observed H-bonded or 
van der Waals interaction over all generated models. Only interactions observed in at least 10% of 
cases are specified. 

 Residue Monosaccharide BGA (%) BGB (%) 

H-bonds 

Asn 160 Oδ* Gal O4 0.8 21.8 
Glu 184 Oε* Glc O2 59.2 32.2 

Arg 144 Nη* NGal/Gal 
O7 
O3 

32.2 
0.2 

- 
33.0 

Lys 
Trp 

176
181 

Nζ 
Nε* 

NGal/Gal O6 
19.8 
85.0 

44.8 
43.5 

Van der 
Waals 

His 158 Cε* NGal/Gal 
C1 
C2 

41.8 
1.2 

94.0 
35.0 

Asn 160 Cγ NGal/Gal C8 78.0 - 
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SSUUMMMMAARRYY  

Proteins are linear chains made of amino acids that are generally folded into a specific 

and well-defined three-dimensional (3D) structure, which provides it a specific function and 

activity within the cell. For a long time, it has been thought that this 3D structure was a 

prerequisite for a protein to function. However, more recently, the existence of several proteins 

that lack a 3D structure and that are still functional has been well documented. Such proteins are 

called intrinsically disordered proteins. The disorder in them can affect the full or part of the 

protein. Today it is known that these disordered proteins are abundant and represent eventually a 

large part of the proteome (more than 50% in eukaryotes). The proteins can exert their functional 

role in a variety of ways. Their plasticity allows them to interact with numerous biomolecules by 

adapting the shape of the unfolded part to the different partners. In this way, they can participate 

in diverse cellular processes such as regulation, maintenance of the shape of the cell 

(cytoskeleton), protein degradation or DNA condensation. This disorder can be native, but can 

also be induced by an external stimulus, like the interaction with other biomolecules, 

environmental changes and light.  

Structural characterization of such intrinsically disordered systems at atomic scale is 

very difficult, but crucial for a better understanding of their functional mechanism and also for the 

possible design of new drugs. However, the lack of structure, the lack of methods to inspect their 

states, and the lack of tools to analyze those, remains a considerable challenge. Though NMR is 

used in structural biology generally as a tool for structure determination, it can also help as a 

spectroscopic tool to define the foldedness and disorder of biomolecules and to characterize their 

dynamics. In this thesis, I show that NMR can be combined to computational modelling to 

characterize those intrinsically disordered systems. In such dynamic systems the NMR parameters 

are measured as time and ensemble averages, not unlike the situation in normal structure 

determination of proteins with internal mobility. Computational methods to deal with ensemble 

averaging to treat internal or side chain mobility have been developed for native proteins and 

small peptides previously. Nevertheless, for the highly flexible elements as present in intrinsically 

disordered proteins and which are the focus of my thesis, these computational approaches are 

inadequate. The interpretation of the averaged data of grossly different geometries is more 

delicate and the large ensemble introduces a new modelling challenge, as addressed in the 

introduction (Chapter I).  

In the first part of my thesis, I introduce new computational methods that can better 

describe the partially unfolded state of proteins from NMR data than was possible till now. A first 

step in characterizing these systems is the detection of possible flexible regions and to sample 
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their accessible conformational space. For this purpose, I propose, in Chapter II, an automatic 

and unbiased approach, which attributes, using NMR data and the structure of the protein in its 

ground state, a confidence level to each residue to belong to the unfolded part. This step is crucial 

to generate structures that could possibly fit experimental data, as shown in Chapter III. In this 

latter chapter, I also propose an algorithm (MINOES) that aims at selecting from a large pool of 

initial structures the minimal ensemble that on average best fits experimental data. The method 

was setup and tested for use of NMR chemical shifts of partially unfolded proteins and protein 

complexes. In Chapter IV, these methods are applied to the characterization of the unfolded 

regions of the signaling state of the Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP). This photoreceptor is 

involved in the phototaxis response of a bacterium and partially unfolds upon illumination by 

intense blue light. The protein studied is a mutant of PYP that misses the first 25 N-terminal 

residues, Δ25-PYP, and that shows well-defined NMR spectra of the dark (pG) and light-induced 

(pB) states. For the partially unfolded pB state, we combined all currently available NMR data to 

generate a reliable set of possible structures. The most probable ensemble was selected by the 

computational procedure developed in the previous chapters.  

In the second part of this thesis, I focus on glycans, which represent another example of 

highly flexible systems, and whose saccharide units are the targets of many proteins. To model 

the oligosaccharide-protein interactions, the structure of both partners is required. However, the 

carbohydrate topology file of the software package CNS, which is used in the docking program 

developed in my laboratory (HADDOCK), contains the description of only a few saccharide 

residues and did not contain the residues of interest. Therefore, in Chapter V, I extended the 

existing topology file, which now is called glycans_uu-1.0 and which allows modelling a 

multitude of polysaccharides. This allows modelling protein oligosaccharide complexes by 

docking and exploring the accessible conformational space in sugar binding pockets of proteins, 

as described in Chapter VI. In this study, it is shown that conformational energy, which does not 

include entropic effects, does not allow accounting for the experimental observations. Instead, I 

propose a statistical approach that can handle the intrinsic flexibility of the system.  

In this thesis, I highlight the inadequacy of conformational energy, which is commonly 

used in molecular modelling to define the most likely states of biological systems, when applying 

this to highly flexible systems. For this case, it is suggested to disregard potential energy in the 

analysis, and to base the selection of the most representative ensemble from a large collection of 

structures on the direct comparison versus experimental data or by adopting a statistical approach 

when experimental information is lacking. Both methods might contribute to overcome the 

challenging concept of “free energy” that is frequently met in molecular modelling. 
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SSAAMMEENNVVAATTTTIINNGG  

 Eiwitten bestaan uit lineaire ketens van aminozuren die doorgaans gevouwen zijn tot een 

goed gedefinieerde, driedimensionale (3D) structuur. Deze structuur geeft het eiwit zijn specifieke 

activiteit en functie binnen de cel. Lange tijd was men in de veronderstelling dat deze 3D 

structuur noodzakelijk was voor een eiwit om te functioneren. Echter recentelijk zijn er een aantal 

eiwitten aangetoond die geen goed gedefinieerde 3D structuur hebben, maar wel naar behoren 

functioneren. Deze eiwitten zijn intrinsiek ongestructureerd. Dit ongeordende karakter kan zich 

tot een deel van het eiwit beperken of het gehele eiwit omvatten. Het is nu bekend dat deze 

ongestructureerde eiwitten een groot deel uitmaken van het totaal aan eiwitten binnen de cel 

(ongeveer 50% in eukaryoten). Deze eiwitten vervullen hun functie op een aantal manieren. Hun 

plasticiteit stelt ze in staat zich in hun vorm aan te passen, zodat ze met een breed scala aan 

biomoleculen een interactie kunnen aangaan. Op deze wijze vervullen ze uiteenlopende functies 

in de cel zoals regulatie, de stevigheid van de cel (cytoskelet), eiwit afbraak en DNA condensatie. 

De eiwitten kunnen van nature in een ongestructureerde staat voorkomen, maar kunnen ook van 

een gestructureerde naar een ongestructureerde staat overgaan als reactie op signalen van 

buitenaf, zoals de interactie met andere biomoleculen, veranderingen in de omgeving en licht. 

De studie van intrinsiek ongestructureerde eiwitten op atomair niveau is niet eenvoudig maar wel 

cruciaal voor een beter inzicht in hun functioneren en de ontwikkeling van medicamenten. Echter, 

het gebrek aan structuren en methoden om de staat van deze eiwitten vast te stellen en te 

analyseren maakt hun studie een uitdaging. NMR als techniek wordt in de structuurbiologie 

veelvuldig gebruikt om de 3D structuur van biomoleculen op atomair niveau te bepalen. Deze 

spectroscopische techniek kan echter ook gebruikt worden om de vouwing of het gebrek daaraan 

in eiwitten te bepalen en hun dynamisch karakter in kaart te brengen. In dit proefschrift beschrijf 

ik hoe NMR kan worden gecombineerd met computertechnieken om een beter inzicht te krijgen 

in deze intrinsiek ongeordende eiwitten. In deze dynamische systemen worden de NMR 

parameters gemeten als tijd en ensemble gemiddelden, analog aan de NMR metingen aan eiwitten 

met interne mobiliteit. Computertechnieken voor de analyse van interne mobiliteit of aminozuur-

zijketen mobiliteit in ensemblemiddeling zijn al ontwikkeld voor eiwitten en kleine peptiden. 

Echter, voor de analyse van intrinsiek ongestructureerde eiwitten voldoen deze technieken niet. In 

het eerste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift wordt nogmaals onderstreept wat de uitdaging is bij de 

interpretatie van gemiddelde data afkomstig van uiteenlopende verschillende structuur 

geometrieën. In dit hoofdstuk introduceer ik een nieuw computeralgoritme die de gedeeltelijk 

ongevouwen staat van eiwitten bepaalt vanuit NMR data en beter kan beschrijven dan de huidige 

methoden. De eerste stap in de karakterisatie van dit soort systemen bestaat uit de detectie van 

mogelijk flexibele delen van het eiwit en de bemonstering van hun conformationeel toegankelijke 
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ruimte. In hoofdstuk 2 werk ik dit algoritme verder uit tot een computerprogramma dat 

automatisch en onbevooroordeeld een waarschijnlijkheidswaarde toewijst aan elk aminozuur, 

welke tezamen de delen van het eiwit identificeren die zich in een gedefinieerde of onge-

definieerde staat bevinden. Dit programma gebruikt de NMR data en de structuur van het eiwit in 

de grondtoestand als inputgegevens. Deze stap is cruciaal voor de generatie van 3D structuren 

welke overeenkomen met de experimentele data zoals besproken in hoofdstuk 3. De generatie 

van structuren die overeenkomen met de experimentele data resulteert voor dit type eiwitten vaak 

in een grote hoeveelheid mogelijke structuren. In hoofdstuk 3 bespreek ik tevens de ontwikkeling 

van een nieuwe programma (MINOES) die het mogelijk maakt om een selectie te maken uit de 

grote poel van mogelijke structuren, welke het beste overeenkomt met de experimentele data. De 

software identificeert het minimale ensemble dat het best overeenkomt met de experimentele data. 

De software is ontwikkeld en getest voor gebruik met NMR chemical shift data op gedeeltelijk 

ongevouwen eiwitten en eiwitcomplexen. In hoofdstuk 4 pas ik deze methode toe op de 

karakterisatie van de ongevouwen delen van het Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) eiwit in zijn 

signaleringtoestand. Deze fotoreceptor is betrokken bij de phototaxis response van een bacterie en 

ontvouwt gedeeltelijk wanneer het wordt blootgesteld aan intens blauw licht. Het PYP eiwit dat in 

deze studie is gebruikt is een mutant die de eerste 25 aminozuren van de N-terminus mist (Δ25-

PYP). Deze mutant heeft een goed gedefinieerd NMR spectrum van de grondtoestand, wanneer 

deze niet aan blauw licht wordt blootgesteld (pG) en in de licht geïnduceerde staat (pB). Voor de 

gedeeltelijk ongevouwen pB staat hebben wij alle beschikbare NMR data gecombineerd om zo 

een betrouwbare set aan mogelijke structuren te generen. De meest waarschijnlijke set aan 

structuren werd geselecteerd met de computermethoden die ontwikkeld zijn in de voorgaande 

hoofdstukken. 

In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift richt ik mijzelf op glycanen die vaak betrokken zijn bij 

interacties met eiwitten via hun saccharide residuen, en welke een ander voorbeeld zijn van uiterst 

flexibele systemen. Om de oligosaccharide-eiwit interacties te modelleren zijn de structuren van 

beide partners nodig. Voor deze modellering heb ik het HADDOCK docking programma gebruikt 

dat ontwikkeld is in ons laboratorium. Dit programma maakt gebruikt van een ander 

softwarepakket (CNS) voor het structuur berekeningsgedeelte van de docking procedure. De 

koolhydraat topologie die CNS gebruikt bevat echter de beschrijving voor een beperkt aantal 

saccharide residuen en miste de residuen die noodzakelijk zijn voor de studie beschreven in 

hoofdstuk 6. In hoofdstuk 5 beschrijf ik de uitbreiding van de koolhydraattopologie van CNS die 

het nu mogelijk maakt een uiteenlopende verschillende glycanen te modelleren. Deze uitbreiding 

topologie maakt de studie van oligosaccharide-eiwit complexen via docking mogelijk. In 

hoofdstuk 6 pas ik deze techniek toe voor de verkenning van de conformationele ruimte die de 

suikers hebben in de complexen met het eiwit. Deze studie heeft aangetoond dat de 

conformationele termen energie, welke geen entropie bevat, niet overeenkomt met de 

experimenteel vergaarde data. Om de tekortkomingen van de conformationele energie op te 
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heffen, stel ik een statische methode voor, die beter in staat is de intrinsieke flexibiliteit van het 

systeem te beschrijven.   

De conformationele energie wordt in moleculaire modellering veelvuldig gebruikt om 

de meest waarschijnlijke staat van een systeem te definiëren. In dit proefschrift onderstreep ik de 

tekortkomingen van de conformationele energie wanneer deze wordt toegepast op flexibele 

systemen. Ik stel daarom voor om de potentiële energiecomponent uit de analyse weg te laten en 

de selectie van het meest waarschijnlijke ensemble aan structuren te baseren op de directe 

vergelijking met experimentele data of door gebruik van statistische methoden bij het gebrek 

hieraan. Beide methoden kunnen mogelijk de problemen geassocieerd met “vrije energie” het 

hoofd bieden. 
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